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Abstract

In this thesis, we develop themedial scaffold(MS) technology, a graph-based medial axis
(MA) representation, which is applied to model 3D shapes in a range of applications and lead to-
ward the ultimate goal of recognition. TheMA is with great promise as a universal model for shape,
since it outlines many features explicitly in a hierarchy and allows to organize them completely (en-
abling an exact reconstruction). A key issue in using the 3DMA is that, how the complexMA
structure can be regularized so that similar, within-category 3D shapes yield similar 3DMA that
are distinct from the non-category shapes. My work extends a line of research which(i) organizes
the 3DMA into a hierarchical hypergraph by studying its singularity typology, and(ii) classifies
the instabilities of theMA structure, ortransitions(sudden topological changes due to a small per-
turbation). A set ofMS transformsis defined in a case-by-case analysis to model theMS across
all generic transitions, thus allows manipulating the underlying shape and regularizing it toward a
near-by degenerate transition point. The simplifiedMS preserves with-in-category similarity, thus
enables various applications including shape analysis, robust feature detection, and manipulation. It
is also useful in establishing a similarity measure in matching shapes, by adopting a graph matching
scheme for theMS hypergraph. Results of the proposed framework demonstrate its state-of-art in
MA-based modeling and promises its potential in shape-based matching.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A Brief Overview of this Thesis

* Problem setup: 3D shape representation for modeling and recognition.

Many fields of technologies such as computer vision and graphics require sophisticated interaction
with objects using somerepresentationof their shapes [125]. In shape modeling, typical tasks in-
clude surface meshing, detecting locally salient features (such as high curvature points) and globally
salient features (such as elongated axes, necks, limbs, and other primitive regions), as well as the
parametrization and compression of the model. The seeking of a suitable representation to “pro-
cess” the underlying shape is a key issue in these problems, and it is closely related to thematching
between shapes and toward the ultimate goal ofrecognition[136]. This thesis mainly focuses on
three-dimensional (3D) shapes, where the analysis is a generalization of a simpler two-dimensional
(2D) cases.

* What is “shape”?

A shapecould be defined as an object’s physical surface, which issimple,continuous, andenclos-
ing the object’s volume [136]. A more general definition is all geometric information of an object
invariant to Euclidean transforms (e.g., translation and rotation1) [112]. In this generalized view,
a shape need not necessarily enclose a volume, thus making it more useful in considering asam-
pledobject under discrete observation in practice. For example, an edge map in 2D or a set of scan
points in 3D contains sufficient geometric information pertinent to the objects. Koenderink consid-
ers shapes as being the operational probing of the data (which can be the outline) rather than the
outline itself [118]. In this context, the “processing” of the outline of an object, such as edge link-
ing/grouping in 2D and the meshing of scan points in 3D can be viewed as processing one object
data to retrieve its “shape”. Leyton [131] further considers shape as the dynamics of deformation,
i.e., the history that links one outline to another: shape is “memory”. A compendium of traditional
and alternative viewpoints is presented in a recent book chapter by Leymarie [129].

* Representing shapes to measure “similarity”.

The shaperepresentation is abouthow and in what waythe information of a shape is processed
and compared. Typically, the geometry of a shape is given as a set of sample points or a polygonal
mesh, commonly available from 3D scanners or in graphics. While the geometry of shape is exactly

1Thescalingis not considered as an invariant property in theobject-centered approach, since shapes of different sizes
are not equivalent; however, this might as well be included as an invariant property in theviewer-centered approach.

1



2
stored, these primitive forms are not capable for furtherunderstandingof shape,e.g., in the context
of distinguishing similar shapes from non-similar ones. In recognition, two shapes within a category
should be similar when evaluated under somesimilarity measure, and distinct shapes should have
large dissimilarity. How to achieve a suitable similarity measure between shapes is an intricate and
open problem [70]. The key question is, what is the suitable representation for shapes and how to
match them using such representation? A typical solution is to extract a shapedescriptorfrom the
shapes, usually with a great deal of simplification, to enable efficiency. The choice of the descriptor
is often domain-specific and usually requires manual tuning to achieve a betterdiscriminationper-
formance. In the above context, the shape descriptor is areducedform of representation in matching
shapes.

* Shape representations suitable for recognition.

The search for a suitable representation to effectively match shapes is a challenging task, still under
active investigation. Many representations (shape descriptors) have been proposed, which can be
roughly classified into three categories: the(1) feature-based,(2) view-based, and(3) graph-based
representations. (Refer to§ 2.1 for more details.)2

The feature-based methods are the current mainstream, where a shape feature (signature) is ex-
tracted to describe the (3D) shape and distinguish it from others. The feature vector could be either
local or global. Typical problems of feature-based methods are:(i) the representation is notcom-
plete, in that a shape is notreconstructiblefrom the set of feature vectors;(ii) thecoherenceof shape
is not preserved;(iii) the representation is not perceptually intuitive; and(iv) there is no notion of
the interior of the shape.

In contrary, theview-based methods represent the 3D objects by using a set of distinct 2D views
(appearance) and match the views instead of matching the object. While there is no agreement
on whether the view-based or object-centered representation is more suitable for the recognition
task [198], the viewpoint-dependent representation is not intrinsic and nor complete (e.g., the number
of views to sufficiently describe an 3D object is not knowa priori in general).

Finally, thegraph-based methods aim at extracting a graph-like structure out of the shape, thus
enabling to analyze the shape by components and the relation between the components. The usual
difficulty is that a graph-like structure is hard to define and extract from a shape. As a next step, how
to effectively compute andstabilizesuch graph representation is the next bottleneck.

* Lack of a suitable “generic” representation.

While domain-specific shape descriptors can be used to distinguish shapes, they are limited by their
representative capability and reaching a bottleneck in recognition. In addition, shape descriptors
vary largely from one to another, both in the philosophy and overall matching framework. Their
development is facing adilemmathat the representation is either toorough—ignoring too much
information of the shape, or toocomplex—such that the representation is too redundant and unstable.
A crucial topic in shape recognition is that whether or not a “generic” representation can be defined
to recognize shapes. Several criteria have been proposed that a preferred shape representation ought
to have [108, 141]:

1. Scope: able to describe all shapes.

2. Uniqueness: one-to-one mapping from representations to shapes.

2The graph-based representations can be viewed as feature-based or view-centered representation with the informa-
tion organized in a structural waye.g.as a graph. Other classifications have been proposed. Methods ‘hybrid’ in nature
are classified to the most relevant category.



3
3. Stability: stable to tiny changes of the shape.

4. Sensitivity(discriminative power): able to capture details and subtle features.

5. Efficiency: easy to compute and compare.

6. Multi-scale support: hierarchical, coarse-to-fine that describes both global (coarse) and local
(fine) features.

7. Local support: can be computed and compared locally (to describe partial shapes).

Our goal is to seek to a general shape representation toexploit thefull shape information, which
could be preferably organized structurally and coupledintrinsically with the shape, such that the
qualitativestructure of shape can be modeled, to achieve a better recognition rate.On the other hand,
as the problem of matching rigid closed shapes is generalized into matchingpartial or articulated
shapes, how to extract the qualitative structure of shape remains an important issue.

The development of a proper shape representation involves several other issues. First, the repre-
sentation closely depends on theinput. Typically the input is in a form of sampled points, polygonal
meshes, or volumetric voxels in 3D (which could contain a certain noise/outliers). Second, the shape
representation can be eitherlocal or globaldepending on the allowable shapetopology. A local rep-
resentation allows to handle partial shapes (with boundary), while a global representation assumes
the shape is a ‘solid’ (closed surface enclosing a volume). Third, the representation could be either
completeor not, whether it is sufficient to fully reconstruct the shape. A complete representation
enables an one-to-one mapping of the shape to the representation and thus could intuitively increase
the recognition/discrimination capability, if its large amount of information can be well organized.

* Medial axis to extract thequalitativerepresentation of shapes.

A major branch in shape representation is the symmetry-basedMedial Axis (MA), which has been
long considered with great promise as an universal model for shape. TheMA of a shape is the
closure of centers of maximal spheres that are at least tangent to the surface at two places. Typically,
three medial branches intersect at a junction point, and these junction points together with the end
points of medial curves can be organized into a graph structure with nodes and links, Figure 1.1.
TheMA can also be viewed as the singularities (collisions) of the quenching wavefronts originated
from the shape boundary in a“grass-fire” mode [31], which induces a notion of‘flow’ on it. The
MA is agenericrepresentation addressing many desirable characteristics listed above [125]:

1. It is intuitively appealing in representing the essence structure of a shape such aselongated
andbranchingobjects; the generalized axis are explicitly captured (qualitativedescription).

2. A radius function along theMA trace encodes the varying width of the shape (quantitative
description); the structural information is robustly preserved along the axis.

3. Important shapefeaturessuch as curvature extrema (ridges, corners) [130, 176], necks and
limbs [181], thin/thick parts are made explicit.

4. A hierarchyof scales is built-in via the combination of spatial and width properties,i.e., the
scaleis represented: small features can be distinguished from large ones and ranked accord-
ingly [32] (coarse-to-fine).

5. It is completein allowing an exact reconstruction of the shape [86, 215].

6. TheMA provides an intrinsic parametrization of the whole embedded space of the shape,
Figure 1.1(e).

7. It provides a powerful framework to model deformation and generate shapes [203, 88, 131,
214] in studying shapedynamics.
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Figure 1.1: (Adapted from [169] and [115, Fig.4].) TheMA and theshock graphof a 2D fish
shape. (a) TheMA is the centers of maximal spheres bi-tangent to the shape and captures features
and structure of the shape. It can be organized into a graph (b) and induced with a notion of“flow”
by viewing it as collision of wavefronts propagating from the boundary (c), thus being organized
into a directed graph, theshock graph(SG) in (d). (e) TheMA / SG is anintrinsic representation
of the shape, where each point of the embedded space is mapped onto some point on theMA with
a certain radius.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: (Adapted from [200, (a): Fig.1] and [125, (b): Fig.22].) Theinstabilitiesof theMA:
slight perturbation of the shape induces large structural change in theMA in 2D (a) and 3D (b).

Despite these advantages, there exist several barriers in using the 3DMA in shape modeling
and matching. First, the structure of theMA is not trivial to characterize and represent, especially
in the 3D case with additional dimensionality [12]. Second, the well-knowninstability of theMA
(sensitivity to small perturbations) yet needs to be handled in the more complex scenario. A main
contribution of this thesis is to address these issues.

* UseMA transitionsto partition the shape space and characterize shape deformations.

We continue the research track of Kimiaet al. in modeling theMA to recognize shapes. The
following key ideas constitute the philosophy of this thesis in modeling 3D shapes using theirMA
in using theMA to represent shapes and match them:

• MA instabilities modeled as transitions.TheMA is unstable in that slight perturbation of the
shape can cause abrupt structural change of theMA, Figure 1.2. Giblin and Kimia analysis
thisMA structure change for a sequence of deforming shapes case-by case and classify the
MA topology change into generic types oftransitions [88]. This set of transitions can be
used to modelMA instabilities in all cases.

• MA transitions to partition the shape space.The transitions of theMA is also useful in
separating distinct shapes and grouping similar shapes into categories. Observe that the topol-
ogy of theMA does not change for most shape deformations (except at the transitions), the
collection of all shapes with the sameMA topology is grouped into a“shape cell”. The
collection of all shapes which compose of the“shape space”is then partitioned into shape
cells by theMA transitions, Figure 1.3(a), where the transition shapes essentially form the
boundarybetween shape cells.

• Transition shapes to characterize a deformation path.The transition shapes areperceptually
more significant [115] that they characterize the sequence of discrete events where theMA
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Figure 1.3: (Adapted from [169, Fig.11,5,13].) Partitioning of shape space. (a) Theshape cellis the
collection of shapes with sameMA topology. Transition shapes (green) form the boundary between
shape cells. (b) The shape space (collection of all possible shapes) is then partitioned into shape
cells, where thedeformation pathbetween arbitrary two shapesA toB across numerous cells is then
characterized by a set of discrete events ofMA transitions (black crosses). (c) Two deformation
paths among many are highlighted. The sequence(A,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,B) is not optimal since
features are first added and then removed. The pair of “simplifying” deformation paths starting from
A andB, respectively, and leading to a common shapeC is optimal.

structure changes as the shape is deforming. Consider the path of deforming an arbitrary
shapeA to shapeB (which navigating the shape space) in Figure 1.3(b), the deformation path
is essentially partitioned by the set of transitions into a set ofpiecewise-continuoussegments
across several shape cells, where within each shape cell theMA topology remains constant
[169].

• Optimal deformation as a pair of simplifying deformation paths.Consider the set of all pos-
sible deformation paths between two arbitrary shapes, the path withcomplexity increasing
deformation is clearly not optimal, since features are first added (to make complex the shape)
and then removed, Figure 1.3(c). The optimal deformation path is then among the ones where
two shapesA andB are bothsimplifiedtoward a common shapeC with the least cost. The
cost of the optimal deformation path is crucial and can be used to define ametric in matching
shapes. For 2D shapes, it can be found by restricting the search of the “simplifying” edits of
theMA (across transitions), Figure 1.4, by adopting an edit-distance algorithm [169].3

* Goal: regularize theMA toward a qualitative representation to model and match 3D shapes.

The goal of this thesis is to develop ageneric qualitativerepresentation of 3D shapes by modeling
theMA. We aim to address the following issues:

• On computing a graph-like representation of the 3DMA. Leymarie and Kimia [125] have
organized the 3DMA into a hypergraph structure—themedial scaffold (MS), based on a
study of the local form of the 3DMA [87]. A major goal of this thesis is toimplementthe
MS and address the computational issues. Specifically, we explicit develop computational
representation to model the inter-connectivity between the medial sheets, curves, and nodes in
theMS hypergraph and organize their topology and geometry into a hierarchical structure.

3The cost of this optimal path defines the dissimilarity between two shapes and is used to index into a database of
shapes with excellent recognition rates: for a 1032 shape database the recognition rate is 97%, remaining impressively
flat in the precision-recall curve [169].
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Figure 1.4: An illustrative example in matching theMA of 2D shapes (upper, adapted from [169,
Fig.23]) and 3D shapes (bottom). The simplifyingMA graphs with the same topology in the middle
suggest an optimal deformation path to define asimilarity metricbetween two shapes in 2D. Our
goal is to do the same in 3D.

• On regularizing the 3DMA toward a qualitative representation.The second goal is to re-
move theMS instabilities to extract a qualitative structure of the shape. We define a set of
transforms (“edit” of theMA) to make equivalent theMA across transitions and use them
to regularize theMA, Figure 1.5(a).

• On matching 3D shapes.We seek for a matching scheme to recognize objects by matching
their qualitativeMA structure. Specifically, we adopt a graph matching scheme to match the
MS and define the similarity between the shapes, Figure 1.5(b).

• In the scope (of what types of shapes to handle).We aim to take general inputs such as the
unorganized pointsor partial meshes.4 We do not restrict the input shape topologye.g.,
they can be surfaces with boundary ornon-manifoldsurfaces; and we do not impose strict
assumption on the sampling condition of the point cloud (see Chapter 6 for details). This
makes easy to convert shapes from other representation to ours.

* Potential applications.

The qualitative structure of theMS addresses the key bottleneck of theMA thus unlocks a wide
range of applications.(i) In shape modeling, the ‘tip’ of theMA corresponds to salient surface fea-
tures such as theridges[100] and corners of the shape. TheMS is useful in detecting other features
such as the flat and tubular regions (generalized cylinders) [96]. This qualitative skeleton is useful
in morphing of shapes in animation [219]. It is also useful in surface meshing (Chapter 6), simplifi-
cation [194], and segmentation of shapes [159, 62].(ii) In shape matching, theMA is promising
for recognition [169, 183], retrieval [183, 106], and registration of shapes [44], in that:(a) it allows
to organize the abundant shape information hierarchically and intrinsically in a graph-like topol-
ogy [125], which enables matching parts of deformed shapes naturally, and(b) such information
captured with theMA is completein that a full shape reconstruction is always possible [86]. Refer
to Chapter 10 for a detailed survey in the applications.

4The partial mesh can be viewed as augmenting the sample points with a certain connectivity information between
them (into a mesh-like structure on top of the points).
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: RegularizedMS for shape modeling and matching. (a) Regularizing theMS of a
scan of a hand (≈38k points, from Polhemus) toward simplification, together with a re-meshed
surface (≈76k faces) [43]. The initial noisyMS (9, 574 sheets) is greatly simplified via a series
of transformsinto ahypergraphof only 10 sheets,33 curves, and23 nodes. The regularizedMS
retains the qualitative structure of the shape, which can be further reduced into agraph form (with
the sheets implicit). The fore finger is zoomed in the last picture. (b) (From [44, Fig.1].) Graph
matching of theMS structures of two scans of David’s head (data from Stanford), matching curves
shown in colors) indicates the application in shape registration and recognition [44].

1.2 From Medial Axis to Medial Scaffold: Computation, Mod-
eling, and Regularization

* Difficulties in modeling (processing) the 3DMA.
Compared to the well-studied 2D case, the extraction of a stable, structural, and simplified 3DMA
encountersthreesignificant issues:(i) How to extract medial axes accurately from input shapes (in
the form of unorganized points or polygonal meshes)?(ii) How to effectively handle the complex
inter-connectivitybetween medial sheets, curves, and nodes (considering the large varieties of them
in topology and geometry)?(iii) The omnipresentinstabilities (slight perturbation inducing large
changes in theMA) become worse, when the 3D shapes are approximated (in sample points or sur-
face meshes), inevitably producing errors. These issues affect largely how to design a computational
algorithm to model theMA.

* From themedial axisto themedial scaffold(MS).
The modern definition of theMA originated from Blum [31] has been evolved into a hierarchial
“shocks” structure in the last decade, Figure 1.7. Giblin and Kimia have studied the local form of the
3DMA and classified them into one type ofMA sheet, two types ofMA curves, and two types of
isolatedMA points [87]. This classification has been used by Leymarie and Kimia [125] to organize
the 3DMA components (sheets, curves, and isolated points) hierarchically into a hypergraph form
and propose the notion of amedial scaffold(MS), Figure 1.7.5 A key insight on organizing theMA
toward toMS is two-fold: (i) in preserving all important properties of theMA (structural, coarse-
to-fine, and complete) and(ii) enabling one to regularize its structure to remove the instabilities and
preserve the “true” qualitative structure of the shape.

5The term “scaffold” is used in analogy to building constructions, where a set of metallic beams supports relatively
weaker materials, so as to indicate the relative significance of (medial) curves over (medial) sheets, and (medial) nodes
over curves, in describing thequalitativestructure of the 3DMA.
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Figure 1.6: Shaperepresentationis the key for a large range of 3D shape modeling and recognition
problems.

* From themedial scaffoldtoward theshock scaffold(SC).
While theMS handles the topological structure of the 3DMA, it can be further refined according
to additional shock flow analysis. Theshock scaffold(SC) is the refinement of theMS into a
directedhypergraph, to classify each sheet and curve segment into regions of monotonic shock
flows. While theMS can be viewed as an extension of the 2DMA graph in Figure 1.1(b), the
shock scaffold is then the extension of the 2D shock graph in Figure 1.1(c). Leymarie and Kimia
have classified the 3D shock points into18 types of shock sources, relays, and sinks [125] (detailed
in § 3.1.2). However, a complete topological structural analysis similar to what has been done for the
MS (Chapter 4) remains unexplored. This requires a complete shock flow analysis on the interior of
shock sheets to extract a flow network (thesurface network, which needs to be investigated (§??).6

* MA transitionsto model theMA instabilities.

The omnipresentinstabilitiesof theMA occurs when a shape is slightly perturbed as the structure
of theMA changes abruptly, Figure 1.2. Giblin and Kimia have studied theMA structural changes
of a sequence of deforming shapes under aone-parameterfamily of deformations7 and classify the
MA topology changes into generic cases, which are referred to as theMA transitions. In 2D, there
aresix genericMA transitions (Figure 5.1 [89]) and in 3D there aresevengenericMA transitions
for simple closed shapes (Figure 1.8 [88]), detailed in§ 5.1.

The significance ofMA transitions is that all use of theMA structure must explicitly or implic-
itly handle the transitions/instabilities. In our approach, weexplicitly exploit theMA transitions to
relate shapes:shapes immediately acrossMA transitions are equivalent.As aforementioned, the
MA transition is useful in partitioning the shape space and characterizing a shape deformation path
for recognition (§1.1). TheMA transitions is also useful in shape regularization (detailed below),
shape modeling [203], smoothing shape [200] and perceptual grouping [109, 196].

* MS transformsto handle theMA transitions.

6We believe the topological structure developed in Chapter 4 can be applied directly to represent theSC, since the
refinement (subdivision) of theMS components does not create new topologies.

7 A one-parameterfamily of deformation of shapes can be informally defined as a continuous sequence of shapes
where each adjacent pair of shapes differs only in a tiny local change, such that the sequence of shapes is amorphing
from one to the other.
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Figure 1.7: (From Leymarie [126, 128].) From theMA to theMS. Main idea of the Medial
Scaffold (MS) and the Shock Scaffold (SC) is to keep only singular points of the 3DMA radius
flow to build a graph [125].

We define a set ofMS transforms to explicitly make equivalent shape across transitions. Specifi-
cally, as a shape is close to a transition point, we move ittoward the transition point. We emphasize
that we are doing the contrary to other approaches, which try to moveawayfrom the transition point
to ensure stability. For example, Pizeret al. fix the topology of their medial representation (the
m-Rep) for use in applications such as the segmentation of medical images [188]. In contrary, we
believe our approach of explicitly handling the transitions is a strong point in modeling the sym-
metry. This is based on the idea of Kimiaet al. [115] thattransition points are perceptually more
significant. To illustrate, observe the shapes in Figure 1.3(a) that a transition shape can be perturbed
in many ways around the transition point, while the transition shape itself should be a “characteris-
tic” one to stably represent this “neighborhood” of shapes.

In defining theMS transform to move a close-to-transitionMS toward a nearby transition point,
we observe that in thesevengeneric 3DMA transitions in Figure 1.8, some involve two ways of
deformations while others involve only one, resulting in a total ofelevengenericMS transforms.
Chapter 5 will explore more on this.

* MA regularization by applying theMS transforms.

We regularize theMS/MA prior to any practical use of it for two reasons:(i First, the instabilities
of theMA can overwhelm its use since the shape is sampled inevitably with errors and other (com-
putational) inaccuracy.(ii) Second, thecompletenessof theMA as a representation (by definition)
demands for arbitrary high accuracy, which results in a complex and redundant representation. The
goal of theMS regularization is to filter out such redundant information and keep only the quali-
tative structure of theMA, Figure 1.5(a), such that similar, within-category shapes share a similar
MA topology.

OurMS regularization approach is based on theMA transitions. As aforementioned that de-
generate transition shapes are more salient andsimpler, we transform all shapes to their close-by
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Figure 1.8: (Adapted from [88, Fig.13].) Thesevengeneric 3DMA transitionsacross a one-
parameter family of deformations [88]. The synthetic shapes to simulate the transitions are shown
in the top row. In considering the transitions insimplifyingthe shape and theMA, some transitions
involve only a single way of deformation while others involve two, resulting in totallyeleventypes
of transforms(in redarrows) [43].

Figure 1.9: StableMA regularization by grouping similar shapes under perturbation into equiva-
lence classes and simplifying them toward arepresentativeshape (center of arrows) of each class.

more degenerate shapes with simplerMA indicated by the near-transition configurations. We es-
sentially group together similar shapes into an equivalent class and simplify them toward a “rep-
resentative” shape of each class. Figure 1.9 illustrates this point, where three categories of shapes
(triangular, rectangular, and circular shapes) are depicted and can be characterized by a represen-
tative shape in each category. The boundary of each category consists of more complex shape in
between the categories.

* Separating theMA topology and geometry in representation.

Several ideas motivates to separate the (structural)topologyof theMA from its fine-scalegeome-
try: (i) First, the structure of the medial curves/nodes where three or more medial sheets meet is a
significant feature of the shape, which can be explicitly represented as a topological graph structure.
Such coarse-scale topological structure is by itself important, independent of its underlying geom-
etry. (ii) Second, theMS transforms can be explicitly performed on this coarse-scale structure (to
simplify its topology), while keeping the fine-scale geometry intact. This enables an explicit imple-
mentation of theMS transforms as well as a practical approach to remove instabilities.(iii) Third,
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Figure 1.10: (From [45, Fig.6].) After [128, Ch.6],MS computation and surface meshing: illus-
tration of theshock segregationprocess (detailed in Chapter 6). (a) A set of 3,200 points uniformly
sampling a pair of planes, one of which is deformed by an elongated Gaussian kernel. (b) Side-view
of the correspondingfullMS. (c) The remainingMS after undergoing a series ofgap transforms.
(d) The results are two-fold:(i) the reconstructed surface mesh and(ii) its correspondingMS orga-
nized into a hypergraph form.

additional information pertinent to theMS such as the shock radiusr, dynamics(speedv = dr
ds

, s as
arc-length along the shock flow,etc.), associated boundary points of theMS are also stored in the
fine-scale.(iv) Forth, the coarse-scaleMS structure can be reduced into a succinct one-dimensional
graph structure (by making the sheets implicit), Figure 1.5(a), which allows to adopt graph-based
algorithms for effective matching.8

* Computational approach: from point cloud to surface — surface meshing andMS computation.

Our computational approach starts with unorganized point samples, thus requires to reconstruct a
surface mesh out of the points to approximate the underlying shape. This meshing process is also
related to the computation of theMA itself. 9 Specifically, we first compute theMS of the point
clouds via an exact computation detailed in [125]. We then“segregate” thisMS (referred to as
the fullMS into two parts, Figure 6.5: one corresponding to the trueMA of the underlying shape,
and the other corresponding to sampling artifacts. As a medial branch between two close-by sample
points is removed, we close the gap between them (by inserting a surface interplant) and essentially
produce a surface mesh after this process. Chapter 6 will elaborate this in details.

* Computational aspects of theMS regularization.

The regularizedMS after the segregation process can be further regularized by applying theMS
transforms. While the transforms can be applied in any arbitrary order, finding theoptimalorder is
computationally expensive and not practical. We consider all transforms in agreedyfashion based
on their costs (saliency corresponding to the amount of shape change). Ideally, we can start with any
initialMS and apply all transforms (defined in Chapter 5) until finish, but this is also not practical,
since initially the number of medial elements can be large and only a few of them shall remain. Our
strategy is to(i) group together transforms of the same type and with similar costs (to perform them
in iterations) and(ii) perform themost-effectivetransforms (in simplifying theMS topology) in
prior to others. The detailed computational strategy will be discussed in Chapter 7.

8We will elaborate in Chapter 9 that the coarse-scaleMA graph can be augmented to improve the matching rate by
adding “virtual links” to handle unexplored transitions.

9Our approach fits into the class ofVoronoi filteringmethods in computing the 3DMA. Refer to§ 2.2 for details.
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1.3 Matching 3D Shapes by Matching their Regularized Medial

Scaffolds

* Difficulties in applying the edit-distance matching of theMS hypergraphs.

While the edit-distance matching of the 2D shock graphs has been successful, the extension of it
in matching theMS remains challenging: The additional dimensionality of theMS hypergraphs
turns the matching of medial curves into matching medial sheets (surfaces). It as well increase the
complexity of theMA transitions and corresponding transforms (as the ‘edits’). Although theMS
can be reduced into an (1D) graph structure, it contains loops in general (in bordering medial sheets)
thus complicates the edit-distance exploration. (In comparison, the 2D shock graph edit-distance
approach in [169] only handlesacyclic trees.) Finally, a complete shock flow analysis (i.e., theSC)
need to be investigated on top of theMS.

* The graduated assignmentapproach to match theMS hypergraphs.

We implement a practical solution to match theMS hypergraph by adopting a graph-matching
scheme. Specifically, we extend thegraduated assignment(GA) graph matching algorithm [95] to
match theMS hypergraphs in three aspects.(i) First, in addition to the matching of the graph nodes
(1st-order assignment) and curves (2nd-order assignment), we introduce a3rd-order assignment to
match the medial sheets by summing up the matching compatibilities at the sheet corners (intersec-
tion of two curves).(ii) Second, we define the compatibility between pairwise medial nodes, curves,
and sheets by matching both their (graph)structuralsimilarity and theirparametricsimilarity, which
captures detailed shape variations. Chapter 9 will elaborate more in details.

1.4 Main Contributions

* Context for this thesis: a continuation from a line of work on using 2D/3DMA in shape recognition.

This thesis is a direct extension of Leymarie’s original work of the medial scaffold [125, 128].
While Leymarie’s contribution is three-fold:(i) originating the notion of theMS, (ii) computation
of the (full)MS from unorganized points, and(iii) the early version of the segregation of theMS
and meshing a surface, this thesis continues and extends Leymarie’s result on multiple fronts:(a)
defining the system ofMS transforms [43],(b) continuing to refine the surface meshing method-
ology [45, 46],(c) expanding the framework in regularizing theMS [43], and(d) matching the
MS [44]. This thesis is also consistent with a continuation from a line of work of Kimiaet al. on
using the 3DMA in shape representation and recognition (See Table 11.1 for a summary). Specif-
ically, this thesis is based on: (i) Giblin and Kimia’s classification of the 3DMA [87] and analysis
of theMA transitions [88], (ii) Leymarie and Kimia’s notion of theMS [125], (iii) Sebastianet
al.’s edit-distance matching of the 2D shock graphs [169], (iv) Sharvitet al.’s graduated assignment
matching of the 2D shock graphs [175]. The main contributions are summarized as follows.

* Contributions on modeling theMA as a qualitative 3D shape representation.

We present a comprehensive study of the 3DMA toward a qualitative shape representation for
modeling and recognition. Main contributions are list as follows: The result is a set ofMS

1. Implement the medial scaffold hierarchy.We provide a practical implementation to explicitly
represent the 3DMA structure as atopological hypergraphand separate it from its fine-scale
geometry (represented as a polygonal mesh). Thisdual-scalestructure enables an explicit
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implementation of theMS hierarchy from the complete representation to the reduced ones
with only the succinct structure, detailed in Chapter 3. Thisdual-scalerepresentation also
enables explicit simulation of theMS transforms. (Chapter 4)

2. Define and implement a complete set ofMS transforms. We define a set ofMS trans-
forms based on a case-by-case analysis of the sevengenericMA transitions of Giblin and
Kimia [88]. We also define additional transforms to handlenon-generictransitions and other
cases to complete the system of transforms, detailed in Chapter 5.

3. Analyze high-order degenerate configurations of theMS. While the originalMS is studied
(by Giblin, Kimia, and Leymarie) in thegenericcases, we provide an analysis of thedegener-
ateMA points observed in practice, by decomposing them into generic point using theMS
transform.

4. Compute theMS from unorganized points and re-mesh a shape surface.We take the general
form of input as unorganized sample points and essentially handle all surface topologies in
practice. We compute theMS together with a reconstructed surface mesh out of the input
points. (Chapter 6)

5. Implement a practicalMS regularization scheme.We implement a practical computational
scheme to regularize theMS. Our system takes input up to300k points and computes the
regularizedMS efficiently with full automation. (Chapter 7)

* Contributions on feature detection and 3D shape modeling.

The regularizedMS captures the qualitative structure of the shape intwo main ways. First, the
‘tip’ (boundary) of theMS corresponds to high curvature region of the shape, such as theridges
and corners. Second, the medial curve where medial sheets intersect corresponds to ageneralized
cylinder axisof the shape. We list two main contributions in shape modeling:

6. Ridge detection.We detect ridges by extrapolate the medial sheets to intersect the shape
surface, where the intersection estimates the ridge curves on the surface. (§10.2)

7. A coupledMA-shape representation.OurMS regularization scheme not only simplifies the
MS but also produce a tightly-coupled shape. Specifically, we associate all sample points on
the shape with their correspondingMS element(s) and maintain them consistently during all
transforms. This coupled skeleton-shape structure is useful in further modeling of the shape
such as producing a morphing of shapes in animation. (§7.3)

* Contributions on 3D object recognition.

8. Adopt a graph-matching algorithm to match the 3DMS hypergraphs.We implement a practi-
cal 3D shape matching system by matching the regularizedMS hypergraphs. A graph match-
ing algorithm is adopted to match theMS by components (nodes, curves, sheets) and the re-
sulting match (i.e., assignment between graph nodes) estimates asimilarity measurebetween
the shapes (Chapter 9). We also show that this similaritymetricapproximates the theoretical
edit-distance metric with a bounded error (Chapters 8).
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Figure 1.11: Recommended flow of reading. The sequence of essential chapters (on the left) consti-
tute thecoreof the thesis, where other auxiliary chapters (on the right) may only be of interest to a
narrower group of readers.

1.5 Organization of Thesis

The thesis is organized hierarchically as acore track of essential chapters, together with other aux-
iliary chapters and appendices to facilitate partial reading at different levels of depth. Figure 1.11
illustrates the recommended flow of reading. At the coarsest level, the introduction (Chapter 1) gives
an overview of the thesis and main contributions. Beyond this, the core track of the thesis (Chapters
3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11) can be read in sequence. Specifically, Chapter 3 elaborates the qualitative repre-
sentation of the 3DMA organized as two hypergraph forms—theMS and theSC. An important
special case of theMS / SC of a point set is discussed as well, which leads to a practical computa-
tional scheme relying on a shock flow analysis. Chapter 4 describes adual-scalerepresentation to
separate the structural topology of theMS from its fine-scale geometry: The structural of theMS
is represented as a topological hypergraph, and the geometry is represented as a polygonal mesh.
The data structure for both representations will be elaborated as well. Chapter 5 addresses theMA
transitionsand defines a set ofMS transformsin a case-by-case analysis. Chapter 7 implements
theMS regularization scheme and experiments with practical shapes. Finally, Chapter 9 matches
shapes by matching theirMS hypergraphs to define a correspondence and measure their similarity.
Chapter 11 covers concluding remarks and future directions.

The remaining chapter elaborate topics complement to the core track and complete the thesis.
Chapter 2 reviews the background on symmetry-based shape representation and their use in match-
ing. Chapter 6 addresses the computational aspect of theMS from a sampled dataset: asegregation
process of theMS to retrieve an initialMS and to mesh the shape surface from the input points.
Chapter 8 discuss a theoretical (hypergraph edit-distance) framework as a direct extension of the
edit-distance matching of 2D shock graphs, to measure 3D shape similarity as the optimal deforma-
tion. The contribution of this chapter is two-fold: The pairwise similarities between theMS curves
and sheets are used in estimating(i) theMS transform costs in Chapter 5 and(ii) the matching
compatibility betweenMS curves in Chapter 9.
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We have followed an unorthodox convention as in Leymaire’s Ph.D. thesis [128] to include a

short header for each paragraph (lead by an asterisk “*”). These summarize the content of most
paragraphs and provide an quick overview of the thesis.



Chapter 2

Background on Medial Axis, Graph-based
Representation and their Matching

* Overview: survey of graph-based representations, 3DMA, and their use in matching.

This chapter surveys background literature of the structural representation of 3D shapes and their
use in matching. Shape representation and matching is a deep research topic with abundant litera-
ture. We focus on the skeleton-based representation (for the structure) and the graph matching (on
the structure) for two major reasons:(i) First, graph has been widely acknowledged as a powerful
approach in recognition [68, 81, 40].(ii) On the other hand, as mentioned in Chapter 1, theMA
provides a generic methodology in extracting a skeletal graph structure out of a shape with many
desirable properties. In this chapter, we focus on three main topics in surveying the background
for this thesis:(i) topological graph-based representations such as the Reeb graph,(ii) skeletal rep-
resentations such as theMA and the curve skeletons, and(iii) graph-based shape matching based
on the above context. The focus of our survey is then on the property of each representation, their
computation and regularization issues, and the use of them in matching.

* Organization of chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 starts with the topic of general 3D shape representa-
tion and review recent works in the context of shape modeling and matching. Section 2.2 focuses on
the study on 3DMA computation, including the popular Voronoi-based line of works. Section 2.3
continues the topic of 3DMA on an important issue—the regularization (simplification) to make it
robust against the omnipresent instabilities of the skeleton. Finally, Section 2.4 covers the matching
of the graph-based matching in order to match the underlying shapes. At the end, we include a table
summarizing the main abbreviated symbols frequently used in this thesis.

2.1 Survey of 3D Shape Representation and Matching

Shape representation is a fundamental problem in computer vision with an abundant literature. Refer
to [28, 41, 107, 83, 197, 207] for surveys in matching 3D shapes. We focus on the representative
ability of each method in two aspects, namely, in how they(i) capture the 3D shapes for themodeling
purpose and(ii) provide a proper similarity measure for thematchingpurpose, and briefly organize
recent approaches into two main categories:1

1Note that we do not intend to cover a full treatment of the subject (of shape representation). Other classification
schemes are possible;e.g., the addition of “hybrid” methods combining the main feature of two or more categories.
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Figure 2.1: A classification of 3D shape representations in an overview.

(i) the populardescriptor-based representations, which extract features from the shape and use
them to represent the underlying shapes in matching, including thefeature-vectorbased and
viewbased methods,etc.; and

(ii) the graph-based representations, which aim to obtain a structural description of the shape,
including the symmetry-basedMA and other skeletal representations.

Figure 2.1 summarizes the classification of the 3D shape representations in an overview.

* Descriptor-based 3D shape representations.

Thedescriptor-based methods are the current mainstream, where a shape descriptor (feature, sig-
nature) is extracted to describe the shape and to distinguish it from others. The descriptor-based
methods are useful in shape retrieval, and a large variety of such descriptors has been proposed,
which can be briefly classified intofivesub-categories:(i) local feature based, which relies on local
salient geometric features [110, 85] such as the curvature or primitive of flat regions [105, 167], or
bending invariant signatures [73],(ii) sphericalfunctions, such as the spherical harmonic [111, 151],
shape histogram, shape context [119], or transform-based [59],(iii) statistical measure-based, such
as the shape distribution [147] and other generalizations,(iv) view-based, by matching 2D views of
the 3D objects [178, 123, 10, 48, 223, 57], and(v) voxel-based, assuming the input is a solid volume
such that a distance transform [111] or a skeleton can be effectively computed.

We mention a few methods which are capable to handlepartial shape matching andnon-closed
shapes such as unorganized points or partial meshes2. The spin-image [110] takes point based input
and models local salient geometric features in matching. In [85], salient intrinsic geometric feature
such as the curvature is indexed and matched via a voting scheme accelerated by geometric hashing.
In [105], CAD models are retrieved by segmenting the partial 3D point clouds into surface patches
for matching. In [167], primitive features (planes, cylinders) are extracted from point cloud and a
topological graph is built for matching in architectural applications. In [62], the Delaunay transform
after segmentation is used as signature for matching.

* Graph-based 3D shape representations.

2The processing of general 3D data is much involved than those simple closed (water-tight) models. The main
difficulty is that their topology is arbitrary and can contain boundary/holes, missing data, or artifacts such as intersecting
or disjoint polygons.
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Thegraph-based methods employ a graph to represent the connectivity betweenpartsof a shape.
Such structural layout enables matchingpartial or deformedshapes more naturally. Recent works
are organized by thegraph typein use into four categories as follows:

(i) Reeb graph:The Reeb graph is a topological graph originated from a mathematician George
Reeb (1946) based on the Morse analysis on a continuous scalar function defined on an object [26].
Typically, a height function or a geodesic function is chosen, Figure 2.2, to fulfill the condition that
the critical points are not degenerate on such function, thus the Morse analysis can be applied to
extract the Reeb graph. Note that the Reeb graph edges are not necessarily skeletal/symmetric. A
recent work of Shiet al. propose to bridge the gap between the Reeb graph and the skeletal graphs
[177]. The Reeb graph has been applied in shape analysis and matching in [99], where a multi-
resolution Reeb graph is defined using geodesic distance for matching. In [27], an extended Reeb
graph is matched via graph matching. In [25, 23], the Reeb graph is applied for the retrieval of 3D
CAD models.

(ii) Skeletal graph:Theskeletalgraph of Sundaret al. [192] encodes topological signature vec-
tors for matching, which is computed by thinning a volumetric representation (i.e., voxel-based) via
a distance transform. The work of Brennecke and Isenberg [37] constructs an internal skeletal graph
for a 3D object by iteratively simplifying a polygonal mesh using an edge-collapse algorithm (until
only edges not attached to any surface polygons are left). In [208], theik-skeletonsis automatically
generated for use as control skeleton in animation.

(iii) Curve skeleton (CS): TheCS is an one-dimensional centerline roughly central inside a 3D
shape to capture its structure [54, 55, 53, 66]. Although theCS is simplified than theMA (which
consists of 2D sheets in general), a suitable mathematical definition for such ‘centerness’ still needs
investigation . We will provides a detailed survey and comparison of theCS andMA in § 2.3.2.

(iv) Medial sheets:Pizeret al. pioneer in using the fixed-topology (2D) sheet-like medial model
for segmentation [188]. Their computation of theMA sheets is summarized in Figure 2.6. Siddiqi
et al. [183] employ a directed acyclic graph of themedial sheetsto retrieve articulated 3D models.
Their main results are summarized in Figure 2.9.

* Remark on our approach in comparing to existing shape representations.

In the context of the above survey of 3D shape representations and their use in matching. Our
approach is one of the few that explicitly exploit the 3DMA sheets. Furthermore, our method
features an explicit use of the connectivity between theMA sheets and we aim to regularize such
connectivity to preserve the essence structure of the shape (handled asMA transitionsmentioned
in § 1.1). On the other hand, in comparing to the Reeb graph, skeletal graph, and theCS, our
representation can be also reduced into an 1D graph-like structure (theMS graph described in
Chapter 3), which also allows for an adopting of the graph matching scheme. Below we survey the
background on the 3DMA computation and regularization to compare our approach in details.

2.2 Survey of the 3D Medial Axis Computation

* A summary of major 3DMA computation approaches.

“The idea of representing shapes and their interaction with the surrounding space by medial symme-
tries is not new, and can be traced back to ancient times in the arts and architecture [127], from the
stick figures of the primitive cave drawings to the Vitruvian man and Descartes analysis of the skies,
which is a precursor of Voronoi diagrams [145]”, quoted from [129]. A more modern definition of
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Figure 2.2: Example of Reeb graphs: (a) (Adapted from Hilagaet al. [99, Fig.1].) Torus and its Reeb
graph using a height function. (b) (Adapted from Biasottiet al. [26, Fig.6].) A 2D manifold and
its Reeb graph using a height function. The letters froma to i denote the correspondence between
critical values and Reeb graph nodes.

theMA as a shape representation is originated from Blum [31]. Existing works in 3DMA com-
putation have been diverse and differ in the philosophy as well as in the representation. We borrow
from Leymarie and Kimia [125] the organization of the majorMA computation methods intoseven
categories:

1. Thinningby peering layers of elements until theMA is reached, such as in mathematical
morphology [171],

2. Ridge followingon the distance map using a discrete grid [134],

3. Solving the partial differential equations (PDE) simulating the propagating wavefronts in the
spirit of Blum’s grass-firemodel [31], where the background space is lit up by fires initiated
at shape boundary loci and where the singularities of collision of wavefronts denote theMA
loci [180],

4. Refiningthe Voronoi diagram (VD) of sample points toward to theMA [8],

5. Computing the interiorMA from a solid polyhedral shape [56, 176],

6. Fullbisectorcomputations are followed by trimming operations to define generalized descrip-
tions of theMA [103, 74], and

7. Primitive shapes for which known medial representations are directly available and can be
retro-fit to the data [225].

For a detailed survey on theMA computation, refer to [128, Ch. 2]. In the remaining of this
section, we focus on the methods pertinent to our,i.e., computing 3DMA from point-sampled
shapes. Also we focus on comparing key properties of the methods such as those suggested by
Attali et al. [14], that a “good”MA approximation should have:

1. Convergence: as the sampling density tends to infinity, the computedMA should converge to
the exact one.

2. Homotopy: the resultingMA should preserve topology,i.e., has the same number of con-
nected components, holes,etc.

3. Reversibility(reconstruction ability): theMA should be able to recover the underlying shape.

* Voronoi-filteringto compute 3DMA from a point set; the meshing of points.
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A major branch ofMA computation is Voronoi-based which typically takes point-sampled shapes
as input, partly due to the reason that for other forms of shape such as polygonal meshes, the true
MA is in general difficult to compute. Observe in Figure 2.3 for the well-known fact that the
Voronoi diagram (VD) and theMA are closely related. The development of this branch ofMA
computation (from point-based inputs) is then closely related to the problem offiltering the Voronoi-
Delaunay structure to obtain theMA as well as producing a surface meshing of the points.3 In the
next section, we survey theVoronoi-filteringmethods whose initial goal is to obtain a surface mesh
from the input points, while their development leads to a major approach to compute theMA. 4

Section 2.3 will re-examinable some of these methods in focusing on how they continue to regularize
the resultingMA.

2.2.1 Survey of Voronoi-filtering methods forMA computation and surface
meshing

The Voronoi filtering methods can be organized intotwocategories, depending on how the ‘filtering’
of theVD (in meshing the surfaces) is done; it can be either(i) surface-orientedor (ii) volume-
oriented.

* The incremental surface-oriented meshing andMA computation methods.

(I) First, incremental surface-orientedmethods select suitable Delaunay triangles interpolating sam-
ple points either in a batch or in a greedy incremental fashion. A popular recent set of such methods
was initiated by the works of Amentaet al., Figure 2.3, who proposed a Voronoi filtering method
[5] where they first consider furthest apart Voronoi vertices of a Voronoi cell of a sample pointp to
definepolesby pairs, to approximate the local surface normal. They also define thelocal feature
sizeas the minimum distance from a samplep to the theoreticalMA (for a smooth surface with
bounded curvatures), which is used to derive theoretical constraints on the sampling and guarantees
on the resulting meshes. The method requires a second pass of Delaunay computation using the
poles as additional vertices. Triangles through triplets of original sample points are kept to construct
a final mesh called thecrust. Difficulties occur as thepolesdo not always approximate well surface
normals, and, thus, a post-processing step is needed to trim results and fix such problems. This was
further refined by defining a local neighborhood in the vicinity of a samplep taken as the comple-
ment to a cone intersection with its Voronoi cell, called “co-cone,” giving a heuristic to approximate
the local tangent space atp to restrict the search for neighboring samples to create candidate triangle
interpolants. This improvedcoconemethod [6] has for main advantage the bypassing of the second
Delaunay computation in computing a crust mesh. However, it still requires heuristics to try repair
the computed mesh. Subsequently, [61] detect under-sampled regions near boundary and shape fea-
tures such as ridges, where topological errors such as holes in the mesh are frequent. Note that the
theoretical guarantee of obtaining a correct reconstruction in the abovecrustandcoconemethods is
only valid for a strict requirement of densely sampled points, for a smooth surface where theMA
nowhere reaches the surface, a condition which is not necessarily true in all practical situations, such
as is the case of objects found in CAD-CAM (with sharp surface features and boundaries).

Aware of these issues, Petitjean and Boyer proposed another approach by defining a notion of
r-regularity measured from the samples alone and combined with a discrete (rather than theoretical)

3A more comprehensive survey of the surface reconstruction problem in a more general setup,e.g., including using
implicit surfaces, is in Appendix??.

4Our approach also fits into this framework, that theshock segregationprocess in Chapter 6 corresponds to the
filtering step and Chapter 7 continues to regularize theMS.
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Figure 2.3: (Adapted from [7, Fig.2].) A 2D example of N. Amentaet al.’s Power Crust construction
[8]. (a) An object with itsMA, with one maximal interior ball shown. (b) TheVD of the boundary
sample points, with the Voronoi ball surrounding onepole shown. (c) The inner and outer polar
balls. Outer polar balls with centers at infinity degenerate to half-spaces on the convex hull. (d) The
power diagram cells of the poles, labeled inner and outer. (e) The Power Crust and the power shape
of its interior solid.

MA [156]. A surface mesh is then constructed by a propagation scheme by selecting Delaunay
faces meeting ther-regularity criterion. Kuo and Yau [121] improve thecrustalgorithm to preserve
sharp features by a combined adaptive sculpting and region-growing scheme.

Cohen-Steiner and Da have proposed a greedy incremental algorithm that uses for its main
heuristic in selecting interpolants the dihedral angle between Delaunay face pairs, which postpones
difficult decisions on a queue, and uses additional heuristics to detect surface boundaries [50]. The
greedyβ-skeleton in [102] iteratively meshes suitable Delaunay faces satisfying certain topology
constraints, but an overall error repairing heuristic is lacking.

* The volume-oriented methods for surface meshing andMA computation.

(II) Second,volume-oriented methodsconsider the restrictive problem of reconstructing the closed
surface bounding some solid. An early “volume sculpting” method was proposed by Boissonnat
where various tetrahedra faces can be removed one by one [33], which was later refined in particular
by Attali with a notion ofr-regular shape taken from mathematical morphology [13].5 Another
variant, thePower Crust,is based on the power diagram (a weighted Voronoi diagram), with theo-
retical guarantees under a proper sampling assumption, and with polygonal interpolants rather than
triangles [9]. Thetight coconeis based on the original cocone method (see above), but specialized
to produce a water-tight mesh for solids [60]. More recently, robustness to noise for this approach
is based on a model where both the sampling density and noise level can vary locally [65]. A recent
improvement of the Power Crust in [138] handles noisy dataset and allows arbitrary over-sampling
densities.

2.3 Survey of the 3D Medial Axis Regularization

After computing the 3DMA, the following step ofregularizationis usually necessary (due to the
ubiquitous instability) and is in some cases embedded with the prior. SeveralMA regularization
techniques have been independently developed but rather share common ideas and mainly vary in
how theMA elements are selected to prune. For an in-depth surveys, see [12, 189, 67, 158, 200].
We briefly review two categories of approaches, namely, the(i) Voronoi refinementmethods and(ii)

5A well-known variant of this type of methods is theα-shapes of Edelsbrunneret al. [71] and the recent conformal
α-shape of Cazalset al. [42] and weightedα-shape of Parket al. [152].
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Figure 2.4: (Adapted from [67, Fig.13].) Result Dey and Zhao’s 3DMA extraction based on
filtering the 3DVD of several objects (the club, rocker, hand, dino, and female dataset) using the
angle and ratio conditions (see text).

methods refining theMA of a polyhedron. We also mention a few other works pertinent to theMA
regularization in§ 2.3.1.

* MA regularization via refinement of the Voronoi-filtering results.

We continue to survey the Voronoi-filtering methods on how they refine the resultingMA in order
to regularize it. In the early works of [143, 14], the interior Delaunay tetrahedra are deleted in
layers while maintaining topological consistency. The main problem is that there exist Voronoi
vertices near the object surface (centers of flat Delaunay tetrahedra called‘slivers’) that restrain the
regularization process. Such ‘slivers’ can be filtered out using thepolesof Amentaet al. [7]. In the
PowerCrustapproach [7], theMA is computed using thepower diagram(a weightedVD) of the
inner poles. TheMA is then simplified by removing poles of small surface features or with contact
balls overlapping significantly. Although this method has some theoretical support, it requires two
passes of Voronoi computations and the resultingMA is not on the Voronoi complex of the input
(and needs additional heuristics to clean up). A following work in [67] extracts theMA by directly
filtering theVD, Figure 2.4. A Voronoi face is removed if(i) theanglebetween the estimated surface
normal and its dual Delaunay edge is not small,(ii) theratio of the object feature size to its radius is
small, which is related to theMA significance6. The resultingMAmay contain unwanted internal
‘holes’ and the association between input samples and theMA can be lost.

* MA regularization methods retaining a“homotopy” of theMA.

Recent development inMA simplification has focused on retaining thehomotopyin the process.
Informally, the purpose is to ensure that the topology between the shape and theMA are the same7

Tam and Heidrich [194] uses the PowerCrust to compute theMA and ‘peels’ off medial sheets
according to(i) the sheet size (number of triangles) and(ii) its corresponding shape volume (es-
timated using the Delaunay tetrahedra), while maintaining the topological consistency, Figure 2.5.

6Thesignificanceof aMA branch is related to the correspondingobject angleθ and theMA formation speedv.
At anyMA point p, v changes with an angleφ between theMA formation direction and the vector fromp to the
corresponding object point:v = −1/ cos φ [86].

7Lieutier shows that any solid shape arehomotopy equivalentto itsMA [132]: There exists a one-to-one correspon-
dence between connected components, cycles, holes, tunnels, cavities,etc.and the way they are related. The homotopy
avoids the case that the shape has holes or is connected while theMA does not, or vice versa [215].
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Figure 2.5: (Adapted from [194, Title Fig.].) R. Tam and W. Heidrich’s Voronoi-based 3DMA
computation using Power Crust andMA simplification by ‘peeling’ of medial sheets.

Figure 2.6: (Adapted from [188, Fig.3].) Voronoi-basedMA computation and pruning of medial
sheets toward them-Rep, a medial axis representation by Styner, Gerig, Joshi, and S. Pizeret al.
The branching topology ofMA is represented by a set of sheets computed from pruning Voronoi
skeletons. The (unpruned) ’raw’ Voronoi skeleton is shown in the middle.

8 In [188], them-Repis extracted from an inner Voronoi skeleton via the pruning and merging of
medial sheets while minimizing the change of the underlying shape according to two criteria similar
to [194], Figure 2.6:(i) the sheet area (number of vertices) and(ii) its corresponding shape volume.

* The “flow complex” in surface meshing from points andMA computation.
Another recent line of work, theflow complex(FC) [92] relies on theMorseanalysis on the distance
flow on the dual Voronoi–Delaunay complex. TheFC summarized in Figure 2.7 reconstructs a
surface mesh from the input points and extracts theMAwhile retaining the homotopy and is closely
related to our approach. The details is summarized as follows. The critical points of the (discrete)
distance function,hΣ, from the point samples are exactly given as the intersection of Voronoi k-faces
and their dual Delaunay simplices [92, 64]. Specifically, Giessenet al. consider properties of the
“flow” induced byhΣ, i.e., the unique direction of steepest (distance) ascent ofhΣ at any non-critical
point, x. All critical points, c, are given a0 vector, while every other point inR3 is associated to
the unique unit vector of steepest ascent (ofhΣ); this defines a vector field on which discrete Morse
theory can be applied. A“stable manifold” of a critical pointc of hΣ is defined as the set of points
whose orbit ends inc (i.e., flow intoc). This createsfour types (indices) of stable manifolds in 3D:

• an index-0critical point, i.e., a local minimum ofhΣ — identically a sample point — has for
stable manifold the sample point itself;

8The use of volume as a saliency measure without referring to its relativeMA radius can cause to remove salient
but smallerMA sheets prior to pruning of unstable but larger ones. See [200] for a 2D analysis. Also refer to Tam and
Heidrich’s work [193] on 2DMA noise removal.
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• an index-1critical point is a 1-saddle which sits at the intersection point of a Delaunay edge

with its dual Voronoi facet, and has for associated stable manifold a Delaunay (Gabriel) edge;

• an index-2critical point is a 2-saddle which sits at the intersection point of a Delaunay facet
(triangle) with its dual Voronoi edge, and has for associated stable manifold a piecewise linear
surface patch; and

• an index-3critical point is a local maximum (ofhΣ), a Voronoi vertex.

For surface meshing,the stable manifolds of index-2 are used to reconstruct a surface in this scheme.
Under high density sampling conditions and for smooth surfaces, Giessenet al. show that the critical
points can be separated into two classes: one class made of critical points remaining nearby the
original surface, and the other made of critical points near the (theoretical)MA of that (assumed)
smooth surface.For the computation of theMA, a possibly extendable“core” (set of ‘unstable
manifolds’) is computed from the flow analysis on theVD to approximate theMA.

The classification of critical points is highly related to the way we classify the shock points in
Chapter 3. We point out that our approach is based on asingularity theory [87, 125] and produces
a richer superset of critical points then theFC. That is, all the “relay” type ofshockvertices (A21-3,
A3

1-3) [125] (see Chapter 3) arenot identified ascritical points in the Morse analysis in the flow
complex framework. Omitting these singular points makes their subsequent analysis and algorithms
different from ours.9

* Refining theMA of a polyhedron.

Another branch of research extracts 3DMA from a (solid) polyhedral mesh and regularizes it. In
[189],MA branches are pruned using aseparation anglerelated to theMA significance. Similar
approach has been implemented using graphics hardware in [190], Figure 2.8. The homotopy of the
MA is preserved by only removing non-interior medial sheets. In [187, 180] theMA is computed
and pruned simultaneously by measuring theAverage Outward Flux(AOF) of the gradient of the
distance field in each voxel, Figure 2.9.10 However, the extractedMA is rough in accuracy (due to
voxelization) and the topology of the inter-connectivity between medial sheets are still not handled
well. In [56], an exactMA computation of a polyhedron is proposed. The exactMA computation
of polygonal meshes involves complicated intersection between high-order polynomials [128, Ch.7],
thus only results on models of relatively low-resolution are demonstrated, which is summarized in
Figure 2.13.

2.3.1 Remarks on relatedMA regularization works

We point out a few related works inMA regularization not mentioned so far.

* The pair-mesh[172] to extract a “coupled”MA-shape structure.

It is well-known that in 2D the medial branches can be tightly coupled with portions of the shape (as
shown in Figure 1.1(e)), which is a desirable property one want achieve in 3D. OurMS provides one
such solution which will be detailed in§ 7.3. In comparison, Shamir and Shaham’s‘pair-mesh’[172]
also provides such a coupledMA-shape structure, and it works in a different manner, Figure 2.10.

9Also see a recent work in [164] for an extension of Edelsbrunner’s WRAP algorithm for surface reconstruction,
based on ideas from the Morse theory applied to the flow map induced by the distance function: the “separation of
critical points” resembles our “segregation of shock points” in§ 6.

10The discontinuity of the gradient flux is large at significantMA branches and is again related to the speedv and
object angleθ.
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Figure 2.7: (Adapted from [91, (a-b): Fig.2, (c-d): Fig.3, (e-h): Fig.8] and [92, (i-k): Fig.7].) A sum-
mary of J. Giessen, T. Dey, E. Ramos, and B. Sadri’sFlow Complex(FC) on surface reconstruction
andMA computation in 2D (a-d) and in 3D (e-k). (a) The minimum (‘-’ in the circles), saddles

⊙

,
and maxima

⊕

of the distance function associated with the samples. By definition, the distance at
the sample is0, the minimum. (b) TheGabriel graphof the samples where the Gabriel edges are
highlighted in blue; the Delaunay edges are in dark lines. (c) Some orbits of the ‘flow’ induced by
the sample points. (d) The two regions where the ‘flow’ flows into the sink, the local maxima of the
distance field. (e) The 3-hole model of12, 008 points. (f) The Gabriel graph of (e). (g) The flow
complex, where the boundaries between stable manifolds of different maxima are colored randomly.
(h) Thereduced flow complexwhich provides a reconstructed surface. (i) The‘core’ computed for
the 3-holes model. The red lines are either unstable manifolds of index-2 saddle points or the 1D
parts (hairs) of index-1 saddle points. (j) Filtered Voronoi facets based on a condition similar to the
angle conditionin [67]. (k) The ‘extended core’, the core plus the flow closures of the facets in (j),
which approximates theMA.

The pair-mesh is a tetrahedral complex representation of the solid based on its approximatedMA
skeleton, which preserves the topological relation between them. However, this approach only takes
a solid mesh (water-tight without boundary) as input, due to that the innerVD and the PowerCrust
is used in extract theMA. A related work is [36], where a hierarchical union of spheres centered
at the skeleton with varying radius are used to approximate the shape, in the application of collision
handling.

* The λ-MA [47] and the regularization of theMS boundary (rib curves).

The recent work of Chazal and Lieutieret al.’sλ-MA [47] defines a subset of theMA by excluding
MA points with radius less than the parameterλ, Figure 2.11. They provide a proof that ifλ is
smaller than aweak feature size(which can be informally interpreted as a condition that noMA
junction points are pruned), theλ-MA is continuous under measure in the Hausdorff distance. This
gives a theoretical support of our approach of a “min-radius” pruning (via element-wise splice trans-
forms) in Chapter 7 in regularizing the rib curves by pruning out allMA elements closer to the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.8: (Adapted from [190, (a): Fig.1, (b-c): Fig.6].) TheMA computed by A. Sud, M. Otaduy
and D. Manocha. (a) The 3D distance field of the Hugo model (17k polygons, grid size=73×
45 × 128). Distance to the surface is colored increasingly from red to green. (b) TheMA of
the Triceratops model (5.6k polygons, grid size=128× 56× 42) is colored by the distance from the
boundary. (c) The medial seam curves (theA3

1 axial curves) of the Brake rotor model (4.7k polygons,
grid size=4× 128× 128) are shown in red.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: (Adapted from [187, (a): Fig.6] and [183, (b): Fig.1,2].) Medial surface computed by
K. Siddiqi et al. based on an analysis of theAverage Outward Flux(AOF) of the gradient of the
distance function [180]. (a) The Venus mesh (5,672 triangles) and its medial surface at a resolution
of 177×129×36 voxels: the full medial surface, voxels with a (processed) AOF values below−0.15
and−0.25. In (b), the medial surfaces of voxelized models from the McGill shape database [183] is
automatically partitioned into parts (in different colors).

shape boundary (within the thresholdλ), detailed in§ 7.2.2.

* Yoshizawaet al’s “two-sided”MA mesh to apply smoothing for regularization.

Notably, the approach of Yoshizawaet al. [219, 100] extracts smooth rib curves by representing
the (Voronoi-refined)MA as atwo-sidednon-intersecting surface and apply standard Laplacian
smoothing (and loop subdivision) on theMA manifold, Figure 2.12. However, this approach re-
quires a dense and uniformly sampled mesh as a input, and all interior structural connectivity (junc-
tions) of theMA is lost. 11

* Limitation of existingMA regularization methods; comparison to ours.

To the best of our knowledge, all existingMA regularization approaches focus onpruningmedial
sheets (either by element, by component, in a sequence, or in a batch) but make no effort to simplify
the structural inter-connectivity (topology) between the sheets, which we see as a crucial element in

11In comparison, we can handle a very sparse input (> 5 points) of unorganized points and provide both the meshing
andMA.
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Figure 2.10: (Adapted from [172, (a-c): Fig.3, (d): Fig.14].) A illustration of A. Shamir and A.
Shaham’s‘pair-mesh’, a tetrahedral complex representation based on approximatedMA in 2D (a-
c) and in 3D (d). The pair-mesh of a 2D model in (a) is a triangle complex in (b), where each triangle
connects the inner Voronoi skeleton and the restricted Delaunay boundary. (c) depicts several iso-
parametric poly-lines inside the object. (d) A family of parametric meshes interpolate between the
MA and the hand object at several iso-parametric valuest of: 0.01, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and1.0, where
t ∈ [0, 1]; for t → 0, the node resides on the inner Voronoi vertex; whent = 1, the node resides on
the boundary.

the regularization process. We note that regularizing theMA topology may require complicated re-
computation of theMA (locally or globally) and remains challenging in 3D. The major difference of
our approach in comparing to others in regularizing theMA is that we propose a practical solution
to avoid the above difficulty (by transforming theMS). Also, our approach is based on an analysis
of MA transitions (define the transforms) to explicit simplify theMS structure (Chapter 5.4.1).
The second difference in comparison is on the smoothing of theMA rib curves. Note that only a
few works in the literature address the problem of how to extract a smoothboundary curveof the
MA. These are therib curves [87] where theMA starts to form in the grass-fire propagation (see
§ 3.1.1). Such rib curves are unstable (noisy in practice), due to its high order of symmetry (A3), and
need a proper regularization to retain its feature to capture sharp features of the shape. Our approach
for a reliable rib curve extraction will be discussed in Chapter 7.

2.3.2 Survey of the 3D curve-like skeleton computation

In comparison to the above approaches which aim to extract a sheet-like medial structure out of
a 3D shape, a different branch of research extracts a 1Dcurve skeleton(CS) out of a 3D shape,
instead of the 2D medial sheets. TheCS is more simplified than theMA, but its mathematical
formulation is still an ongoing issue [54],i.e., it is nota priori clear how to summarize the 2DMA
sheets into a lower dimensional structure. Notably, Dey and Sun [66] have related theCS and the
MA via ageodesicfunction on the medial sheets, Figure 2.15. We summarize recent works on the
computing theCS for 3D mesh models [155, 210], voxelized data [55], and medical models (which
often contain noise) [97, 35] in Figure 2.14. Also, we summarize Dickinsonet al.’s use of theCS in
matching in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.11: (Adapted from Attaliet al.’s survey [12, (a-b): Fig.9, (c-d): Fig.11] of theλ-MA [47].)
(a) A 2D shape withweak feature size indicatedby the arrow. (b) Theλ-MA of (a) for a value of
λ greater than the weak feature size, which is broken into two parts. Each endpoint of theλ-MA
has two closest points on the boundary, whose distance from each other is2λ. In the 3D case, (c-d)
shows twoλ-MA of the same shape, withλ increasing from (c) to (d), constructed as a subset of the
λ-Voronoi graph of a sample of the boundary. TheMA is regularized by increasingλ to a proper
value (w.r.t.the feature size and sampling of the shape.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.12: (Adapted from [222] and [219, Fig.1].) The 3DMA computed and regularized by S.
Yoshizawa, A. Belyaev, and H.-P. Siedel. Instead of representing the 3DMA as a non-manifold
sheets intersected at medial seams, theMA is represented a two-sided non-intersecting 2-manifold
surface, thus standard mesh processing techniques can be applied to deform theMA to produce
animation.

* Difficulties of extracting the curve-like skeletons for modeling and matching.

While the curve-like skeletons provide a 3D graph-like descriptions of shapes, they have several
important limitations:(i) The resulting skeletons are often over-simplified and do not always capture
essential geometric features such as surface ridges. Also the overall structure is not always captured,
(e.g., the center of the palm of the hand can not be intuitively described by a ‘curve’). In addition, in
relating theCS and the 3D shape, unlike the case of theMA that it can be closely coupled with the
‘parts’ of the shape, [172]), the association of ‘parts’ of the shape to theCS is non-trivial and depends
on the definition of theCS, e.g., see results in [155, 55].(ii) In many approaches, a well-segmented
3D object (with a closed surface mesh or a volumetric voxelization) is typically required. Some
methods further require user-specified surface features which serve as end-points of the skeleton.
(iii) The lack of a consistent mathematical definition increases the difficulties in matching that there
is no clear understanding of how to deal with skeletal graphs having different local topologies yet
representing perceptually similar shapes.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.13: (Adapted from [56, Fig.13].) The exactMA of the Venus de Milo sculpture (in low
resolution) computed by T. Culver, J. Keyser, and D. Manocha. TheMA of this asymmetrical
polyhedron in (a) contains only non-degenerateseamcurves and sheets. (b) shows the seam curves
as line segments. (c) shows the “central” seams, those that do not have an endpoint on the boundary.

2.4 Survey of Graph Matching for Recognition

* Overview on the use of graph matching for recognition.
Graphs are powerful data structures which describe the relationship among abstracted structure.
Object representation through graph and hypergraph is very useful and popular for matching and
recognition. For overview of literature in graph matching, refer to the survey in [51] and articles
in [68, 81, 40]. Shapiro and Haralick [173] were among the pioneers in their use in structural
description of objects in images via weighted graphs. Fu [77] used attributed relational graphs
(ARG’s) to describe parametric information as a basis of a general image understanding system
based on extracting and matching hierarchical ARG’s. Eshera and Fu [75, 76] found the best inexact
match between two ARG’s by minimizing the overall distance between the two graphs, defined as
the incremental distance between corresponding nodes and links. Minimization of distance was
converted into a shortest path problem over the directed acyclic branch-weighted lattice from the
initial state to a state in the set of final states. This is solved by dynamic programming in a time
linearly proportional to the number of lattice’s states, which grows very rapidly with the number of
nodes.

* Computational intractability and approximated methods.
The computational intractability of graph matching as an NP-complete problem has led to the de-
velopment of several classes of algorithms.(i) Search-Orientedmethods explore the shortest path
in the state space,e.g., via branch and bound methods [122]. These methods require heuristics to
reduce exponential time complexity (worst case) to a low-order(2, 3) polynomial in the number of
nodes(l) and links(m). (ii) Another class of algorithms is based onnonlinear optimizationwhich
does not explicitly search the state space and its computational complexity is typically linear in the
number of nodes/links,e.g.,relaxation labeling[104]. However, these methods only enforceone-
wayconstraints. Eigenvalue decomposition works well when a pair of weighted graphs are nearly
isomorphic, and while their combination with hill-climbing improves matching, poor local minima
can often result [204].(iii) Other types of techniques for graph matching include the use of neu-
ral networks [185], linear programming [4] Lagrangian Relaxation [165], and indexing the graph
spectra [179].
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Figure 2.14: Recent results on thecurve skeleton(CS) computation. (a) (Adapted from [55, Fig.7].)
The hierarchicalCS computed by N. Corneaet al. based on a topological analysis on arepulsive
force fieldover the object. (b) (Adapted from [216, Fig.19].) Thedomain connected graphcom-
puted by Ouhyounget al. by combining three main ideas in skeleton extraction: the medial axis
transform, generalized potential field, and decomposition-based methods. (c) (Adapted from [174,
Fig.5].) The filteredCS computed by A. Sharfet al. based on evolution of a deformable model. (d)
(Adapted from [155, Fig.1].) TheCS extracted by Au and Leeet al. via geometry contraction and
connectivity surgery. (e) (Adapted from [210, Fig.9,10].) TheCS computed by Wang and Leeet
al. by shrinking and thinning a volumetric model followed by pruning noisy branches. (f) (Adapted
from [97, Fig.11].) The centerline and surface model of a coronary artery tree computed by H. Teket
al. based on a minimization of medialness measurements in a graph-based optimization framework.

* Rangarajan’s graduated assignment algorithm.

The graduated assignment(GA) [95] is a relaxation-based energy-minimizing graph matching al-
gorithm based on a technique called “softassign” [186] in solving the assignment problem. It has
been used in matching 2D shock graphs in [175]. On recent improvements of theGA is the work
of Zass and Shashua [224], who improve theGA by applying a statistical global optimization via an
iterative successive projection algorithm to match hypergraphs. We will elaborate more on theGA
in Chapter 9 in extending it to match theMS hypergraphs.

Table 2.1 summarize main abbreviated symbols used in this thesis.
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Figure 2.15: (Adapted from [66, (a): Fig.2, (b): Fig.9, (c-e): Fig.6].) Relating thecurve skeleton
(CS) and the 3DMA. TheCS computed by T. Dey and J. Sun [66] by using amedial geodesic
function(MGF) defined on the 3DMA. (a) The 3DMA of a rectangular block, where the singu-
larities of the MGF on the middle sheet (in red) are used to define theCS. (b) TheMA of a T-shape
rendered with the MGF values in color, where the skeleton edges (cyan) are collected during the
erosion. (c-e) A noisy hand model, theMA rendered with the MGF values, and the extractedCS.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.16: Matchingcurve skeletons(CS) for 3D shape matching. (a) (Adapted from [192,
Fig.3,7].) Skeletal stick graphs computed by H. Sunder, D. Silver and S. Dickinsonet al. for
matching. (b) (Adapted from [53, Fig.2].) Curve skeletons computed by D. Cornea, D. Silver and S.
Dickinsonet al. for similarity matching. T he correspondence is shown in color code.

Table 2.1: Main abbreviated symbols used in this thesis.

Symbol Description

G Input generators (points){Gi}
SS Symmetry Set
MA Medial Axis
SG Shock Graph (in 2D)
MS Medial Scaffold
SC Shock Scaffold

Symbol Description

VD Voronoi Diagram
FC Flow Complex
CS Curve Skeleton

m-Rep Themedial atomrepresentation
RG Reeb Graph



Chapter 3

A Review of the Medial Scaffold

* Overview of chapter: reviewing theAn
k notation and theMS / SC hierarchies.

This chapter reviews theMedial Scaffold (MS) and theShock Scaffold(SC), the hierarchical
graph representations of the 3DMA originally proposed by Leymarie and Kimia [125, 128] based
on a theoretical analysis of Giblin and Kimia [87]. We review key ideas and terminologies such as
the contact typology (Ank ) and shock typology (Ank -l). We also revise the organization of theMS/SC
hierarchy to reflect a practical implementation of theMS hierarchy. In addition, we focus on an
important case when the shape is specified as an unorganized point set and classify theMS/SC
sheets, curves, and nodes based on a shock flow analysis. We show that the shock flow field of the
medial sheets can be recovered and thus recover the (more informative)SC from a (less informative)
MS for a point-sampled shape. Finally, we point out a future direction on deriving a complete shock
flow analysis of theMS to lead toward an implementation of theSC hierarchy.

* Organization of chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 reviews the mathematical definition of the 3DMA
(by Giblin and Kimia [87]) by contacting a sphere and defining the contact typology of theMA
points using theAn

k notation. This leads to a complete analysis of the 3DMA local form and an
organization toward theMS (§ 3.1.1).§ 3.1.2 further reviews the shock flow analysis of the 3DMA
and define the flow typology (Ank -l) to classify the 3D shock points, leading to an organization toward
aSC. Based on the above context, Section 3.2 reviews Leymarie’s organization of theMS/SC into
a hierarchy based on reducing the information and keeping only the essence structure [128, Ch.3],
[125]. We revise this organization to reflect our practical experience in implementation of theMS
hierarchy. Section 3.3 reviews a special case of theMS andSC when the input shape boundary
consists of only sample points. This special case turns out to be significant that theMS/SC can
be regularized (filtered) to approximate thetrueMS/SC as the sampling is dense enough, and in
practice this leads to a practical computational approach of theMS detailed in Chapters 6 and 7.
§ 3.3.1 classifies theMS sheets, curves, and nodes of the point case based on the shock flow and
presents a practical algorithm to implement such classification in each case. This enables to an
approach detailed in§ 3.3.2 to compute theMS/SC from the Voronoi-based approaches (such as
the QHull [15]) in recovering the missing flow information, in supplement to Leymarie’s original
flow-based computation of theSC. Finally, Section 3.4 describes future directions to recover the
shock flow of theMS in the general cases toward theSC.

32
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3.1 Local Form of Shock Points: Contact with Spheres and Shock

Flow Analysis

* Overview of the symmetry set (SS),MA and the shocks.

We briefly review Giblin and Kimia’s discussion of thesymmetry set(SS) [38] ,MA [31] and the
shocks[89]. TheSS is the closure of the loci of centers of spheres tangent to the surface at two
or more points; such bi-tangent spheres are called “contact spheres.” TheMA is the subset of the
SS for which all such spheres aremaximal,i.e., they do not contain any points of the surface other
than the contact points. Theshock structurearises from a “dynamic” interpretation of theMA, as
in Blum’s grassfire [31], where the locus of singularities, or shocks, formed in the course of wave
propagation from boundaries have an associated direction and speed of flow.

The above notion is consistent in both the 2D and 3D cases. For the simpler 2D case, shock
segments are those segments of theMA which have monotonic flow. This grouping of shocks
into segments is a morerefinedpartition of theMA than by grouping betweenMA junctions and
end-points [116]. Shocks are obtained in 2D either by detecting the singularities of the evolving
boundary in a curve evolution (PDE) approach [116, 180] or in a mixed Eulerian–Lagrangian prop-
agation which combines wave propagation and computational geometry concepts [202, 201]. The
computation of theMA / shocks in 3D is more complex and together with the goal of making it
accessible to applications is the main topic of this thesis. See Chapter 2 for a survey and Chapter 7
for our approach.

3.1.1 Contact typology of a shock point: theAn
k notation

The notion of theMS/SC relies on an understanding the 3DMA local form, i.e., a classification
of 3DMA points by Giblin and Kimia in 2D [89], and in 3D [87], based on osculating a tangent
sphere with the shape boundary and studying the order of contact, Figure 3.1.

Definition 1 The An
k notation: LetAn

k denote the contact of a circle (in 2D) or a sphere (in 3D)
osculating a shape boundary atn distinct points, each withk+1 degree of contact:1 k=1 denotes a
regular tangency at a contact pointp; k=2 denotes a sphere of curvature (i.e., the radius of contact
sphere is equal to the radius of curvature, butp is not part of a ridge)2; k=3 denotes a sphere of
curvature at aridgepoint (i.e., when the sphere of curvature is locally maximal, and in 3D,p is a
curvature extremum along a principal curve);k=4 denotes a sphere of curvature at aturningpoint
of a ridge (i.e., where the ridge becomes tangent to the line of curvature atp) [98, Ch.6],[87] 3; k=5
denotes a degenerate contact where two turning points merges (such that the degree 5 terms of the
Mongeform are involved, [98, 87, 39]4, etc.

Refer to Figure 3.2 for an example ofgenericcontacts (e.g.,A2
1, A

3
1, A3, A4

1, A1A3) in 3D.
Among theAn

k contact points, only odd orders of contact (i.e.,k = 1, 3, 5, ...) can contribute to the

1For the case ofn = 1, we do not write the superscript and use the reduced notationAk.
2TheA2 contact can be also viewed as the transition where twoA1 contact merges at a single point.
3From [87]: “At a turning point of a ridge, the ridge is itself tangent to the line of curvature, and the principal

curvature has a degenerate extremum, in transition between maximum and minimum. For such as sphere, the distance
from the center to the shape surface never has a minimum at the point of contact, the sphere can therefore never be a
maximum sphere, thus never be a part of theMA.”

4TheA5 transition involves (from [98,§7.2.8]): two turning points are created or destroyed by a process in which a
ridge remains non-singular but momentarily makes an inflection with the corresponding line of curvature.
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Figure 3.1: (From [87, Fig.3].) Illustration of the notationAn
k based on contact of curves with a

circle in 2D [87];k + 1 counts order of contact (indicated by straight short dark segments);e.g.,A1

is regular tangent contact,A2 is regular “curvature” contact,A3 is a curvature maximum contact.
The superscriptn counts the number of contact points, so thatA2

1 means twoA1 contacts. A similar
definition holds for the contact of surfaces with spheres in 3D.

Figure 3.2: (From [125, Fig.5].) Summary of thefivegeneric types of 3DMA points [87, 125]: (a)
Each point on anA2

1 sheet is the center of a sphere with two ordinaryA1 contacts. (b) Each point
on anA3

1 axial curve is the center of a sphere with three ordinaryA1 contacts; this is where three
sheets come together. (c) Each point on anA3 rib curve is a limiting case of twoA2

1 points coming
in unison; it corresponds to the ‘boundary’ of theMA sheet which is associated to theridgeson the
shape boundary. Thefivegeneric types are illustrated on aMS hypergraph in (d) and in (e) with the
medial sheets implicit to emphasize its graph structure.

MA, that is, being the center of amaximalsphere (without intersecting the shape surface). Other
non-generichigher-order contacts (such asA5) require further elaboration and become significant in
man-made and biological objects which have spherical areas, for example. These become apparent
after we apply the shock transforms, refer to Chapter 5 for further analysis.

* Summary of Giblin and Kimia’s organization of 3DMA points [87].

Giblin and Kimia organized allgeneric3DMA points, based on their order of contactAn
k , into five

principal types of shock points, Figure 3.2:

1. A2
1 contact(sheet), where at each point, the contact sphere has two ordinaryA1 contacts. By

adjusting the radius and rolling this sphere between two surface patches, we encounter other
A2

1 points such that the local form ofA2
1 is a medialsheetwhich is locally smooth.

2. A3 contact(rib curve), where at each point, the contact is the limiting case when twoA2
1

points come together. The set ofA3 points form a space curve spanning centers of one of the
principal curvatures. This space curve is arib curve bordering anA2

1 sheet, and the associated
contact points correspond to surfaceridges.5

5We will present a ridge detection approach based on this notion in§ 10.2.
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3. A3

1 contact(axial curve), where at each point, the contact sphere has three ordinaryA1 con-
tacts. The local form is a space curve where 3A2

1 sheets meet together.

4. A1A3 contact(rib end): This is where the sphere hasA1 contact (i.e., ordinary tangency) at
one point andA3 contact at another. The local form is an isolated point where a pair ofA3

1 and
A3 curves meet and terminate.

5. A4
1 contact(axial end): This is where the contact sphere has four ordinary contacts. The local

form is also an isolated point which is at the intersection ofsix smoothA2
1 sheetsof theMA,

or alternatively, at the intersection offourA3
1 curves,i.e., either six distinct pairs (C42 = 6) or

four distinct triplets (C43 = 4) from the four contact points.

In summary, theMA points naturally organize into sheets, curves, and isolated points.A2
1 points

are interior points of a medial sheet. Each sheet is bounded by a collection ofA3
1 andA3 curves.

EachA3
1 curve ends at either anA1A3 orA4

1 point. EachA3 curve must end at anA1A3 point. Note
thatthroughout the thesis,A3 andA3

1 curves are shown inblue and red, respectively.

* Degenerate configurations observed in practice.

While the above five types ofMA points aregenericin 3D, in practice we observe moredegenerate
types ofMA points. In particular as we transform theMS by moving it toward higher order of de-
generacy, we produce more degenerateMA points (Chapter 5). We list three types of degeneracies
we observed in practice. Further analysis requires to locally perturb these degenerate configurations
to decompose them into general configurations and will be elaborated in§ 5.5. 6

1. An
1 axial curve,n > 3. This occurs when more than three boundary points are co-circular to

make their central axis degenerate. AnA4
1 axial curve can be perturbed to decompose into two

A3
1 curves, see Figure 5.21(e). This degeneracy is in fact necessary if we are to deform a shape

towards a circular cylinder as in many tubular shapes in applications,e.g., vessels, bronchial
airway, colon,etc.

2. An
1 point (axial end),n > 4. This occurs when more than four boundary points are co-sphere

to make their center degenerate. AnA5
1 point can be perturbed to decompose into twoA4

1

points, see Figure 5.21(j). Also, the end point of the aboveAn
1 degenerate axial curve is an

An+1
1 degenerate point. This degeneracy is in fact necessary if we are to deform a portion of a

shape towards a spherical shape.

3. Am
1 A3 point (rib end), m ≥ 2. This occurs when more than oneA1 contact happens at an

ordinaryA1A3 point. AnA2
1A3 point can be perturbed and decomposed into anA4

1 and an
A1A3 point, Figure 5.21(k). This degeneracy is in fact necessary if we are to deform a portion
of a shape towards a spherical shape on one side and with a bump-like perturbation on the
other side.

We conclude the degenerateMA analysis by two remarks.(i) First, while the degenerateAn
1 (n>3)

axial curve is possible, we do not observe any degenerate (A5 or more) rib curve in practice, since
by definition theA5 should be an isolated point [88]. Another reasonA5 does not appear is that we
work on point-sampled shapes, thus theA3 is sufficient (and does not require further degeneracy
other than isolated singular points).(ii) Second, a degenerate configuration not yet mentioned is at
the corner of a shape, see Figure 5.20, where in a perfect case threeA3 rib curves and oneA3

1 axial
curve meet. This is an interesting degeneracy whose local form is not understood so far (an ongoing
work with Peter Giblinet al.). Refer to§ 5.4.1 and§ 10.3.1 for further exploration.

6The shock transforms defined in Chapter 5 will be used to decompose theMA degeneracy.
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Figure 3.3: (From [125, Fig.4].) (a) Generic situation for anA2
1 shock sheet: from theA2

1-2 point
a 3D surface radially grows-out; arrows indicate some directions of increasing radius values. (b)
Flows atA3

1 andA3 shock curves. (c) Flows atA4
1 shock points, where the number ofinward flows

is indicated.

3.1.2 Flow typology of a shock point: theAn
k-l notation

* Summary of Leymarie and Kimia’s 3D shock flow analysis [125].
In addition to the above classification of 3DMA points based on the order of contact and the
local form, Leymarie and Kimia further explored the notion ofshock flow for eachMA point in
the direction of increasing radius,r, of its associated maximal contact spheres and lead to afiner
classification of theMA in the form of a shock structure both in 2D [116, 89], and in 3D [125, 87].
The shock flow is avector fielddefined on theMA whose typology we denote vial, Figure 3.3.
Specifically, the shock points can be (older classification [125] is in parentheses:

1. regular (first-order:l=1), monotonically flowing along a path,

2. acting assourcesand initiating flow (second-order:l=2),

3. acting asrelays or saddles, where shocks simultaneously flow in and out (third-order:l=3),
or

4. acting assinks and terminating flow (forth-order:l=4).

ForA1A3 vertices where a pair ofA3 andA3
1 curves meet, three of four flow configurations are

possible [87]:(i) both curves can flow outward (i.e., a source);(ii) theA3
1 can flow outward and the

A3 flow inward (i.e., a relay);(iii) both curves flow inward (i.e., a sink). The configuration whereA3
1

is flowing in andA3 is flowing out is not possible.
ForA4

1 vertices, the classification is based on thenumberof inward flowsas dictated by the four
intersectingA3

1 curves, where either two, three or four curves can flow inward, Figure 3.3c, ruling
out other configurations.

We summarize Leymarie and Kimia’s classification of 3D shock points in Table 3.1. On the left
is the table classifying the18 generic shock pointsin the notationAn

k -l (contact typologyAn
k and

shock flow typel). On the right is the organization of the 18 types into(i) 3 regular types of shock
points which compose of the shock sheets (A2

1) and shock curves (A31 andA3) and(ii) 15 singular
types of shock nodes (A21, A

3
1, A3, A1A3, A4

1).

* Revising theAn
k -l notation for theaxial-end relayshocks.

We revise the original notation of the two types of theaxial-end relayshocks in [125]. Specifically,
theA4

1-3a (wasA4
1-3) andA4

1-3b (wasA4
1-2) are both of the “relay” type andl should be 3. (Refer to

Figure 3.8 for an illustration of their local configuration.)
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Shocks Regular Source Relay Sink

Sheet A2
1-1 A2

1-2 A2
1-3∗ A2

1-4
Rib A3-1 A3-2 A3-3∗ A3-4

Axial A3
1-1 A3

1-2 A3
1-3∗ A3

1-4
Rib end - A1A3-2 A1A3-3 A1A3-4
Axial - - A4

1-3a, A4
1-4

end A4
1-3b

∗ Degeneracies,i.e., part ofA2

1
-3, A3-3 andA3

1
-3, are special cases of

relay where shocks flow simultaneously in and out.

Table 3.1: (Adapted from [125, Table.2].) Summary of Leymarie and Kimia’s classification of18
types of shock points based on their contact typology (An

k ) and the shock flow typology. There are
3 regular shock types (with monotonic flow), and 15singularshocks (which are thesources,relays
andsinksfor the flow).

* Comparison of terminology with the Morse analysis and the “Flow Complex”.

Our classification of the 3DMA and shock types is closely related to Giesenet al.’s Flow Complex
(FC) [92], which is based on aMorse analysisof the distance function. The main difference is that
ours is based on a singularity analysis and results in a richer set of classification. Specifically, some
“relay” types of shocks are notcritical points in the Morse analysis, which makes the subsequent
analysis (classification and algorithm) different. Refer to Chapter 2 for a detailed comparison.

The terminology we use to describe the shock flow in theMS/SC is also different, which we
explicitly address here to remove confusion. In our notation, all source/relay/sink are with respect
to the corresponding shock entity (i.e., theAn

k object). For example, theA3
1-2 is a ‘source’ point on

theA3
1 shock curve, despite the fact that the shock flow at anA3

1 point is originated from a nearlyA2
1

shock sheet (which is further from theA2
1 source on the sheet). In theFC, theA2

1 is called a ‘saddle’
point in the Morse analysis (in comparing to our ‘source’ point). This difference in terminology also
applies to theA3-2 andA1A3-2 shock points in Figure 3.1, where ourA3-2 andA1A3-2 points are
called ‘saddle’ points in theFC. We do not observe any other major differences in considering the
FC analysis in our framework as a sub-structure of theSC.

3.2 The Medial Scaffold (MS) and Shock Scaffold (SC) Hierar-
chies

* Review of Leymarie’sMS andSC hierarchies [125].

We now review Leymarie and Kimia’s organization of the 3DMA into a hierarchy of theMS and
SC representations. The idea is to first organize all information (topology, geometry, shock dynam-
ics) of theMA together, and then drop the detailed information from the complete representation
toward a reduced one, while retaining the qualitative structure of the shape.

In the most detailed representation, theshock scaffold(SC) is a directed hypergraph represen-
tation of the shape. The key insight is that slight deformations of the shape do not generally affect
the topological relations among the special shock pointsA4

1, A1A3, A3
1-2,A3-2, as indicated by the

shock curvesA3
1 andA3 connecting them, while the geometry and flow dynamics of the medial

sheets and curves can change. By dropping all shock flow information from theSC, the medial
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scaffold (MS) is then an un-directed hypergraph.7 The term “scaffold” is used in analogy to build-
ing constructions where a set of metallic beams support relatively weaker building materials, so as
to indicate the relative significance of curves over sheets, and points over curves, in describing the
qualitative shapeof an object [125].

* Defining the shock scaffold (SC) hierarchy.

(Revised from Leymarie [125].) The typology described in the previous section is required for a
construction of ahypergraph[20] in analogy to the notion of ashock graphin 2D [182]. We identify
flow singularitiesand organize these in three classes: (1)shock sources:(a) A2

1-2 along a sheet,
(b) A3

1-2 andA3-2 along a curve, and(c) A1A3-2 at a vertex; (2)shock relays:(a) A2
1-3 along a

sheet,(b)A3
1-3 andA3-3 along a curve, and(c)A4

1-3a,A4
1-3b andA1A3-3 at a vertex; and (3)shock

sinks: (a)A2
1-4 along a sheet,(b)A3

1-4 andA3-4 along a curve, and(c)A4
1-4 andA1A3-4 at a vertex.

The remaining shocks act as linking structures consisting of (1)A2
1-1 along a sheet and (2)A3

1-1
andA3-1 along a curve. The structure which embeds this hierarchical notion is referred to as the
shock scaffold hypergraph(SCH), where the above shock sources, relays, and sinks serve as its
nodes, the shock curves act as itslinks between nodes, and shock sheets act ashyperlinks bringing
together several links and nodes.

(Revised from Leymarie [125].) We now define the“reduced” representations of theSCH to
form a hierarchy as follows, Figure 3.4.

1. The dropping of all shock sheet attributes (geometry and dynamics), except the topology, of
theSCH is named thereduced shock scaffold hypergraph(SCH−). The idea in keeping the
sheet topology (which can be completely stored in the shock curves) is significant that the
topology captures the global structure of a sheet, where the detailed geometry/dynamics of the
sheet are not salient nor robust and can be approximated from the shock curves bordering the
shock sheet.

2. The dropping of all sheet topology of theSCH− gives theshock scaffold graph(SCG), which
is a (1D) graph structure, which summarizes theMA in the next level.

3. The dropping of all shock curve attributes (geometry and dynamics), except the graph topo-
logical connectivity, yields thereduced shock scaffold graph(SCG−), which is a yet simplier
graph. Similarly, the missing shock curve geometry can be approximated from their ending
shock nodes.

4. Finally, the dropping of all geometry info (stored in the graph nodes) of theSCG− gives the
topological shock scaffold(SCT ), where only the topological graph structure is preserved.

The significant idea of Leymarie and Kimia [125] in extracting a graph/hypergraph structure
over the “classical” trace of theMA is that“theMA information is organized into groups and the
connectivity between them is specified. It is precisely the connectivity among these groups which
contains the qualitative information”, while the remaining information allows for an exact recon-
struction or an approximation of the shape from the shock structure [86, 87]. It is this qualitative
structure that the applications require.

* Defining the medial scaffold (MS) hierarchy.

7We make a distinction from a “shock point” to a “medial point”. A “shock point” is aMA point equipped with the
topology, geometry, and shock dynamics,etc. in theSC, while a “medial point” is a superset of the shock points, which
is equipped with topology and geometry, but dynamics.
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Level MS Symbol SC Symbol Distinctive features

I MSH SCH Medial nodes, curves & sheets.

II MSH− SCH− Sheets stripped of geometry,etc.

III MSG SCG Graph: medial nodes & curves.

IV MSG− SCG− Curves stripped of geometry,etc.

V MST SCT Nodes & curves stripped of geometry,etc.

Figure 3.4: (Adapted and augmented from [125, Fig.6] and [128, Figs.3.8,3.9].) [Upper] From
the “classical”MA static representation to the hierarchies of themedial scaffold(MS) andshock
scaffold(SC) representations. TheMS hierarchy captures the topology (inter-connectivity between
sheets, curves, and nodes), while theSC hierarchy is further augmented (classified) with complete
shock flow information and is a refined structure of theMS hierarchy in each corresponding level.
Reddots correspond toMA vertices,i.e.,A4

1 orA1A3. Greentriangles correspond to shock sources
of curves,e.g.,A3

1-2 points, which are needed for capturing theSC. A3
1 andA3 curves are shown

in redandblue, respectively. [Lower] Summary of theMS andSC hierarchies comprising of five
levels. The superscriptH stands for a hypergraph,G stands for a graph,T stands for a topological
graph, and the minus sign “−” stands for areducedrepresentation.

(Reviewed from Giblin and Kimia [125].) A parallel hierarchy of the above shock scaffolds can
be similarly defined for the medial scaffolds, by taking out the shock flow classification of theSC,
Figure 3.4. Specifically, themedial scaffold hypergraph (MSH) takes the isolated medial points
(A1A3 andA4

1) as itsnodes, the medial curves (A3 andA3
1) as its links between nodes, and the

medial sheet (A21) as itshyperlinks bringing together several links and nodes.
(Revised from Leymarie [125].) The“reduced” representations of theMSH is defined similarly

to form a hierarchy as follows, Figure 3.4.

1. The dropping of all medial sheet attributes (geometry), except the topology, of theMSH

yields thereduced medial scaffold hypergraph(MSH−). Similarly, the sheet topology can
be completely stored in the bordering medial curves and the detailed geometry of the sheet are
not significant and can be reasonably approximated.

2. The dropping of all sheet topology of theMSH− gives themedial scaffold graph (MSG),
which is a (1D) graph structure, which summarizes theMA in the next level.

3. The dropping of all medial curve attributes (geometry), except the graph topological con-
nectivity, gives thereduced medial scaffold graph(MSG−), which is a yet simplier graph.
Again, the missing curve geometry can be approximated from their ending nodes.
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4. Finally, the dropping of all geometry info (stored in the graph nodes) of theMSG− yields the

topological medial scaffold(MST ), where only the topological graph structure is preserved.
We will elaborate how to efficiently handle the topology of theMST in Chapter 4.

We note that theMSH−/MSG is a geometric graph,i.e., without self intersections, and is not a
tree in general,i.e., it containscircuits (chains of links forming closed loops) boundingMA sheets.
Despite the lack of an explicit representation of sheets, theMSH−/MSG alone gives a fairly good
idea of the shape of the object due to the remaining connectivity. TheMA can be approximated
by interpolating the missingMA sheet points, by stretching smooth elastic surfaces over the links,
much as is done when a “tent” is constructed over a scaffold.

* Remarks on the re-organization of theMS andSC hierarchies.

A major reason to re-organize theSC andMS into two parallel hierarchies, in comparing the Ley-
marie and Kimia’s original single-track hierarchy [125], is two fold:(i) First, a formal characteri-
zation of theSCH is not yet accomplished, which is an ongoing work requiring a full shock flow
analysis on the medial sheets (detailed in§ 3.4). (ii) Second, the important notion ofMA transitions
and transforms (refer to Chapter 1) should be first studied on theMS, allowing a better focus on the
topological changes of the structure. The study of theSC transitions and transforms can be extended
smoothly later on. Thus we only focus on theMS transforms (Chapter 5.4.1) in this thesis.

3.3 MS and SC for a Point Set

In this section, we consider a restricted case where the surface dataset is represented by clouds
of unorganizedpoints, where noa priori neighborhood relationship is known between the points.
We call an input sample point a“generator” in analogy to sources when simulating wavefront
propagation from points to create theMA [201, 128]. In this context, the sample point can be
viewed as an infinitesimal spheres which can be viewed as a degenerate kind of surface.

* Review: 3 types of shock elements (A2
1 sheets,A3

1 curves,A4
1 nodes) arising from a point set.

(Revised from Leymarie [125].) For this restricted class of surfaces,i.e., infinitesimal spheres,
certain types of shocks do not occur. There are noA3 curves (ribs) since there are no ridges on
spheres, nor anyA1A3 vertices (rib ends) by extension. Also, the geometry implies that there are
no shock sinks and relays in the interior of sheets, nor shock sinks in the interior of curves, so no
A2

1-4,A2
1-3, andA3

1-4 occur. Hence, when considering point generators, out of the18 shock points
in Figure 3.1, we are left with onlyeight possible ones, Table 3.2,six of which are singularities for
the flow,i.e., shock nodes. This simplified case is closely related to the Voronoi diagram (VD) [145]
of a point set,i.e., the remain medial components in theMS hypergraph are of three types, namely,
(i) theA2

1 sheet which corresponds to a Voronoi face (dual of a Delaunay edge),(ii) theA3
1 curve

which corresponds to a Voronoi edge (dual of a Delaunay triangle), and(iii) theA4
1 node which

corresponds to a Voronoi vertex (dual of a Delaunay tetrahedron), Figure 3.5.

3.3.1 Classification of theMS sheets, curves, and vertices based on a radius
flow analysis

* Overview: classification of theMS sheets/curves/nodes (of a point set) based on their shock flow.
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Figure 3.5: (Adapted from [125, Fig.7].) For the input of only points, theMS consists of only three
types: (a)A2

1 sheets, (b)A3
1 curves, and (c)A4

1 vertices.

Shocks Regular Source Relay Sink

Sheet A2
1-1 A2

1-2 - -
Axial A3

1-1 A3
1-2 A3

1-3 -
Axial - - A4

1-3a A4
1-4

end A4
1-3b

Table 3.2: (Adapted from [125, Table.4].) Summary of Leymarie and Kimia’s classification of 8
types of shock points in a restrictive case of unorganized point inputs.

hen the input set is restricted to a point set, the flow information of aMS can be completely re-
constructed to obtain aSC out of it. This section achieves it by classifying the shock flow types of
theMS hypergraph elements, namely, theA2

1 sheets,A3
1 curves, andA4

1 nodes based on their local
configuration. An algorithm to implement each classification is also presented. The classification is
aimed to be general to cover all degenerate cases, while considering the numerical issued frequently
occur in practical computation.

* Three types ofA2
1 shock sheets (planar polygons).

TheA2
1 shock sheets (planar polygons) arising from two generators (Gi,Gj) can be classified into

threetypes, including the degenerate cases, based on the local shock flow configuration, Figure 3.6.

I. The sheet polygonS contains the mid pointM of the two generators(Gi, Gj) in the interior. In
this case,M is theA2

1-2 source, which is also the smallest radius point ofS. The degenerates
whenM(Gi,Gj) is on the polygon boundary edge or boundary vertex is not of this type; they
are classified into type II and III , respectively (detailed below).

II. The pointR of smallest radius of the sheetS is onS’s boundary edge. The case ofM(Gi,Gj) =
R belongs to this category, sinceR can be viewed as anA3

1-2 source. Another degeneracy
whenR is onS’s boundary vertex is classified into type III (see below).

III. The pointR of smallest radius of the sheetS is atS’s boundary vertex. The case ofM(Gi,Gj) =
R: belongs to this category, sinceR can be viewed as anA4

1-3b relay.

* Algorithm to determine the (flow) type of anA2
1 sheet (arising from points).
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Figure 3.6: Three types ofA2
1 shock sheet elements (planar polygons) arising from two generators

(Gi,Gj) via shock flow analysis: If sheet polygon contains theA2
1-2 source in the interior, it is Type

I. Otherwise, if the sheet’s smallest radius point is at the boundary curve (not including end points),
it is Type II; else the smallest radius point must be at the boundary vertex, Type III.

The algorithm to determine the (flow) type of anA2
1 sheetS (arising from points) is described below

in two steps, Figure 3.6:(i) The first step is to check ifS contains theA2
1-2 source point in the interior

of S or not. Since the geometry of anA2
1 shock sheet in this case is a (convex) planar polygon, this

can be done by first project the mid pointM(Gi,Gj) to the plane ofS and check ifM is included in
the interior of the sheet polygon or not to determineS’s type. (Refer toe.g., [146] for a robust “point
inclusion in polygon” test). (ii) The second step is to check the pointR of smallest radius ofS is on
S’s boundary edge or vertex. This can be dome by traversing through allS’s boundary edges and
find the smallest radius pointR to determineS’s type.

* Three types ofA3
1 (or degenerateAn

1 ) shock curves (line segments).

TheA3
1 shock curves (line segments) arising from three generators(Gi,Gj,Gk) can be classified into

threetypes, based on the local shock flow configuration, Figure 3.7. This classification also applies
to the degenerate cases ofAn

1 (n > 3) shock curves arising fromn generators.

I. Both the shock curveL and its dual Delaunay triangleT contain the circumcenterC(Gi,Gj,Gk)
in the interior. In this case, the circumcenterC has the following properties:(i) C is the largest
radius point onT; (ii) C is the smallest radius point on the shock curveL; (iii) C is theA3

1-2
source ofL; and(iv) T is acute. The degenerate case thatC is on the triangle boundary happens
whenT is a right triangle, which can be viewed as a transition between this case (type I) and
the following case (type II). We classify the above degenerate case as type I.

II. The shock curveL contains the circumcenterC, but C is not contained in the interior ofL’s
dual Delaunay triangleT. In this case, the circumcenterC has the following properties:(i) C

is the smallest radius point on the shock curveL; (ii) C is theA3
1-3 source ofL; and(iii) T is

obtuse.
III. The shock curveL does not contain theA3

1-3 circumcenterC at all. This case occurs when
there exists a close-by generatorGl which invalidatesC, and the shock curveL is created from
either aA4

1-3a orA4
1-3b shock node.
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Figure 3.7: Three types ofA3
1 shock curve elements (line segments) arising from three generators

(Gi,Gj,Gk) via shock flow analysis: If shock curve does not contain theA3
1 circumcenter, it is Type

III and the shock curve must be uni-directional in flow. Otherwise, if the shock curve’s dual Delaunay
triangle contains theA3

1 circumcenter (which is anA3
1-2 source), it is type I; else it is type II (and the

A3
1 circumcenter is anA3

1-3 relay).

* Algorithm to determine the (flow) type of anA3
1 (or degenerateAn

1 ) curve (arising from points).

The algorithm to determine the (flow) type of anA3
1 (or degenerateAn

1 ) shock curve is described
below in two steps, Figure 3.7:

(1). Check if theA3
1 circumcenterC is on the shock curveL or not, which is equivalent to check if

shock curve is uni-directional or bi-directional. This can be done by computing the position
of the circumcenterC and compare the distance of(CS, SE) and(CE, SE), whereS andE are
the two end nodes ofL.

(2). Check if the shock curve’s dual Delaunay triangleT containing theA3
1 circumcenterC or

not (to distinguish type I or II). For a regularA3
1 shock curve, this can be done by testing if

triangleGiGjGk is acute or not. In the degenerate case of anAn
1 shock curve(n > 3), this can

be done by testing if shock curve intersects with the Delaunay polygon or not. Again we use
the property that the Delaunay polygon is guaranteed to beconvexand use the above “point
inclusion in polygon” test to determine the flow type.

* Three types ofA4
1 shock nodes (singular points).

(Adapted from Leymarie [125] for completeness.) TheA4
1 shock nodes (singular points) arising from

four generators(Gi,Gj,Gk,Gl) can be classified intofour types based on the shock flow analysis,
Figure 3.8. The classification of the degenerate cases ofAn

1 (n>4) shock vertices arising fromn
generators is considered similarly.

I. A4
1-4 sink: with fourA3

1 shock curves flowing in.

II. A4
1-3a relay: with three shock curves flowing in and one shock curve flowing out.

III. A4
1-3b relay: with two shock curves flowing in and two shock curves flowing out.
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(c) A3
1-3b Ext.-Dihedral

Figure 3.8: (From [125, Fig.9].) Three types ofA4
1 shock node elements via the flow analysis.

Possible configurations of quadruplets of generators creating (a) interior, (b) exterior–trihedral, or
(c) exterior–dihedral tetrahedra. Generators are shown as grey dots, validA3

1-2 sources of shock
curves for triplets of generators are shown as small green triangles, and theA4

1 shock vertex, sitting
at the circumcenter,O4, of the tetrahedral configuration, is shown as a small red disk. Directions of
flow along curves are indicated by arrows.

* Algorithm to determine the (flow) type of anA4
1 node (arising from points).

While Leymarie and Kimia [125] proposed to determine theA4
1 type by using the barycentric coordi-

nate, their method is not extensible to the degenerateAn
1 node,n > 4. We propose to directly count

the number of “in-flow” incident shock curves to determine the type. Our approach is extensible to
handles the degenerateAn

1 , n > 4 nodes and can be implemented by adopting the previous algorithm
to determine whether an incident curve is uni-directional or bi-directional.

* Additional radius flow analysis on theA4
1 shock nodes.

The above classification of theA4
1 shock nodes can be further refined based on the local configuration

of the tetrahedron of the four generators(Gi,Gj,Gk,Gl). A closely related work is Siersmaet al.’s
classification of the generic tetrahedra [184] intonine types based on a Morse analysis, summarized
in Figure 3.9, which provides a refined classification of theA4

1 shock nodes, if they are considered
in isolation, namely, no shock flow comes from generators other than(Gi,Gj,Gk,Gl). However,
Siersma’s classification of tetrahedra is not directly applicable in our case, since in general the shock
flow of more than 4 generators does come from outside the tetrahedron in many cases; refer to the
Flow Complex papers [92, 64] reviewed in Chapter 2. We leave the further analysis and the extension
to classify the degenerateAn

1 (n > 4) shock nodes as future works.

3.3.2 Construction of theMS from a Voronoi-based computation

While the previous section describes an approach to construct aSC from theMS for a point set, by
recovering the missing shock flow information, this section further describes a continuing approach
to construct theMS from a Voronoi Diagram (VD) of the point set. This provides an alternative
approach to compute theMS / SC from a Voronoi or Delaunay Triangulation (DT) based com-
putations (which have been extensively studied in the computational geometry [145, 162, 15]), in
supplement to Leymarie’s original flow-based computation [125]. This also bridges the gaps be-
tween two different classes of approaches, namely(i) thegeometry-based computation of theVD /
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Figure 3.9: (Adapted from Siersmaet al.[184, Fig.1].) The classification of the tetrahedra of isolated
A4

1 shock nodes intoninegeneric types based on counting theGabriel edgesof the tetrahedra. The
notation (m, s1, s2, M ) is defined in [184] as follows:m refers to the number of the minimum of
radius (i.e., the generators),s1 refers to the number of index-1 saddle (i.e., theA2

1-2 sources),s2

refers to index-2 saddle (i.e.,A3
1-2 sources), andM refers to the number of the maximum of radius

(i.e., theA4
1-4 sinks). Siersmaet al. show that up to the combinatorial equivalence of the Morse

posets, there areninegeneric tetrahedra, which are uniquely described by the nine configurations:
(4, 6, 4, 1), (4, 6, 3, 0), (4, 5, 3, 1), (4, 5, 2, 0), (4, 4, 2, 1) O, (4, 4, 1, 0) O, (4, 4, 1, 0) P, (4, 3, 0, 0) L,
and(4, 3, 0, 0) T. The other three configurations of(4, 4, 2, 1) P, (4, 3, 1, 1) L, and(4, 3, 1, 1) T do
not occur.

DT by intersecting and trimming bisectors [153, Ch.11], and(ii) thepropagation-based computa-
tion of theMS / SC using thinning, distance transform, and surface evolution based on the nature
of Blum’s grassfire [31, 30, 202].

We first summarize Leymarie’s flow-based computation of theSC (and essentially theMS and
VD) as follows. We then describe an approach to recover theMS from theVD.

* Summary of Leymarie’s flow-based computation of theSC of a point set [125].

Leymarie and Kimia present a Lagrangian computation of theSC from an unorganized point set
using a propagation-based framework [125] [128,§4.5]. This method comprises two main steps:
(i) an initialization step, where allA2

1-2 shock sources are computed using an efficient bucketing
scheme, followed by(ii) a propagation step, where the pairing ofA2

1 sheets are used to find allA3
1

curves, and theA3
1 curves are again paired to find allA4

1 vertices. Specifically, theA3
1 curves are

computed from a sequence of critical points of the radius flow (the radius of maximal balls projected
on theMA): sources forMA sheets (A21-2) are paired to find sources forA2

1 curves (A31-2), which
in turn are paired to findA4

1 endpoints; details in [125].
Leymarie’sSC computation has three main advantages in comparing to other approaches mainly

developed in computational geometry. First, it computes theSC directly, a richer structure other than
a VD. Second, it supports adding/deleting of generators and allows to “update” theSC structure
locally and dynamically. Third, it can be generalized to handle polygonal generators. However, its
capacity(of number of generators to process) and the computationalspeedis not optimal, due to
the additional overheads (such as the shock flow) other than the geometry itself. Below we describe
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: (Adapted from Okabe [145, Fig.4.2.1].) (a) A 2D Voronoi diagram and its graph struc-
ture with an unique“infinity” vertex v∞ [145, p.236]. (b) The analogy in 3D,where the unbounded
Voronoi region is represented similarly using an unique “infinity” vertexv∞.

an approach to recover theMS from a pre-computedVD. Specifically, we use the QHull [15]
(http://www.qhull.org/), a popular package which computes the Voronoi/Delaunay complex in a
higher dimensional space (detailed in [15]). Our recovery step is efficient and can be done inO(n),
wheren is the number of input generators.

* Recover theMS from aVD computed from QHull.

While theMS and theVD of a point set are highly related in structure (aMS sheet corresponds to a
VD face, aMS curve corresponds to aVD edge, and aMS node corresponds to aVD vertex), thus
enables a straight-forward conversion, the recovery of theMS from VD is not trivial in degenerate
cases. We list two main difficulties as follows.

• It is well-known that in 2D theVD can be organized into a graph form, namely theVoronoi
Graph (VG) [145, p.236], Figure 3.10(a); while in 3D the analogy of a hypergraph form (i.e.
the “Voronoi hypergraph”) is not extensively studied.

• In 2D, the unbounded Voronoi region can be wisely represented by introducing aninfinity
vertexv∞ to represent the outmost Voronoi region [145, p.236] and thus make consistent the
dual of theVD and theDT (in the number of vertices and edges). We note that this “infinity
issue” results in a major difference between theVD and our notion of theMS in 3D. We do
not consider the unboundedMS curves to intersect at an infinity vertex, since their direction is
different as they form in the propagation framework, Figure 3.10(b). Furthermore, it make the
recovery of theMS fromVD difficult for degenerate cases where numerical precision breaks
down. Specifically, it is ambiguous to reconstruct all unboundedA3

1 curves from a single
infinity vertex in degenerate cases, since the numerical decision (perturbation) performed in
theVD computation is not known.8

* Solution to the numerical degeneracy of theVD: introduce a bounding sphere.

Our solution to recover the fullMS hypergraph from the QHull result is to introduce a bounding
sphereB large enough to enclose the input shape and then “patch” the resultingVD to recover the
MS for its bounded and unbounded components. Figure 3.11 illustrates an example in 2D and in
3D. Specifically,B should be large enough to enclose all original finiteVD vertices, such that the
recoveredMS remains complete in its exterior (unbounded) component.9

8Since our approach is to recover theMS from a pre-computedVD via QHull, we assume the numerical consistency
is always valid and should not rely on interpreting how the numerical decision is made in the QHull computation.

9A naive way to determine a safe size of the bounding sphereB is to run QHull of the input points and setB larger
enough such that all Voronoi vertices remain.
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Figure 3.11: This figure illustrates the introducing of a bounding sphereB to recover theMS from
theVD. (a) The 2D analogy of adding a bounding circleB of the input of 4 points (blue) to recover
theMA (red). The green and yellow shock branches arisen fromB and thus should be removed.
In 3D, (b) shows the adding of 28 points onB to the input shape (the Moai of 10k points). (c) is
the fullMS recovered from theVD which corresponds to the red and green shock branches in (a),
with the unbounded (yellow) branches in (a) not shown. Observe that the interiorMA of the shape
is completely invisible in (c). We show the result of the interiorMA in (d,e) which is computed
using the approach in Chapters 6 and 7. In (d) the interior and exteriorMS is separated using a
segregation algorithm (detailed in§ 6.2), where the interiorMS is barely visible. (e) shows the
re-meshed shape surface and the regularized interiorMS. See also Figure 7.5 for more details of
how theMS of the input shape is extracted and regularized in our approach.

The recovery of theMS from theVD comprises two steps. We first label all shocks arisen from
B as “at infinity”, i.e. to be infinity nodes, curves, and sheets, in mimicking the infinity vertexv∞
in the 2D case. We then label all medial elements incident to the infinity nodes/curves/sheets to be
unbounded. The rest medial elements are then theboundedones, which remains unaltered as if the
case without the introducing of the bounding sphereB.

We observe in practice a very sparse sampling of the bounding sphereB is sufficient thus does
not affect the overall computation time. In our implementation, we sampleB by parameterizing it
in spherical coordinates. Typically the introducing of 20 to 30 sample points is sufficient to extract
a visually plausibleMS.

3.4 Future Work: a Complete Flow Analysis of theMS toward
the SC

* Future work: further classification of the shock flow insideMS sheets toward a coarse-scaleSC.
While the local form of theSC is studied and classified into 18 types of shocks, a global analysis
on the shock flow in the interior of the medial sheet is yet to be explored. Figure 3.12 shows an
example of such flow analysis on the interior of shock sheets, where a more accurate simulation of
the shock flows need to be investigated. Note that we have not explicitly defined any shock curve
to connect anA2

1-2 source to other shock nodes in theSC hypergraph. We expect in the future to
describe such shock curves to further divide a medial sheet intodistrictsof monotonic flows. One
of our ongoing works is to study the topologicalsurface networkof the shock radiusr as a height
function on theMA sheets [142]. This is related to the ridge extraction of a height function (a 2D
scalar function).10 We expect this coarse-scale shock scaffold to be useful in robust matching and
compression of shapes. Figure 3.12

10Note that thisheight ridgeis different than theshape ridgewe propose to detect in§ 10.2.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.12: This figure illustrates the shock radius field on the shock sheets by coloring eachA2
1

sheet element from red (largest radius) to blue (smallest radius on theA3 rib curves) for two shapes:
(a-b) A sheep toy object (22, 619 points). (c-d) The Stanford bunny (35, 947 points).



Chapter 4

Separating the Topology and Fine-Scale
Geometry of the Medial Scaffold

* Overview of chapter: representing theMS topology, geometry, and other attributes.

This chapter addresses therepresentationof the medial scaffold (MS) with respect to itstopology,
geometry,dynamics(of the shock flow), and other attributes. A key idea is to separate the topology
(which is pertinent to the qualitative structure) from its fine-scale geometry and other attributes and
organize theMS as adual-scalestructure, Figure 4.1:(i) The coarse-scalestructure is a (topo-
logical) hypergraph describing the global structural inter-connectivity between the medial sheets,
curves, and nodes, which essentially implements the topological medial scaffold (MST ) in § 3.2. (ii)
Thefine-scalestructure is apolygonal meshdescribing the local metric attributes such as the geom-
etry and dynamics of theMS. In the dual-scaleMS representation, the coarse-scale sheets/curves
explicitly comprise its fine-scale mesh face/edge elements (detailed in§ 4.1). We develop anovel
Extended Half-Edge(EHE) data structure by adopting the popularhalf-edge[114, 113, 69] to rep-
resent both the coarse-scale hypergraph and the fine-scale mesh. We emphasize its capability to
handlenon-manifoldjunctions, which is essential in describing the ubiquitous intersections of the
medial sheets at the medial curves.

* Main difficulty in representing theMS: represent the medial sheet topology.

The main difficulty in representing the qualitative structure of theMS lies on representing its topol-
ogy, i.e., theglobal inter-connectivity of a medial sheet with respect to other sheets.1 More pre-
cisely, the goal is to understand all topological configurations a medial sheet could possibly contain.
We classifythreesuch cases and represent the topological incidence between the medial sheets and
curves using severalchainsof half-edges in theEHE representation, detailed in§ 4.4. A recent
related work is James Damon’s study [58] on the “irreducible” medial sheet component that is topo-
logically equivalent to a 2D disk.

Upon our solution described above, the second difficulty is on the topologicaldegeneraciesof
a medial sheet, which cause more than one valid forms of a sheet in theEHE representation. Thus
a canonicalizationof the EHE representation is required. We analysis these cases and define a
canonical form of the medial sheet topology, which will be useful in editing theMS topology in
applying theMS transforms in Chapter 5.

* Organization of chapter.

1Possibly a medial sheet could intersect itself, see below.

49
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Figure 4.1: Thedual-scaleMS structure [43]: The coarse-scale is ahypergraphcapturing the global
topologyand the fine-scale is a (typically non-manifold)meshcapturing the metric information such
as thegeometryand other attributes. The figures on the right depicts an industrial part (fandisk) and
itsMS in both scales.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 discusses how theMS representation can be
separated into two parts: a coarse-scale structure representing its global topology and a fine-scale
structure capturing its detailed metric properties. The remaining of this chapter describes how the
coarse-scaleMS topology can be represented by extending the half-edge (HE) data structure (orig-
inally designed to represent2-manifoldmeshes) to efficiently handlenon-manifoldmeshes. Specif-
ically, Section 4.2 reviews theHE data structure to represent a polyhedral surface. Section 4.3
extends theHE data structure to represent anon-manifoldpolygonal mesh. Section 4.4 further ex-
tends the above approach to represent the topology of ageometric hypergraph, which can be viewed
as a generalization of the mesh to a hypergraph consisting of sheets and curves by deforming the
mesh faces and edges.

4.1 The Dual-Scale Representation of theMS
* Motivation: separating theMS topology from its fine-scale attributes.

The following advantages motivate the separation of theMS topology from its fine-scale metrics:

• Enable an effective representation of theMS attributes. Among the important attributes of
theMS such as the topology, geometry, dynamics,etc., the topology is a global attribute
describing the structure, while the others are local properties.2 We explicit construct a coarse-
scale structure to handle the global topology of theMS, namely the coarse-scalehypergraph
composing of medial sheets/curves/nodes as hyperlinks/links/vertices, respectively. All other
attributes is stored in a fine-scale structure, namely the fine-scale polygonalmeshcomposing

2The division of the shock flow dynamics interior to each shock sheet intodistrictsof monotonic flows results in a
surface network, which is another global attribute. This belongs to the future work of the shock scaffold (SC) in § 3.4.
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of face/edge/vertex elements. The coarse-scale components explicitly compose of their fine-
scale elements (i.e., contain pointers pointing to the mesh elements), as shown in Figure 4.1.

• Enable an explicit implementation of theMS hierarchy.The hierarchy ofMS representations
from the most completeMSH to the reduced ones ofMSH−,MSG,MSG−, and finally the
MST in Chapter 3 can be explicitly implemented via the dual-scale structure by dropping
pertinent information.

• Represent the qualitativeMA. The explicit separation of two-level of structures enables
representation of the qualitativeMA where both the simplified global topology and detailed
metrics are available. This is related to an idea in scientific computation (numerical analysis)
that instead of aiming to compute an exactMA of the input shape, which is virtually no
possible. We aim to approximate the exactMA of aclose-by(perturbed) shape, whoseMA is
succinct and represents the qualitative structure. This can be done by apply a set of transforms
operating on the two-level structure of theMS, which will be elaborated in Chapter 5.

• Enable an explicit simulation ofMS transforms.The explicit separation of a global struc-
ture to handle topology also enables to explicitly “edit” the hypergraph in applying theMS
transforms. Note that the exact re-computation of theMS is costly. Instead, wesimulate
aMS transform in the coarse-scale hypergraph, while keeping the fine-scaleMS elements
intact (Chapter 5). In addition, the fine-scale geometry of theMS and its associated boundary
generators are useful in estimating the transform costs.

* Coarse-scale medial sheets/curves/nodes to represent the global structure of theMS.

We explicitly construct the coarse-scale medial sheets/curves/nodes of the hypergraph. They not
only represent the global structure of theMS but also organize their corresponding fine-scale mesh
elements. Specifically, the coarse-scale medial sheet composes of a set of fine-scale faces (which
can be viewed as also a “meshing” of the faces), the coarse-scale medial curve composes a set of
fine-scale mesh edges as apoly-line, and the coarse-scale medial node simply contain a fine-scale
vertex. In our implementation a coarse-scale component only stores two items to reduce unnecessary
redundancy:(i) its global (topological) connectivity via theEHE detailed below and(ii) its pointers
to all fine-scale elements.

* Fine-scale polygonal mesh elements to handle the local metric attributes of theMS.

We explicit construct a fine-scale polygonal mesh to organize and store local attributes as follows:

• Geometry:We store the positionp(x, y, z) of each fine-scale vertexv at it. Note that this is the
only externalinformation we store in the dual-scale structure. The geometry of theMS such
as the length and area, are then available by linear approximation via the polygonal mesh.

• Associated boundary points:The boundary sample points (generators) of theMS are explic-
itly associated with the fine-scaleA2

1 mesh faces. The generators of anA3
1 edge andA4

1 vertex
elements are available through the fine-scale mesh connectivity. The issue of maintaining a
consistent boundary-MSassociation in theMS transforms will be handled in§ 7.3.

• Dynamics of shock radius and derivatives:Thedynamicsof the shockradiusr and its deriva-
tives (velocityv = dr

ds
, wheres is the arc-length along the shock, andaccelerationa = dv

ds
)

can be computed from the associated generators in the local configuration. We thus do not
explicitly store the initial dynamics, but for applications where they are explicitly used such
as to reconstruct the shape in§ 8.2, we could store them in theA2

1 face elements.
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Table 4.1: A summary of the coarse-scale hypergraph components and the fine-scale mesh elements.

Topological representation

fine-scaleMS vertexv incident{ei|i = 1, ..., nve}
fine-scaleMS edgee (vs, ve), {hei|i = 1, ..., nef} circular list
fine-scaleMS facef {hei|i = 1, ..., nfe} circular list

coarse-scaleMS nodeN incident{Ci}|i = 1, ..., nNC

coarse-scaleMS curveC (Ns, Ne), {hei|i = 1, ..., nCS} circular list
coarse-scaleMS sheetS boundary{hei|i = 1, ..., nSCb

} circular list,
interior{hej|j = 1, ..., nSCi

} circular lists

Table 4.1 summarizes the components comprising the dual-scaleMS representation. Observe
that the main topological relationship between the components is theincidence relationshipbe-
tween a 2D sheet (or face) to an 1D curve (or edge). Such topological incidence can be efficiently
described by a “half-edge”, a key feature of theHE data structure. Below we describe a general
definition of the polygonal mesh and review theHE data structure in details.

4.2 A Review of the Half-Edge (HE) Data Structure to Repre-
sent Polyhedral Meshes

We first define a general polygonal mesh as follows. Note that our definition is generalized from
the popular view of a (surface-like)2-manifoldmesh commonly used in computer graphics [82].
Specifically, we consider thenon-manifoldcases and thedegeneracies(e.g. of a face degenerates
into an edge,etc.), which is useful in modeling the 3DMA and other applications.

Definition 2 A general polygonal meshM is a collection ofverticesV = {vi|vi = (xi, yi, zi), i =
1, ..., nv}, edgesE = {ej|j = 1, ..., ne}, andfacesF = {fk|k = 1, ..., nf}, such that each vertex is
a point inR

3, each edge is a line segment with two ending vertices inV , each face is a polygon with
m edges inE, i.e.:

∀e ∈ E,∃v1, v2 ∈ V, e = {v1, v2}, (4.1)

∀f ∈ F,∃e1, e2, ..., em ∈ E, f = {e1, e2, ..., em}, (4.2)

and no two edges intersect except at the ending vertices, no two faces intersect except at the boundary
edges.

A completemesh is a mesh with no isolated edges nor vertices, i.e.,

∀e ∈ E,∃f ∈ F, e ∩ f 6= ∅, ∀v ∈ V,∃e ∈ E, v ∩ e 6= ∅, (4.3)

A 2-manifold mesh is acompletemesh where each edge is shared by at most two faces, where(i) the
set of all edges with only one incident face is theboundaryof the manifold, and(ii) the neighborhood
of any interior point on the mesh (except the boundary) is homeomorphic to a small disk inR

2.
A triangular mesh is acompletemesh with triangles as faces. Aregular 2-manifold mesh does
not contain anydegeneratevertex, which if removed, disconnects the mesh (i.e., a “vertex-only”
connectivity).
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.2: This figure illustrates several example meshes defined in the text. (a) Ageneral polyg-
onal meshcontaining several degeneracies of isolated edges and vertices. (b) A completenon-
manifoldpolygonal mesh. (c) A complete2-manifoldpolygonal mesh. (d) A complete 2-manifold
triangular mesh. (e) Anirregular triangular mesh with a“vertex-only” connectivity.

Figure 4.2 illustrates several example meshes defined above. Again we note that the surface
mesh commonly used in the computer graphics community is the2-manifoldpolygonal mesh such
as the one in Figure 4.2(c), and theHE data structure we review below is originally designed for this
category of meshes.

* A review of the data structures to represent a polygonal mesh.
The developing of an efficient data structure to store and represent a polygonal mesh has been an
important topic in solid modeling. A suitable data structure provides efficient connectivity query
between the mesh elements (faces, edges, vertices) and the modification of them; it as well avoid
duplications in the representation. We survey a few basic mesh data structure in the footnote.3

* A review of the half-edge data structure.
TheHalf-Edge (HE) data structure [114, 113, 69]) is a popularedge-centereddata structure origi-
nally proposed to describe a2-manifoldmesh. Its basic element is ahalf-edge, which describes the
incidence relationshipbetween a mesh face and a mesh edge. Since originally only the 2-manifold
mesh is considered, suchedge-faceincidence corresponds to only “half” of an edge, in that, an
edge can only share at most two faces (two faces at the interior and one face at the boundary), Fig-
ure 4.3(b). Specifically, we include a C++ implementation of theHE data structure in Figure 4.3(c).
The “next” pointers of several half-edges form a circular list describing all boundary edges of a
mesh face. The “pair” pointer of an half-edge enables to “navigate” across the other half-edge to
fetch the two ending vertices of the current edge. The representation is decently optimized for a
2-manifold mesh.

The originalHE only handles aregular 2-manifoldmesh with several limitations: It can not
represent a mesh with(i) adegeneratevertex as shown in Figure 4.2(e), which if removed, the mesh
is disconnected, or(ii) adegenerateedge which is with no incident face(s).

4.3 Extend the Half-Edge Data Structure to Represent General
Non-Manifold Polygonal Meshes

We extend theHE data structure with the followingtwocapabilities to represent ageneral polygonal
meshdefined in Definition 2:4

3The Indexed Face Set(IFS) [82, p.473] is a common data structure for mesh storage and visualization (used in
OpenGL and VRML), but it is not suitable for mesh connectivity queries. TheWinged-Edge(WE) data structure [16]
can be viewed as the precursor of the half-edge (HE) data structure. For recent development of the mesh data structures
in non-manifoldobject modeling, seee.g., [79, 80, 17].

4The author gratefully thanks J. Mundy for helpful discussions in developing this data structure.
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Figure 4.3: Thehalf-edge(HE) data structure adapted from theflipcodeweb site (http://www.
flipcode.com/archives/The_Half-Edge_Data_Structure.shtml). (a) shows a table describing the topo-
logical relationship between mesh faces, edges, and vertices. A topologically valid representation
allows to access the edges of a face and the ending vertices of an edge, but notvice versa. (b) is an
example mesh represented in theHE data structure. (c) shows the C++ code implementing theHE
data structure.

• Handle non-manifold junctions.By extending the couple of half-edges in theHE in repre-
senting an edge, we make the “pair” pointer of a half-edge to form an ordered circular loop
around a non-manifold junction edge, Figure 4.4(a).5

• Handle degenerate mesh configurations.We explicitly represent the meshedgein our data
structure, Figure 4.4(a), such that a degenerate edge (with no incident faces) can be repre-
sented. In addition, we store thevertex-edgeincidence at each vertex with a dynamic array.6

Our new data structure is named theExtended Half-Edge(EHE) data structure. It iseffectivein
storing only the minimum set of information to represent the general polygonal mesh, including the
non-manifold cases and all degenerate configurations. It is alsoefficientin providing instant access
to the incidence relationship between all mesh faces, edges, and vertices in traversal.

4.4 The Extended Half-Edge (EHE) Data Structure to Repre-
sent theMS Hypergraph

This section describes a further extension of theEHE to represent the topology of theMS hyper-
graph. We first define the notion of two types of hypergraphs and then describe the data structure to
representation them as follows.

5The half-edge in this circular list can be called apartial-edgeinstead of a “half” edge.
6This is the only dynamic array necessary in our mesh data structure, which can be efficiently implemented using the

C++ vector of the Standard Template Library (STL).
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Figure 4.4: Theextended half-edge(EHE) data structure to represent thenon-manifoldpolygonal
meshes. (a) The half-edge’spair pointers form a circular loop to represent theedge-faceincidence
around a junction. (b) The half-edge’snext pointers form a circular loop to represent alledge-face
incidence of a face at its boundary.

Definition 3 An ordered topological hypergraph is a collection of verticesV , edgesE, and hy-
peredgesH such that:

V = {vi | i = 1, ..., nv} (4.4)

E = {ej = {vj
a, v

j
b} | vj

a, v
j
b ∈ V, j = 1, ..., ne} (4.5)

H = {hk = (ek
1, e

k
2, ..., e

k
m) | ek

1, e
k
2, ..., e

k
m ∈ E, ek

i ∩ ek
(i+1) mod m = vk

i , (4.6)

i = 1, ...,m,m > 2, k = 1, ..., nh}

Definition 4 A geometric hypergraphis anordered topological hypergraphwhere each vertex is a
point in R

3, each edge is a curve inR3 with two ending vertices in V, each hyperedge is a surface
in R

3 bounded by the edges in E. No two edges intersect except at the ending vertices, and no two
hyperedges intersect except at theboundaryedges. Theinternal boundaryon a hyperedge surface
is called aninternal anchor curveof it. A hypergraph iscomplete if it has no isolated edges nor
vertices.

The geometric hypergraph defined above can be viewed as a generalized case of a polygonal
mesh defined in Definition 2, in that a mesh edge is now allowed to deform into a curve, and a mesh
face is deformed into a surface.

Observe in Figure 4.1 for the dual-scale representation of theMS, that theincidence rela-
tionshipsbetween the fine-scale mesh face/edge/verex elements and the coarse-scale hypergraph
sheets/curves/vertices areidentical in a local sense. The major extension in theMS hypergraph is
that non-planar variations of the sheets (in comparison to the mesh face as a planar polygon) may
cause additional topological variations. We describe the new cases below.

* Threegeneraltypes of topological connectivity of the medial sheets.

A coarse-scale medial sheetS in general may contain the followingthreetypes of boundary topology,
based on Giblin and Kimia’s analysis of the genericMA transitions [88], Figure 4.5:

• (One-incident)boundary curveincluding theA3 ribs andA3
1 axials bordering with other

sheets. The boundary curve of any internal‘void’ of the sheetS, which can be either a hole or
part of other sheets, also belongs to this category.

• (Two-incident)anchor curveinternal toS where another medial sheet (such as atab) intersects
with this sheetS.
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Figure 4.5: The general topology of anA2
1 shock sheetS in theMS hypergraph and its rep-

resentation using theextended half-edge(EHE) data structure [43]. (a) Three possible types of
sheet-curve incidence ofS: the boundary curve, anchor curve (with a tabT ), and swallow-tailed
self-intersection. The topology of the 2-incident anchor curve (double red curve in (a)) can be rep-
resented by two half-edges in (b). (c) TheA3

1 curve is triply incident toS, where the 3 incidence
can be ordered to create a loop inS ’s boundary chain. (d) In theEHE representation, the 3-incident
swallow-tailed self-intersection (triple red curve in (a)) can be represented by 3 half-edges both in a
loop (at the junction) and in achain in (d).

• (Three-incident)swallow-tailedself-intersection ofS, which occurs near anA5 transition (de-
tailed in [88] and Chapter 5). This configuration can be viewed as that theA3

1 curve is triply
incident toS in a loop, and the three incidences are ordered as a single boundary chain (bor-
dering the boundary ofS), Figure 4.5c.

The three types of medial sheet topology coincide with James Damon’s study in the globalMA
topology [58, p.2390] (in decomposing theMA into irreducible medial components). The above
three types cover all cases we observed in practice; no further case is encountered in all our experi-
ments.

We are now ready to present a proper data structure to describe theMS hypergraph topology.
We have described the topology of the medialsheetsabove, and the topology of medial curves and
nodes are relatively simple:(i) anAn

1 medialcurveis the intersection ofnmedial sheets (n≥ 3), and
(ii) a medialnodeis the intersection of several medial curves and sheets, where only the incidence
relationship between the node-curve needs to be explicitly stored.

* Representing the topology of a medial sheet: theboundary curve chainandinternal curve chains.

We further apply theEHE data structure described above to handle theMS hypergraph as ageo-
metric hypergraph.7 Specifically, the mesh edge (line segment) is now a medial curve; and the mesh
face (polygon) is now the medial sheet. The half-edge now represents eachsheet-curveincidence,
in that each boundary of the medial sheet can be organized into achain of half-edgesin three cases:

7We can view theMS hypergraph is a special case of ageometrichypergraph: Any representation to describe a
geometric hypergraph are capable to describe theMS hypergraph.
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Figure 4.6: Degenerate medial sheet topology. (a) An anchor curve intersecting at the sheet boundary
can be viewed as two way in theEHE representation.(i) a sheet with a single boundary chain
given from an Euler tour, which contains a (degenerate) overlap, or(ii) a boundary chain and a
separate internalanchor curvechain. (b) A sheet with a closed curve (with no ending node) as
boundary can be represented inEHE by introducing a “dummy” node. (c) An example that the
combination of the three types of general sheet topology could create complex configuration this
requires acanonicalization.

• A boundary curve chainto describe the outer boundary of a medial sheet.8

• An internal curve chainto describe the inner boundary of a medial sheet.9

• An internal curve pairsto describe the internalanchorcurves (2-incidence), which can be
viewed as a degenerate case of an internal curve chain of two half-edges.

* Handledegeneratecases in the medial sheet topology.
While the three general types ofMS sheet topology is explicitly handled above, the combination
of them could createdegenerateconfigurations which cause complication in handling theEHE data
structure. Specifically, the degenerate configuration could cause more than one valid representations
in theEHE . Figure 4.6(a) depicts one example, where two interpretations using theEHE are both
valid. We list more cases observed in practice below:

• Medial sheet with a closed curve (loop with no ending node) as boundary, Figure 4.6(b).
• Medial sheet with internal voids, where the internal boundary has no distinction from the outer

boundary.
• Other combinations of the above cases could produce more complication, such as the one in

Figure 4.6(c).

* Canonicalization ofMS sheet topology in theEHE representation.
The above complications of the multiple representations of the degenerateMS topology can be
handled by acanonicalizationof the EHE representation. Specifically, we convert theEHE into
a canonical form, which effectively remove the non-standard but valid representations. This can
be done by comparing different representations for equivalence and standardize their sorting order.
This canonicalization of medial sheet topology will be useful in two ways in our implementation:
(i) in editing theMS topology in theMS transforms in Chapter 5 and(ii) in constructing of the
coarse-scaleMS sheets in Chapter 7.

8TheA5 swallowtail (self-intersection) is a special case of a boundary curve, Figure 4.5(c), where the half-edges can
also be ordered in a sequential chain.

9The internal curve chains can be treated identical to a boundary chain, since topologically they are equivalent. We
explicit distinguish the (unique) boundary chain for a major reason, that it provides a better compatibility in designing
the C++ class hierarchy: a sheet (surface) is a sub-class (an extension) of a mesh face, where only a boundary chain is
defined.



Chapter 5

Medial Scaffold Transforms

* Overview of chapter:MS transforms to make equivalent theMA across transitions.

This chapter describes themedial scaffold (MS) transforms, a symmetry transformthat perform
the edit operations of theMS to make equivalent theMS acrosstransitions(sudden topological
changes) as well as jointly deform the shape surface. As described in Chapter 1, that the omnipresent
instabilitiesof theMA are analyzed as transitions, and the generic case ofMA across transitions
can be making equivalent by editing theMA toward the transition point. In this chapter, we define
such edit operations corresponding to each transition case astransforms. Specifically, the set of
MS transforms explicitly modify thedual-scalestructure of theMS (hypergraph/mesh) described
in Chapter 3 to implement the edit operations. More over, the result of theMS transforms is thus a
MS hypergraph of higher and higher order of symmetry (more degenerate), where its instabilities
are removed and being regularized (recall the idea in Chapter 1 that degenerateMA of higher sym-
metry is simplier and more significant). The system ofMS transforms is our main tool to regularize
our shape representation (Chapter 7) as well as the core platform to match shapes (Chapters 8 and
9).

The development of theMS transforms is motivated from two aspects:

• Remove theMS instabilities for regularization.In order to use theMS as a shape represen-
tation to model and match shapes, theMS structure must be robustly regularized (simplified)
in removing the instabilities. Also, this regularization should not simply yield a simplified
skeleton, the corresponding shape must be updated consistently to couple with the skeleton,
which essentiallysymmetrizethe shape.

• Edit theMS across transitions to match shapes.Recall in § 1.1 for the notion thatMA
transitions are used to characterize a deformation path between two arbitrary shapes (Fig-
ure 1.3(b)), theMS transforms thus can be used as tool (of edit operations) to search for a
theoreticallyoptimal deformation path between shapes in an edit-distance metric (Figure 1.4).
This theoretical setup will be explored more in Chapter 8.

* The fivegeneral steps of aMS transform.

We organize eachMS transform intofive elementary operations/steps, which shall be defined for
all transforms. We will describe each of them in details in the remaining of this chapter.

1. Detection(condition) of a transform: identify whether any part of aMS hypergraph is close
to any valid transition point.
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2. Cost(saliency measure) of a transform: further refine the selection of all candidateMS trans-

forms and rank order them. The cost is used to prioritize the transforms in reflecting their
effect in regularizing theMS, in that transforms with slight modification of the shapew.r.t.
their scale should be prefer in prior to others when considered in regularization.

3. Operationon editing theMS hypergraph: edit operation of theMS in the dual-scale struc-
ture, including the topology changes in the coarse-scale hypergraph and the underlying fine-
scale mesh changes.1

4. Updateof the shape boundary: identify which part of the shape boundary need to be modified
to reflect the change in the skeleton and update it. This can be done by referring to the corre-
sponding boundary sample points of the fine-scaleMS mesh elements and determine how to
organize them after the transform (Refer to§ 7.3 and the details of each transform below).

5. Trackingof all modifiedMS components to consider other future transforms. This can be
done by tracking allMS sheets/curves/nodes modified in the above edit operation and re-
evaluate them in the detection step and obtain their update costs.2

* Result of theMS transforms:MS nodes of higher-order degeneracy.

As the transforms are applied to regularize theMS, it essentially moves the resultingMS to-
ward higher-order of degeneracy. Specifically, in theMS hypergraph, theMS sheets are gradually
removed (by pruning-like operations) and theMS curves are also removed (by contact-type oper-
ations). What is remaining is theMS nodes of higher and higher orders of contact. (Recall the
degenerate contact typology of theMS nodes described in§ 3.1.1.) We will discuss the analysis of
these nodes, with a result to decompose an arbitrary high-orderMS node into equivalentgeneric
low-order nodes (§5.5).

* Organization of chapter.

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 reviews the genericMA transi-
tions in 2D and 3D, which motivates the development of theMS transforms. Section 5.2 defines
the three main types ofgenerictransforms (splice, contract, merge) for a simple closed shape, Sec-
tion 5.3 continues to describe additional transforms (gap and loop) to handle non-closed shapes,
and Section 5.4 further describes additional transforms to handlenon-generictransitions, which we
found useful in practice. Finally, Section 5.5 analyzes the resulting high-orderMS nodes producing
by theMS transforms.

5.1 A Review of GenericMA Transitions and Corresponding
MS Transforms

We first review theMA transitions and transforms defined in 2D, which are easier to understand
and serve as a background to review the 3D cases.

* Review of 2D genericMA transitions andshock graphtransforms.

1The resultingMS hypergraph should be converted into the canonical form as described in§ 4.4.
2This step can be viewed as a post-processing after a transform is done in an greedy iterative scheme for regularization

in Chapter 7. We skip the implementation details of this as we elaborate each transform below.
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We summarize Giblin and Kimia’s study on the 2DMA transitions [89] as follows. First, the
2DMA can be organized into adirectedgraph, namely theshock graph(SG). For a shape of a
simple closedboundary curve, theMA / SG transitions are formally classified into a complete set
of six generic transitions, Figure 5.1(a), by slightly perturb the shape and observe how theMA
topology changes bye.g., growing of an axis, or swapping ofMA branches. Accordingly,three
transforms (MA/ SG edits) are defined to make theMA / SG graph structure equivalent across
these transitions, Figure 5.1(b), namely:

• Thesplicetransform deletes a (leaf) shock branch and merges the remaining two.

• Thecontracttransforms (two types) delete a shock branch between the degree-three nodes.

• Themergetransforms (three types) combine two branches at a degree-two node.

The transforms effectively simplify theMA / SG topology to remove instabilities. For example,
thesplicetransform in Figure 5.1(b) upper illustrates how a splice transform removes aMA branch
(leaf) corresponding to a small perturbation of the shape (theA1A3 transition in Figure 5.1(a)).

Figure 5.1: (a) (From [88, Fig.1].)Six types ofMA / SG transitions for closed shapes in the 2D
case [89]. The central shape in each group represents the transition point in the deformation from
left to right, or right to left columns. (b) (From [169, Fig.15].)Threetypes ofSG transforms (edit
operations) which make equivalent theMA graph topology across transitions [169].

* Review of the 3D genericMA transitions forsimple closedshapes.

The extension of theMA transition analysis from 2D to 3D is analogical, however non-trivial due to
the additional dimensionality. In addition to the 2D work, Giblin and Kimia study the 3DMA local
form [87] and classify the generic 3DMA transitions forsingle closedshapes only recently [88].
Their result is summarized in Figure 5.2 and 5.3, where a set of mathematical parameterized shapes
are deformed3 to simulate theMA across the sevengenerictypes of transitions. We illustrate two
examples as follows:(i) For anA1A3-I transition, refer to the shape of two parallel planes where
one of them is perturbed by a Gaussian “bump”. This bump corresponds to a shock sheet (“tab”)
anchoring on another shock sheet.4 As we gradually smooth out the bump, the shock tab eventually
disappears, which is precisely the transition point. This transition is namedA1A3-I since it is locally
anA1A3 contact5 and this is one of the two cases of transitions that occurs in theA1A3 point.

3in a one-parameter family of deformations [88], refer to footnote 7 in§ 1.2.
4Terminology: The shock sheet with no other sheets anchored on it is called a shock“tab”, which is the leaveof a

MS hypergraph, corresponding to a bump on the surface.
5Terminology: TheA1A3 point is called afin point of a shocktab.
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(A1A3-II is the other transition which merges twoA1A3 points.) (ii) For anA5

1 transition, refer to
the triangular prism-like shape in Figure 5.2. As we squish or elongate the prism, the centerMA
curve/sheet eventually shrink to a point, where the local form is anA5

1 point (regular tangency at five
distinct points). Other transitions can be similarly interpreted. We will address theA5 transition as
we present theA5 transform below. For more detail, refer to [88].

* Three origins of theMS transformsw.r.t. theMA transition analysis.

Note that the above generic seven transitions are analyzed on the set of simple closed shapes. As
mentioned before we handle point-sampled shapes in practice, thus additional transitions/transforms
shall be introduced. Also, in practice we observe transforms that arenon-generic(not belonging to
the above seven cases) that are significant. These results in the development ofMS transforms in
each of the above three cases, summarized as follows: This chapter formally defines the operations
of transforms to edit theMA toward the transition points.

1. MS transforms forsimple closedshapes: A total of 11 of splice-type (pruning a medial tab
and “splice” together remaining sheets), contract-type (shrinking of a medial sheet or curve),
and merge-type (bringing together medial nodes or curves) transforms are defined in a case-
by-case analysis of the seven generic transitions. (Detailed in§ 5.2.)

2. MS transforms fornon-closedor sampled shapes: Two sets of transforms, namely, the gap-
type (removing a medial branch and close a gap in the boundary shape) and the loop-type
(removing a boundary point thus removing the medial curves/sheets bounding the boundary
point) are defined for handling non-closed shapes or sampled shapes,i.e., unorganized points.
(Detailed in§ 5.3.)

3. MS transforms for additionalnon-generic transitions: Additional merge-type transforms
only occur in the degenerate cases such as the man-made objects of high regularity are defined
to handle these cases, which we found useful in practice. (Detailed in§ 5.4.)

Table 5.1 overviews the system of five types of transforms—namely, thesplice,contract,merge,
gap, andloop, totally 16 transforms (11 generic, 3 for non-closed shapes, 2 degenerate). We found
them sufficient to handle all shape deformations we observed in practice. Below we describe each
of them in details.

Table 5.1: Summary of the system ofMS transforms.

Category Operation on Transforms

Splice sheet A1A3-I sheet splice,A2
1A3-II sheet splice.

Contract curve A5 curve contract,A2
1A3 curve contract,A5

1 curve contract.
sheet A5

1 sheet contract,A4
1 sheet contract.

node-node A1A3-II node-node merge,A3
1A3-I node-node merge∗.

Merge node-curve A2
1A3-I node-curve merge, corner node-curve merge∗.

curve-curve A4
1 curve-curve merge,A1A3-II curve-curve merge.

Gap sheet A2
1 sheet gap transform.

curve A3
1 curve gap transform.

Loop generator generator-loop transform.
∗ Non-generic (higher-order) transforms.
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5.2 GenericMS Transforms for Simple Closed Shapes

* The elevenMS transforms for thesevengenericMA transitions.

This section presents a case-by-case analysis ofMS transforms for the seven generic transitions
in Figure 5.2. Refer to Figure 5.3 for another illustration with the medial sheets implicit to better
visualize the structure.

Among the seven transitions, some involve only a single way of deformation toward simplifica-
tion of shape and theMA, while the others can be approached from both sides (as the red arrows
indicates), thus there are11cases of transforms. Depending on whether aMS node, curve, or sheet
is the main component under modification, the transforms can be organized intothreemain types:

• Thesplice-typetransforms prune a medial sheet branch and “splice” together the remaining
two sheets.

• Thecontract-type transforms contract a medial sheet or a medial curve.

• Themerge-typetransforms merge together two medial components,i.e., bringing two medial
nodes or two medial curves together, or join together a medial node to a curve.6

These transforms can be further classified depending on whether the transform operates on a
medial sheet, curve, or node, into6 sub-categories:sheet-splice,curve-contract,sheet-contract,
node-node merge,node-curve merge, andcurve-curve merge, the second column in Table 5.1.

5.2.1 Splice Type Transforms

The splice-type transformsremove a medial sheet “tab” (sheet without an interior anchor curve,
where another sheet anchored on it)T and merge the remaining sheets at the remainingA3

1 axial
curveC, as illustrated in Figure 5.4. The traditionalpruningof theMA can be recognized as the
splicetransform, but where our transform in addition to removing a medial sheet branch, also merges
the remaining sheets.

* Estimatesplicecost as the shape deformation cost weighted by the localscale.

Estimating Cost:We approximate the splice cost by the volume (V) of the corresponding ‘bump’ on
the boundary, weighted by the scale,i.e., local (average) shock radius; refer to Figure 5.5 for a 2D
case and Figure 5.6 for a 3D simulation. Specifically, in 2D, the splice cost is the difference in area
divided by the radius (∆A/r), while in 3D, the splice cost is∆V/r. 7 The computation of∆V in
3D is closely related to how the boundary shape is organized to coupled with the medial tab under
pruning, a topic will be explored in§ 7.3. Here we assume such coupled boundary is available, as
shown in an example in Figure 5.6.

A naive approach is to estimate∆V directly. Specifically in Figure 5.6(e), the two blue curves are
the “boundary trace” curves which correspond to the two contacting trace on the shape boundary
as we traverse along theA3 curve from one end to the other. Similarly, the two boundary trace

6The organizing of the 3DMS transforms is an analogy of the 2D case of splice, contract, and merge transforms.
However, the “merge” transform has a different meaning. Note that in 2D the merge transform requires the notion of
shock flowin theSG, while the merge-type transforms in 3D work on theMS and do not involve the notion of shock
flow.

7We also note that in 2D,∆A/r ≈ ∆s, which is the boundary length difference, Figure 5.5(c-d). In 3D,∆V/r ≈
∆A, which is the boundary area difference. Also, we can further introduce more terms in additional to the volume and
scale terms, such as the “stretching” term in two directions of the protrusion.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: (From [43, Fig.2].) Illustration of someMA transitionsin 3D [88]. (a) The example
shapes near the transition points. (b) Simulation of thesevenMA transitions case by case. Thee
(redarrows indicates theelevenMS transforms corresponding to the seven transitions [43].

curves of theA3
1 (yellowish brown) can be similarly defined.∆V corresponds to the difference of

the shape volume in between the blue and yellowish brown curves. While this estimation of∆V is
accurate for large shock tabs, it is not suitable for small tabs and is problematic in practice due to low
sampling. The above boundary trace curves can contain topological or geometrical problem such as
self-intersection or not enclosing a surface patch/volume, if the sampling density is not enough.

While the above accurate estimation of the splice cost can not be robustly achieved when sam-
pling density is low, it does not create a serious problem. In fact, we found several approximations of
∆V works well in practice. For example, the convex hull of all associated boundary points estimates
the approximation volume well. We further simplify the approximation in estimating the cost of the
shock tabT as the number of associated boundary points. This is intuitive that, by assuming an
roughly uniform sampling, as large shock sheet should have more coupled sample points, while the
small tab has less. Another remark is that, initially there are typically manyMS sheets to handle
prior to the regularization (see Figure 7.11 for an example), the computational efficiency is more
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Figure 5.3: (From [43, Fig.2].) Continue from Figure 5.2, all medial sheets are hidden to better
visualize their structures. The11MS transforms related to the7 transitions are also labeled.

important than the accuracy in estimating pruning cost in practice.8

* Modify the shape boundary after the splice operation.
Updating shape:The approach to update the shape boundary after the splice transform is closely
related to the “boundary trace” curves described above. In 2D, the boundary after a splice transform
is approximated by a circular arc, Figure 5.5(d). In Figure 5.6, the removing of the shock tab essen-
tially remove the surface patch in Figure 5.6)(a) and the task is to fill the “hole” on the boundary in
Figure 5.6(b). This can be done by generating a new surface (a “cut-off” patch [126] corresponding
to the protrusion) in a zig-zag fashion, along the two boundary trace curves of theA3

1 curveC. This
approach essentially approximate a “spherical” patch with a polygonal mesh, Figure 5.7. We note
that this boundary updating step can be ignored for pruning of small tabs (since the difference in
change is tiny in discrete approximation).9

There are two types of splice-type transitions (A1A3-I andA2
1A3-II), thus we shall have two types

of splice-type transforms as follows.

A1A3-I sheet splice transform

Refer to Figure 5.4(a) for the edit operations of theMS. We observe in practice in§ 7.4).

8Comparing to [194, 188], where the pruning cost is estimated from the number ofMA sheet elements, our splice
cost estimation is better in refereing to the underlying shape.

9The splice transform also provides a good chance to fix the topological errors (if any) of the corresponding surface
patch. The meshing of an initial shape mesh from input points will be detailed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.4: Thesplicetransform removes aMS sheet (tab) corresponding to a bump on the surface
and ‘splice’ together the remainingMS sheets. (a) theA1A3-I sheet splice and (b) theA2

1A3-II sheet
splice transforms.

Figure 5.5: The application ofgapandsplicetransforms and the update of shape contour in 2D. (a)
A few boundary sample points and the putative boundary (in dots). (b) The boundary contour can
be reconstructed by removing shock branches between samples (black dots) and connect them. The
remaining shocks are shown in solid lines. (c) A splice transform prunes a shock branch and replace
the boundary with a circular arc centered at the remaining shock node. (d) Further application of the
splice transform prunes the whole shock branch out and smoothes the boundary into a larger arc.

A2
1A3-II sheet splice transform

Refer to Figure 5.4(b) for the edit operations of theMS. In addition, this transform also merges the
remainingMS curvesC3 andC4 in Figure 5.4(b).

We observe in practice that the splice transforms are very effective in simplifying the coarse-
scaleMS topology and reducing the fine-scale mesh elements; refer to Figures 7.4 and 7.11 for
examples.

5.2.2 Contract Type Transforms

Thecontract-type transforms contract a medial curve/sheet into a node. Depending on whether the
change is near theboundary(A3 rib) or at theinterior (A3

1 axial) of theMS, they are organized into
two sub-categories:(i) theA5 andA2

1A3-I curve-contract transforms operate at the boundary, and
(ii) theA5

1 curve-contract andA5
1/A

4
1 sheet-contract transforms operate at the interior of theMS.

A5 curve contract transform

TheA5 curve contract transform removes thetwisted swallow-taillike self-intersection of aMS
sheetS near anA5 transition, as illustrated in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the association of the boundary shape (input sample points in black) to the
MS on a parabolic gutter shape perturbed with a bump, which induces anA2

1 tab. (a-b) Two views
of the association of the boundary points to theA3 curves (blue) in cyan lines. (c-d) Two views of the
association of the boundary points to theA3

1 curves (red) in orange lines. (e) Zoom in the to bump
surface with both“boundary trace curves”of theA3

1 (yellowish brown) andA3 (blue), where the
two curves are superimposed to emphasize the region in between. (f) A side view of the association
of theA2

1 tab (light blue) in colored lines.

Details on theA5 transition: The local form near anA5 transition is analyzed by Giblin, Kimia,
and Pollit [88] and summarized below, Figure 5.8. First, theA5 is entirely local in nature (i.e., there is
no interference between parts of the surface which are far from each other). Second, theA5 transition
is closely related to the transitions of the two close-byridgeson the surface (corresponding the two
A3 ribs of theMA) and the change ofturning pointsof the ridge (from ‘hyperbolic’ to ‘elliptic’);
we omit details beyond the scope, see [88, Fig.22] for more details). Third, at the transition point
and after it, there is noA3

1 curve present (i.e., only oneA3 rib curve remains as the generic case).
Operation of Transform:This transform can be done by identifying a middle pointm on the

A3
1 curveC and‘trim’ out the two intersectingwingsof swallow-tail (by applying splice transforms

element-by-element), detailed as follows. First, in Figure 5.8(c), two trimming pointsu / v on the
twoA3 rib curvesR1 / R2 (respectively) are estimated with a proper scale. Secondly, twotrimming
pathsum / vm are computed as ageodesicshortest path onS. The shortest path can be efficiently
approximated by applyingDijkstra’s algorithm [52], by treating the fine-scale mesh edges/vertices
as a graph, so that no cutting through the fine-scale sheet elements is involved.10

Detection / Cost of Transform:This transform is applicable to anyA3
1 shock curveC ending at

twoA1A3 shock nodes (fin points)D andE, andC is triply incident to asingleshock sheetS. Also
the transform cost should be low. The transform cost is estimated as the local shape change weighted
by its local scale, which in practice can be approximated by the length of theA3

1 shock curveC.

10The complexity of running the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm on the fine-scaleMS elements of sheetS is
O(e + v log v) amortized time, wheree andv are the number of edges and vertices inS, respectively, if the Fibonacci
heap is used to implement the priority queue, with a reasonable assumption that the graph of the fine-scale mesh is
sparse [52].
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.7: (From [126, Fig.6].) (a) Point samples from a rectangular box, deformed by 5 protrusions
(4 on top, 1 on a side). (b) TheMS shows five transitions which when removed both smooth the
surface (c) as well as regularize the scaffold (d).

Detailed Operations:To ensure that the swallow-tail topology is completely removed (otherwise
this transform is not valid), one needs to constrain the abovetrimming pathfinding in applying the
shortest path searching, such that the trimming paths are(i) as short as possible and(ii) topologically
valid. Specifically, in Figure 5.8(d), the two trimming pathsum andvm together with theA3

1 curve
C must fully delineate the set of fine-scaleA2

1 face elements{Fi} to prune, such that the swallow-tail
topology is completely removed.

We describe the detailed algorithm in finding the valid trimming pathsum andvm to identify
{Fi} as follows.(i) First, we determine the middle point as a fine-scale vertex elementm on theA3

1

axial curveC. 11 (ii) Secondly, the two trimming pointsu andv on the twoA3 rib curvesR1 and
R2 (respectively) are estimated such that the curve length ofEv andDu are similar to the length of
C. (iii) Third, if the valid shortest paths ofmu andmv are successfully found, the set of faces{Fi}
to pruning can be successfully labeled.(iv) Otherwise, the steps of (i) to (iii) are to be repeated, by
first trying a nearby candidates ofu andv in a zig-zagfashion12, and trying a differentm, until a
valid pair of trimming paths are found.13 (v) Once the trimming pathsmu andmv are found, the set
of faces{Fi} to prune can be determined by a connected component labeling, by setting allA2

1 face
elements incident to theA3 rib curvesR1 andR2 as seeds and propagate untilmu or mv is reached,
or theA3

1 axial curveC itself is reached.14

Once the set of trimming faces{Fi} is identified, they can be pruned by performing splice trans-
forms element-by-element in sequence, from the bordering ones to the interior ones with (ordered
by their maximum radius). As we perform the element-wise splice transform on{Fi}, we also pass
their associated generators to the remaining (neighboring)A2

1 face elements. One important reason
to ensure such pruning order is to maintain a consistent boundary-to-MSassociation. (See§ 7.3 for

11We handle the degenerate case whenC contains only one fine-scaleA3
1 edge element, such thatm coincides withD

or E.
12Namely, start with an initial positionp and try the immediate positions, and then near-by positions, in the sequence

of p− 1, p + 1, p− 2, p + 2, ..., until all positions are explored, or a pre-defined stopping criterion is reached.
13In this strategy, the trimming paths can deviate from the theoretical shortest path, when the number of fine-scale

faces ofS are limited due to insufficient samples. Even worse, in some (rare) case, such valid trimming path does not
exist, unless the paths cutting through the fine-scale mesh faces are considered (which is not currently implemented).
Such transforms are considereddegenerate. In other words, if after all trials there is still no valid trimming paths found,
a brute-force search can be performed, or the transform should be delayed or skipped, which occurs very rarely in
practice.

14Here more complicated scenario can arise in two rare cases.(i) The trimming pathsmu andmv can possibly overlap
with theA3

1 axial curveC. We avoid the two cases that the pathmu to overlap withmD and the pathmv to overlap with
mE, since both of them result in incomplete removal of the swallow-tail topology.(ii) The set of trimming faces{Fi}
determined by this approach can include other unrelated shock elements (due to a non-local search on theMS sheet
S) that invalidates this current transform. Although this is highly unlikely, a step to ensure that{Fi} is local to theA5

transform is necessarily (details omitted).
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Figure 5.8: TheA5 curve contract transform. (a) A ‘twisted parabolic gutter’ shape produced from
[88, Eq.2], a gutter with two long bumps corresponding to two ridges (blue) which gradually merge
at the center. (b) show three views of the central portion whoseMS is computed in (d). (c) In
simulating theA5 transition, where the swallow-tail structure gradually disappears, a trimming path
u-m-v is identified (via approximated geodesic shortest path on theMS sheet) and used to remove
the swallow-tail topology. The three colors (yellow, blue, red) depict three regions of asingleMS
sheetS around the swallow-tail. (d) The transform result, where a simpleA3 rib curve is recovered
by removing all fine-scaleMS elements{Fi} of the swallow-tail portion (in gray).

more on this issue.)
The last step of this transform is to delete theA3

1 axial curveC and its endingA1A3 nodesD and
E. Finally, the newA3 rib from F to G can be traced element-by-element following the sequence
F-v-m-u-G, as shown in Figure 5.8(c,d).

The corresponding shape changes of these two transforms are typically small and can be safely
ignored. We observe in practice that theA5 transitions do occur frequently, and theA5 transforms
simplify the topology near theMS boundary significantly; refer to Figure 7.11(f,g) in§ 7.4.

A2
1A3-I curve contract transform

This transform contracts anA3
1 curve to move anA1A3 fin point toward anA3

1 axial, resulting in an
A2

1A3 point, Figure 5.9. This transform can be done by finding a trimming path similar to the above
A5 transform, where only trimming is performed at the end of the tabT.

Detection / Cost of Transform:This transform is applicable to anyA3
1 axial curveC ending at an

A1A3 fin point on one end and anAn
1 nodes(n ≥ 4) on the other end ofC, whereC is both incident

to anA2
1 shock tabT and doubly-incident to anotherA2

1 shock sheetS at its internal anchor curve,
Figure 5.9(b). Also the transform cost should be low. The transform cost is again estimated s the
curve length ofC. The corresponding shock transition is with low deformation cost: The length of
A3

1 shock curveC is shorter than a given threshold.
Operation of Transform:Refer to Figure 5.9, this transform can be done by first identifying a

trimming pointv on theA3 rib curve (of the shock tab).e.g., make the length of the curveEv along
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Figure 5.9: TheA2
1A3-I curve contract transform: (a) a simulated example. (b) edit operations on

theMS hypergraph.

the rib curve roughly equal toDE (to fit the scale of local changes). Second, we use geodesic path to
define a “trimming path”Dv on the shock tabT, via Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm (to determine
Dv on the fine-scale mesh). Finally, we trim out theDEv region ofT and re-trace theA3 rib as done
previously in Figure 5.9. The corresponding shape change are typically small and can be safely
ignored.15

* Summary of the above four “boundary” typeMS transforms; comparison to remaining ones.

The four transforms introduced so far (namely, the two splice transforms, theA5 and theA2
1A3-I

contract) can be categorized as the“boundary” type ofMS transforms, which simplify thebound-
ary of theMS by removing medial sheets (by elements or by component) and can be performed
explicitly on both scales of theMS. In contrast, the remaining transforms are the“interior” type
of transforms, which edit theinterior of theMS and require a simulation of the edits on the coarse-
scale hypergraph, whilekeeping the fine-scale elements intact. Their costs can be roughly estimated
using the length of the curve (or area of the sheet) under contraction or merging. The modification of
the corresponding shape changes for these transforms requires a further investigation and is omitted
in this thesis.

We continue to describe the remaining transforms as follows.

A5
1 curve contract transform

In theA5
1 curve-contract transform, Figure 5.10, anA3

1 axial C is contracted into anA5
1 nodeN

by keeping one ofC’s end point asN and repeatedly mergingC with otherA3
1 curves on the three

incident sheets (S1, S2, S3).

Figure 5.10: TheA5
1 curve contract transform: (a) a simulated example. (b) edit operations on the

MS hypergraph.

15Degenerate Cases: A possible degenerate case is that the shortest trimming pathDv intersects with theA3
1 shock

curveDE, which results in an incomplete transform. Our solution is to avoid such invalid scenario, by not allowing
fine-scale edges and vertices ofDE included in theDv shortest path searching — an approach similar to that is used in
the previousA5 transform.
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Detection / Cost of Transform:This transform is applicable to anyA3

1 shock curveC ending at
twoA4

1 shock nodes, whereC is incident to three distinct shock sheetsS1, S2, S3, where the merging
nodeN is not an end point of any otherA3

1 axial curveCi, which is not incident toS1, S2, or S3.
Also, the transform cost should be low. The transform cost is estimated as the length of theA3

1 shock
curveC.

Operation of Transform:Refer to Figure 5.10, for each incident shock sheetSi of C, remove one
A4

1 shock node (sayN2) and merge the axial curveC with PN2 (to becomePN1, and delete the shock
nodeN2. 16

A5
1 sheet contract transform

This transform is performed similarly as the previous one, that the sheetS is separately merged with
two sheetsS1 andS2 so thatN is the finalA5

1 node, Figure 5.11. TheA3
1 axial curvePQ previously

borderingS, S1, S2 is virtually removed (in the coarse-scale)17. The above ‘merging’ of sheets
(namely, mergingS to S1 and mergingS to S2) involvescloningof fine-scaleMS elements, which
can be done by simply adding a pointer of the fine-scale object to the coarse-scaleMS component.
The two scales (coarse- and fine- scale)ofMS representations may thus contain different (but each
self-consistent) topology.

Figure 5.11: TheA5
1 sheet contract transform. (a) a simulated example. (b) edit operations on the

MS hypergraph.

Detection / Cost of Transform:This transform is applicable to any “interior”A2
1 shock sheet

elementS (, i.e., with noA3 shock rib curve). Also, the transform cost should be low. The transform
cost is estimated as the number ofA2

1 face elements.
Operation of Transform:Refer to Figure 5.11, pick oneA4

1 nodeN of theS to be the finalA5
1

node, and mergeN across all shock curves ofS not incident toN (in this example, only one such
curve,PQ) with the other shock sheets (in this exampleS1 andS2). Finally, merging theA3

1 curves
passing throughP andQ to make consistent theMS hypergraph topology. At last,N should be an
A5

1 node with 6 incident curves and 9 sheets.18

16As mentioned before, no modification of the fine-scale shock element is required, since there is no easy modification
other than re-computing theMA. Our solution is to explicitly keep the difference between the coarse-scale and the fine-
scale representations, where each of them is consistent on their own. In this example,N2 is a point on the coarse-scale
A3

1 shock curve, andN2’s fine-scale element is anA4
1, and we consider this to be valid.

17TheA5
1 node should have6 incident curves and9 sheets, theA4

1 node should have4 curves and6 sheets, which are
all correctly simulated.

18No modification of the fine-scale shock element is required. No easy modification or pruning can be done without
re-computing shocks. Make both the coarse-scale and the fine-scale representation consistent at their own. BothP and
Q are a fine-scale vertex on the coarse-scaleA3

1 shock curve. But their fine-scale elements areA4
1’s (which is considered

valid).
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A4

1 sheet contract transform

This transform is performed similarly as the previous one, by mergingS andS2, Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: TheA4
1 sheet contract transform. (a) a simulated example. (b) edit operations on the

MS hypergraph.

Detection / Cost of Transform: This transform is applicable to any “interior”A2
1 shock sheetS (,

i.e., with no incidentA3 shock rib curve), Figure 5.12. Also, the transform cost should be low. The
transform cost is estimated as the number ofA2

1 face elements.
Operation of Transform:Refer to Figure 5.12, pick oneA4

1 shock nodeN of S to be the final
A4

1 node, and mergeS across the opposite shock nodeE. Merge theA3
1 curves passing toE to make

consistent theMS hypergraph topology.N should be still ofA4
1 symmetry with 4 curves and 6

shock sheets.
Remark:The updating of boundary shape of the above three contract type of transforms (namely,

A5
1 curve contract,A5

1 sheet contract, andA4
1 sheet contract) is skipped, since this is an unsolved issue

in 3D and is part of future work.

5.2.3 Merge Type Transforms

Themerge type transformsmerge medial curves or nodes together; they and are also performed in
a simulated fashion on the coarse-scaleMS hypergraph. Comparing to the splice-type and contract-
type transforms, whichreducetheMS hypergraph components, the merge-type transforms regu-
larize theMS by “adding” hypergraph components (by splitting them). In addition, ageodesic
distance field is required to detect candidate positions in theMS hypergraph for these transforms.
Both the Dijkstra’s algorithm [52] or the popularfast marching method(FMM) [117] can be applied
to approximate such a geodesic distance field. Figure 5.13 show two examples in taking all vertex
elements on the medial curves assourcesand computing the distance field on all medial sheets using
FMM. 19

A1A3-II node-node merge transform

In this transform, Figure 5.14, twoA2
1 shock tabsT1 andT2 are merged at anA1A3 fin pointN. This

transform can be done by merging any two close-byT1 andT2 which are on a common “ground”
sheetS, by joining twoA1A3 fin pointsN1 andN2 (to becomeN) and make the two shock tabs
connected. The cost of this transform is defined as the geodesic distanced betweenN1 andN2.

19We note that the ideal approach to search for candidate nodes/curves for the merge transform is to consider more
factors other than simply the shortest path. For example, the tangent direction at the end of theMS curve should be
consistent with a candidate merging path. Refer to Figure 5.18 for an example. We leave this as future works.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.13: The use of geodesic distance transform on the medial sheets to detect the next possible
transition with the lowest cost [43]: (a) The distance map of theMS near anA2

1A3-I transition
taking all vertex elements on the sheet boundary assources(blue). (b) Result of the distance map on
theMS of the Stanford bunny.

Figure 5.14: TheA1A3-II node-node merge transform. (a) a simulated example. (b) edit operations
on theMS hypergraph.

A2
1A3-I node-curve merge transform

In this transform, Figure 5.15, anA1A3 fin point N of anA2
1 tabT is merged with anA3

1 curveC to
create theA2

1A3 local form and splitC into two curvesC1 andC2. This transform can be done by
mergingN of shock tabT on a “ground” sheetS with a close-byA3

1 shock curveC onS, whereC can
be either theboundaryor interior curve ofS (Recall the notion of a generic medial sheet topology
in Chapter 4). This transform joinN to interior ofC and breakC into two curvesC1 andC2. The
cost of this transform is defined as the geodesic distanced betweenN andC.

Figure 5.15: TheA2
1A3-I node-curve merge transform. (a) a simulated example. (b) edit operations

on theMS hypergraph.

A4
1 curve-curve merge transform

In this transform, Figure 5.16, two close-byA3
1 axial curvesC1 andC2 sharing a singleA2

1 sheetS
are brought together to create a newA4

1 nodeN. The merging nodesN1 on C1 andN2 on C2 are
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detected by finding the closest points onC1 andC2, again using the geodesic distance field onS.
Note thatN1 andN2 can not be then end point ofC1 andC2, otherwise the local form is notA4

1 and
will result in another type of transform.20 The cost of this transform is estimated as the geodesic
distanced between theN1 andN2.

Figure 5.16: TheA4
1 curve-curve merge transform. (a) a simulated example. (b) edit operations on

theMS hypergraph.

A1A3-II curve-curve merge transform

This transform is very similar to the above one in structure, while their local form are different. In
this transform, Figure 5.17, anA3 rib curveR approaches anA3

1 axial curveC and merge to it to
create anA1A3 fin point N. The merging nodesN1 in R andN2 in C are again detected via the
geodesic distance field onT. Similarly, N1 andN2 can not be the end points ofR andC, otherwise
the local form is notA1A3 and results in another type of transform. The cost of this transform is
estimated as the geodesic distanced betweenR andC.

Figure 5.17: TheA1A3-II curve-curve merge transform. (a) a simulated example. (b) edit operations
on theMS hypergraph.

Figure 5.18 shows some example merge transform candidate paths detected by our implementa-
tion of the (discrete) geodesic path searching on theMS hypergraph.

5.3 MS Transforms for Non-Closed Shapes

The above11 transforms completely cover all7 generic transitions in [88] forsimple closedshapes.
Our framework is augmented with two additional types of transforms, namely, thegap and loop
transforms to handlenon-closedshapes (in particular thesampledshapes. Thegap transforms have
been define in [45] close gaps on the shape surface, while the loop transform has been used in 2D
[109] to remove noisy sample points.

20In practice we preventN1 andN2 to be close to the end points ofC1 andC2 by enforcing a threshold parameter to
avoid detectingN1/N2 as the immediate neighbors of the end points ofC1/C2.
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Figure 5.18: Some example merge transform candidates detected using the geodesic path searching
on a box with several artificial bumps (which create shock tabs). Candidate merge paths are shown
in random colors. In (a), three example of a good, an acceptable, and inappropriate merge paths are
labeled. In (b), more examples are highlighted in circles.

5.3.1 Gap Type Transforms

Recall that our approach handles shapes given as unorganized sample points,i.e., the “only” avail-
able information is that these points are close to a possible shape surface. An intuitive idea is to group
together closely sample points and start to form curves and surfaces to reconstruct the underlying
shape. TheMA branches between point samples in this case provide a good heuristic on choosing
a good close-by sample points, and this is precisely the motivation of the gap type transforms.

The gap type transforms remove a set of medial branches and fill the “gaps” between the
(boundary) shape surfaces. We define two types of gap transforms based on whether a medial sheet
or curve is removed:

• An A2
1-sheet gap transformcloses the gap between a pair of boundary sample points by

inserting a line segment and remove theA2
1 shock sheet between the pair of points.

• AN A3
1-curve gap transform closes the gap between a triplet of boundary sample points by

inserting a triangle and remove theA3
1 shock curve between the triplet of points. (Refer to

Figure 6.4 for an illustration.)

The gap transforms defined on the point-based shapes are closely related to theVoronoi-filtering
methods used in the domain of surface reconstruction surveyed in Chapter 2. The idea is that the
geometry of theMA coincides with the Voronoi diagram (VD) in this case: theA2

1 medial sheets
are essentially the Voronoi faces, and theA3

1 medial curves are the Voronoi edges (§3.3). It’s
well-known that theVD and the Delaunay triangulation (DT) are dual structures [52]. The above
A3

1-curve gap transform essentially replace an Voronoi edge with a Delaunay triangle.
We will elaborate the use of the gap transforms to mesh a surface from input points in Chapter 6.

This meshing process is in fact part of ourMS computational scheme, which will be detailed in
Chapter 7.

On final remark is in addition to define the gap transform on the fine-scaleMS to create an
initial mesh (as described above), we can also perform the gap transforms on the coarse-scaleMS
hypergraph, to handle a larger (true) holes of the object (with larger scalew.r.t. the sampling),
once the regularizedMS as a qualitative structure of the shape is available. For example, refer to
Figure 6.17(b) for such an example.
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Figure 5.19: (Adapted from [109]) The introducing of a sample point between two boundary curves
creates a loop of theMA, which can be removed by a gap transform.

5.3.2 Loop Transform

A loop transform remove a boundary sample point (or a shape patch) and remove its corresponding
MA/shocks that form a loop enclosing the point. Figure 5.19 [109] illustrates that the effect of
adding an improper sample point to the interior of the shapedrastically changes itsMA. The
introducing of such interior point can also be viewed as a transition (in that the shapes before/after
adding this point is along a one-parameter family of deformation) illustrated in Figure 5.19(a-b), and
the loop transform is defined to remove such instability.

In comparison to other transforms which can beapproximatedor simulatedon theMS, the loop
transform is not. In other words, the only way to perform a loop transform is to re-compute theMS
locally or globally. For this reason, we do not integrate the loop transform into our computational
framework and we only perform the loop transform in the pre-processing stage to remove noisy
sample points far form the shape boundary.

5.4 Non-Generic Higher-OrderMS Transforms

This section describes two additional transforms we found useful which corresponds tonon-generic
transitions frequently observed in practice.

* Non-generic 3DMA transitions actually observed in practice.

We list five types of non-genericMA transitions observed in practice as we apply the set of trans-
forms (described so far) in iterations:21

1. Collision of anA4
1 to anA5

1 (or An
1 , n > 5). Refer to Figure 5.21(j). This is essentially theA5

1

curve contract transformin the high order configuration.22

2. Collision of anA4
1 to anA2

1A3 (or Am
1 A3, m > 1). Refer to Figure 5.21(k). This is similar

to the above case and can be handled by theA5
1 curve contract transformin the high order

configuration near anA3 rib.

3. Collision of three (or more)A1A3 fin points.Refer to Figure 4.6. This is a rarely observed but
possible in practice, which is a special case of theA1A3-II node-node merge transform.

4. Collision of anA1A3 fin point and anA3 rib, where the local form is not the aforementioned
A5 transitional collision. This is an interesting transition only observed around a corner,
Figure 5.20(a), detailed in§ 5.4.1.

21The author gratefully acknowledges helpful conversations with Prof. Peter J. Giblin, Dept. of Math. Science, Univ.
of Liverpool, UK.

22We found theA5
1 curve contract transform particularly important in decomposing the high orderMS nodes, detailed

in § 5.5.
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5. Collision of anA1A3 fin point to anA4

1 (or An
1 , n > 4). This transition is similar to theA2

1A3-I
node-curve merge, but instead of merging a fin pointN with anA3

1 curveC, N is merged to the
end point of the curveC.

Remarks: Out of the abovefive degenerate transitions, three of them can be handled with the
existingMS transform (generalized to handle additional hypergraph topology in a higher order).
We will need to definetwo additional transforms, described below. An theoretical question not
answered so far is that“Is the above cases cover the complete set of degenerate configurations?”. In
particular, from the theoretical work [88], we expect to see many degeneracies, which is not observed
in our point-basedMS computation system. This is an ongoing work we are currently investigating
(a joint work with Peter Giblin).

5.4.1 Corner-merge transform

This transform is defined to handle the collision of anA1A − 3 fin point N with an A3 rib on
anA2

1 sheetS, which we found useful in regularizing theMS around a corner, Figure 5.20(a-b).
This regularization ofMS around a corner is motivated in Figure 5.20(c), which is important in
modeling and matching highly regularized shapes (such as man-made objects and models often used
in computer graphics).

Transition of MA around a corner. Despite it usefulness, this non-generic“corner” transition
is not fully understood. Specifically, the question is what is the generic configuration as we start to
perturb a perfect corner as shown in Figure 5.20(a), where oneA3

1 axial meets at threeA3 ribs (the
intersection of three ridges at the surface)? We suspect that a fin pointN canonlyapproach anA3 rib
C whenC is curved and essentially forming a corner. This is an intricate problem we are currently
investigating with Peter Giblin. See§ 10.3.1 for a simulation of such analysis by deforming a perfect
smooth corner.

Figure 5.20: The corner node-curve merge transform. (a) TheMS of a perfect box and a zoom-in
at the corner, where threeA3 ribs intersects with oneA3

1 axial at the corner. (b) Zoom in to the
corner ofMA of a prism shape. Due to slight perturbation and sampling variations, two of the ribs
group into one and the other rib and axial intersects at anA1A3 (fin) point. (c) Another situation is
to move a shock tab toward a rib, while moving toward an axial (down) is anA2

1A3-I transition. (d)
The corner node-curve merge transform regularizes by merging theA1A3 fin point toward theA3

rib.

The above difficulty does not hamper the regularization of theMA around a corner. We define
thecorner-merge transform as follows. This transform can be detected by using the geodesic field
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on S searching for the shortest merging path betweenN andC, Figure 5.20(a-b). The operation is
simply joiningN with C in the interior and breakC into two curvesC1 andC2. The transform coast
is estimated as the geodesic distanced between theN andC.

5.4.2 Higher-order merge transforms

We define the only transform we found necessary to handle the transition of collision of anA1A3 fin
pointN to anA4

1 node.

A3
1A3-I node-node merge transform

This transform is similar to theA2
1A3 node-curve merge transform and can be performed in mimick-

ing the node-node merge transforms described before.

5.5 Analysis of High-OrderMS Nodes and Curves

We propose to make equivalent a degenerate high-orderMS node to a group of generic low-order
nodes by decomposing them analytically. This analysis is useful in two aspects:(i) First, it is useful
in providing a consistent compatibility analysis in matching theMS, a topic to be explored more
in Chapter 9.(ii) Second, this organization of high-orderMS nodes also complements Giblin and
Kimia’s original work on thegenericcases ofMS representation and extends it to cover all cases
(include the degeneracies).

* The general form of high-orderMS nodes:Am
k ...An

l .

In general a high-orderMS node is in the form ofAm
k ...A

n
l , wherek, ..., l are odd integers> 0,

m, ..., n are integers> 0. The numbers(k,m, ..., l, n) can be completely determined from the local
configuration, (i.e., via counting incident curves and sheets, Figure 5.21.

* Simplifying the generalAm
k ...An

l nodes into two types: theAm
1 A3 andAn

1 .

In order to simplify the above generally, we make an importantassumptionthat allMS ribs are of
typeA3. The reason is that(i) for point-sampled shapes, rib curves higher thanA5 is unnecessary (the
A5 is by definition isolated, thus does not form a curve). Also,(ii) there is no significant modification
of theMS in reducing the degeneracy this way when the shape is given in point samples. As a result,
the above assumption avoids allAk (k≥5) degenerate ribs, which leads to significantsimplification
to decompose aAm

k ...A
n
l node into two general forms:

• theboundaryAm
1 A3 node with one or more incidentA3 rib(s),m ≥ 2, and

• the interior An
1 node with no incidentA3 rib, n≥5. 23

The two general forms only involves axial type changes and thus can be decomposed by expanding
A3

1 axials via aninverseA5
1 curve contract transform mentioned before. Figure 5.21 depicts some

typical high-order nodes and their decomposition. Table 5.2 summarizes the equivalent incident
generic curves/sheets.

* Representing the local configuration of aMS node.

23Form = 1, theAm
1 A3 = A1A3 is a genericMS node; forn = 4, An

1 = A4
1 is a genericMS node.
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Figure 5.21: Local configurations of theMS nodes and their incidentA3 ribs andA3
1 axials. (a) The

general form of anAm
k ...A

l
n node. (b-c) The genericA1A3 andA4

1 nodes. (d) The incident sheet(s)
of a genericA3 andA3

1 curves. (e) Merging twoA3
1 axials into an equivalent degenerateA4

1 axial. (f)
The merging of twoA1A3 nodes at anA1A3-II transition. (g-h) The high-orderA2

1A3 andA5
1 nodes

arising immediately from theMS transforms. (i) TheA1A5 node arising from a degenerateA1A5

curve-merge transform at a corner. (j-k) The two types ofAn
1 andAm

1 A3 high-order nodes.

We define the local configuration of a high-orderMS node by counting its incidentMS curves as
follows. The configuration of aMS node can be described as a tuple(r, a, {dq}), wherer anda is
the number of incidentA3 rib andA3

1 axial curves,dq is interpreted that the node containsd incident
degenerateAq

1 curves,q > 3.

* Determine the order ofAm
1 A3 or An

1 nodes by analyzing the local incident curves.

Below we describe an analysis to determine the type of an high-orderMS node (i.e., determiningm
or n), by counting its incidentMS curves (i.e., from the given tuple(r, a, dq)). Before we start, we
note that we have not mentioned an additional degeneracy of collision of multipleA1A3 fin points
(see§ 5.4) that should be integrated into the analysis. We denote the number of collision of fin points
as the numberf for anAm

1 A3 node. Below is our approach to find the tuple(m,n, f) from the local
incident curves(r, a, dq).

First, we note that anAq
1 degenerate axial curve (q >3 can be decomposed into equivalentA3

1

axials, see Figure 5.21(e). We convertdq and denote the number of equivalentA3
1 axials asa′, which

is determined as:24

a′ = a+ d(q − 2). (5.1)

We essentially converted the input tuple(r, a, dq) into (r, a′, 0) in the above step. The next is to
determine(m,n, f) from r anda′, which can be done by induction on the two local configurations
in Figure 5.21(j) forAm

1 A3 and Figure 5.21(k) forAn
1 . We summarize the results forMS nodes

24For multiple degeneracy’s,a′ =
∑

i qi(di − 2), for
∑

i di = d.
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Table 5.2: Canonical from of local configuration of generic high-orderMS nodes in terms of its
incidentMS curves and sheets. Integer numbersr, a′, s denote the number of incidentA3 rib
curves,A3

1 axial curves, andA2
1 sheets, respectively. (Left): the‘boundary’Am

1 A3 nodes. (Right):
the ‘interior’ An

1 MS nodes.
Type r a′ s

A1A3 1 1 2
A2

1A3 1 3 5
A3

1A3 1 5 8
A4

1A3 1 7 11
A5

1A3 1 9 14
... ... ... ...

Am
1 A3 1 2m-1 3m-1

Type r a′ s

A4
1 0 4 6

A5
1 1 6 9

A6
1 1 8 12

A7
1 1 10 15

A8
1 1 12 18

... ... ... ...
An

1 1 2(n-2) 3(n-2)

frequently observed in our experiments in Table 5.2. The tuple(m,n, f) is then derived as follows:














- if r = 0 : m = 0, n = a′/2 + 2, f = 0.
- else ifr = 1 : m = (a′ + 1)/2, n = 0, f = 1.
- else ifr = 3 anda′ = 1 : degenerate case ofA5,m = 0, n = 0, f = 2.
- else: special case of(A1A3)f , wheref = r.

(5.2)

Finally, the degeneracies of collision of multipleA1A3 fin points is organized in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Additional configuration of thedegeneratehigh-orderMS nodes.
Type r a′ s

A1A3 1 1 2
(A1A3)2 2 2 4
(A1A3)3 3 3 6

... ... ... ...
(A1A3)f f f 2f

Type r a′ s

A5 3 1 3
... ... ... ...



Chapter 6

From Point Clouds to Surfaces: On Using
the Medial Scaffold for Surface Meshing

* Overview of chapter: segregate theMS of point clouds to mesh the shape surface.

This chapter address the computational aspect of theMS from a sample dataset: asegregation
process of theMS is elaborated in interpolating point samples,i.e., surface mesh reconstruction
together with retrieving an initialMS which approximates the trueMA of the sampled shape. This
chapter is an updated view and extension of the work initiated by Leymarie [128, Ch.6], a version of
which was published at 3DIM’07 [45].

Specifically, thegap transform described in the precious chapter is exploited here to create sur-
face interpolants. The meshing of surface from sample points is an essential step in theMS com-
putation and regularization process, since working directly on theunorganizedpoints is generally
difficult, due to the lack of a notion of neighborhood around the shape. The goal of theMS seg-
regation is two fold. (i) First, the explicit recovery of surface interpolants (meshing) provides the
connectivitybetween the sample points to reconstruct the (unknown) shape.(ii) Second, an ini-
tial MS of the input shape, which is dual to this reconstructed surface, is also constructed. The
computational scheme to further process such dualMS and shape will be elaborated in Chapter 7.

* Organization of chapter.

This chapter focuses on the theory and computational strategy on how to consider gap transforms to
segregate theMS in order to obtain a reconstruct surface mesh and the initialMS. It is organized
as follows. Section 6.1 overviews the philosophy behind our surface reconstruction approach and
motivates the use of the gap transform. Section 6.2 describes the proposed surface reconstruction
algorithm composed of greedy iterative gap transforms. Section 6.3 validates our method with ex-
perimental results. An important point not raised thus far is that since we have not imposed any
strong restriction on the input surface sampling and topology, we can handle very large datasets by
simply dividing the space into 3D buckets and meshing surface within each bucket and fuse them
together. This is detailed in Section 6.4.

6.1 Philosophy of the Proposed Surface Reconstruction Approach

* Recover surface mesh from a “minimum” set of assumptions: point samples are nearby a shape.

We consider the problem of constructing surface meshes from a sampling in the form of anunorga-
nized cloud of points; that is, no assumptions (on sampling, density, normals) are needed to process

80
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 6.1: (From [45].) Surface reconstruction fromunorganizedpoint clouds usingMS trans-
forms of several topology types [45]: (a) non-manifold surface with self-intersections, (b) Möbius
strip (non-orientable), (c) Costa’s minimal surface with the topology of a torus thrice punctured,
(d) connected water-tight knot in highly non-uniform sampling of10K points, (e) a complex sur-
face with recovered boundary (in blue): the Sapho raw scan dataset (121K points, Stony Brook), (f)
Michelangelo’s David head (250K points, Stanford), (g) the combination of several reconstruction
results (in various colors) from a 3D bucketing and stitching of the Stanford Asian Dragon dataset
(≈ 3.6× 106 points).

a raw data. The recovery of this connectivity amongst points is typically based on assuming(i) some
surface continuity, possible smoothness, and(ii) sufficient sampling density to capture all surface
features. The reason for assuming the significant case of theunorganizedpoints is that:(i) it is the
native type of free-form data acquired with modern scanning devices, such as laser or computerized
topography (CT) scanners;(ii) in many cases, the local connectivity between sample points is not
available, or it can be unreliable when the sampling condition is not known; and furthermore,(iii) it
allows to process data “on-the-fly” as new sample points can be immediately processed by updating
the local neighboring structure.

* Handle“generic” surface topologies.

Our approach is meant to be general and deal with generic topological configurations. It is applicable
to surface of various topologies (Figure 6.2); in particular it does not assume that the surfaces are
smooth, nor closed (enclosing a volume), nor orientable, it can handlenon-manifoldsurfaces (a case
not considered in most main-stream methods), it does not require uniform sampling, it can handle
varying noise levels, and it is scalable to arbitrarily large input datasets (Figure 6.1), as discussed
below.

* Approach: shape deformation and gap transforms torecoverthe sampling process.

Our approach is based on the notion of representing shape via deformations and their local successive
topological variations. It is directly inspired from previous work by Kimiaet al. in 2D and 3D
[116, 169, 87, 88], summarized in Chapter 1 to represent shape as a member of an equivalence class,
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Figure 6.2: (From [45].) Classification of surfaces in 3D based on the topology.

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f) (g)

Figure 6.3: (From [45].) This figure illustrates that “sampling” a surface to produce an unorganized
cloud of points can be viewed as adeformation process: (a) the original surface; (b) some points
are taken away from the surface, creating holes; (c) these holes grow thus reducing the area of the
remaining surface patch, and (d) eventually start joining to form larger gaps and isolated patches; (e)
the remaining surface patches each tend to shrink to a point; (f) the resulting point cloud represents
samples of the surface. (g) An infinitesimal but generic hole creates threeA2

1 sheets intersecting at
A3

1 curve.

each defined as the set of shapes sharing a commonMS topology, and the notion ofMS transitions
and transforms defined in Chapter 5.

The philosophy behind our surface meshing approach can be fully embedded in the above con-
text: complete surfaces and sampled surfaces are simply two points in the shape space that are
closely related. In an approach to 2D perceptual grouping [200], a greedy approach finds more
regular shapes from unorganized data. Similarly, in our case in 3D, a sampled shape is simply a
deformation of the original surface, as illustrated in Figure 6.3. In this process, theMS undergoes
abrupttransitions(topological events).

Ideally, all sequences of transitions should be considered,i.e., the ones described in Chapter 5.
In this chapter, however, we restrict ourselves only to the transition arising from removing a patch
from the surface (the first step in our view of the sampling process) and consider only the symmetry
transform pertaining to that,i.e., thegap transform defined in§ 5.3.1. Specifically, removing a
surface patch generically results in adding to theMS a group of threeMA sheets and oneMA
curve at their intersection. Thus, the inverse process of reconstructing a surface patch corresponds
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Figure 6.4: This figure illustrates how aMS curve (with three sheets) is transformed into a surface
triangle in a deformation process simulated as a gap transform.

to consider the removal of such curves and their attached sheets (delimited by loops) from theMS,
Figure 6.4.

As in perceptual grouping in 2D [200], the gap transform in 3D is considered in agreedyse-
quence, proceeding first with the least cost transform. This cost is based on the likelihood that a
MS curve represents a ‘missing’ surface patch, as well as on the local context (i.e., other recon-
structed surface patches which may already exist in the vicinity). Figure 6.5 illustrates this process,
which can be viewed as asegregation process(Figure 6.5(a)) of the 3D shocks on a pair of pla-
nar sheets, one of which is somewhat protruding (Figure 6.5(b)). TheMS (Figure 6.5(c)), after a
sequence of gap transforms, then resembles that of the original two complete un-sampled surfaces
(Figure 6.5(d)). This in turn enforces a connectivity of the surface samples thus creating a surface
mesh together with an approximatedMA (Figure 6.5(e)).

Since points are meant to represent a surface patch whoseorientation is not a priori clear, we
represent all possible such patches by using an infinitesimal small sphere around each point and call
it a point generator, denoted byGi(xi, yi, zi), wherexi, yi andzi are the coordinates of the given
point also representing the center of the tiny sphere.

6.2 The Shock Segregation (Meshing) Algorithm in Applying
the Gap Transforms

We now present the details of our method, once theMS is computed by the method of Leymarie
and Kimia [125].

* Overview of algorithm: greedy iteration with strategies to present “local minimum”.

We propose to reconstruct a surface mesh from unorganized point clouds with minimalistic as-
sumptions, by considering thegap transforms on allA3

1 shock curves in a rank-ordered greedy
approach.The greedy nature of the algorithm, in contrast to the ideal but impractical algorithm con-
sidering all sequences of gap transforms on theMS, implies that local decisions in ambiguous
cases may lead to erroneous results. Since the ranking is partially decided on the basis of a local
surface neighborhood, these errors can then potentially propagate. To prevent the negative effects
of such “local minima”, we adopt a three-fold strategy.(i) The set ofA3

1 curves is divided into two
distinct categories, based on whether the gap transform decision is categorically easy or difficult,
leading to two passes of greedy iterations. The first pass aims at constructing valid surface triangles
(i.e., without ambiguity about their shape or local topology) in a greedy iterative sequence. Given a
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Figure 6.5: (Adapted from [128, Fig.6.6].) Illustration of theshock segregationprocess in 2D (upper)
and in 3D. The input is a set of 3,200 points uniformly sampling a pair of planes, one of which is
deformed by an elongated Gaussian kernel. At a first step, the fullMS is computed and the side
of is shown. The remainingMS after undergoing the segregation into a set pertinent to the “true
symmetry” and the other set belongs to “sampling artifacts” via a series ofgap transforms. The
results are two-fold:(i) the reconstructed surface and(ii) its correspondingMS organized into a
hypergraph form.

well-sampled input (i.e., theintra-sampling distance is smaller than theinter-sampling distance, Fig-
ure 6.6),1 most surface triangles can be successfully built in this step. All remaining cases are then
handled in the second pass, where the surface built in the first pass can be used to help resolve the
initially ambiguous situations as discussed below.(ii) Since applying a gap transform can invalidate
another candidate gap transform, in situations when a pair of gap transforms are close in ranking,i.e.,
the difference in costsδρ is smaller than a threshold∆ρ (where “ρ” denotes a cost function), their
ranking is reduced by increasing their cost by a factorζ, so as to delay a decision until additional
local context is available.2 (iii) An error recoveryoption is available: after each gap transform, costs
associated to neighbor surface interpolants (including already selected and candidate triangles) are
re-evaluated: if the newly computed cost of a previously accomplished gap transform exceeds our
top candidate’s cost, we “undo” it by putting back the associatedA3

1 curve into a (priority) queue.
This essentially increases the robustness of the algorithm in recovering from errors, which will be
addressed in more details later.

* Initialization of the shock segregation algorithm.

Initialization: The surface reconstruction is initialized by sorting allA3
1 curves into the two priority

queues,Q1 andQ2 (for the 1st and 2nd greedy iterations). EachA3
1 curve identifies three sample

1We consider the theoretical sampling issues for our method elsewhere; the focus here is on introducing the algorithm
for surface reconstruction and main philosophy behind the use ofMS transitions/transforms.

2Experimentally, we found that values of∆ρ = 5% andζ = 4∆ρ lead to robust results.
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Figure 6.6: The sampling condition: intra-sampling distanceσ1 ≪ inter-sampling distanceσ2. Ob-
serve that this condition is not satisfied near sharp features.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6.7: (From [45].) The three types ofA3
1 shock curves (red) and their corresponding Delaunay

triangles (cyan) used in our method: (a) anA3
1 curve with anacutetriangle (type I), (b) anA3

1 curve
with anobtusetriangle (type II), (c) anA3

1 curve not containing theA3
1-2 critical point (type III).

points, itsgenerators, which can potentially be meshed with neighbors on the original surface. Fig-
ure 6.7 shows thethree possible typesof candidate surface triangular interpolant. When there are
no other sample points nearby the three generators, the minimum-radiusMA point for these three
generators is always on theA3

1 curve: it is the critical point of the radius flow,A3
1-2, which sits at the

circumcenter for the three generators and which is used to build theMS [125]. This critical point is
then either inside (type I) or outside (type II) the interpolating (Delaunay) triangle, Figure 6.7(a,b).
Cases corresponding to types I and II are straightforward and used to create queueQ1. The remain-
ing possibility of having theA3

1-2 critical point not belonging to part of theA3
1 curve indicates that a

nearby forth generator is preventing its “formation” (i.e., as being part of the coarse-scaleMA) and
that the local connectivity is ambiguous (type III), Figure 6.7(c). Cases corresponding to type III are
more likely to lead to meshing ambiguities and are therefore used to create a separate queueQ2.

Rank ordering A3
1 curves: The rank of eachA3

1 curve is based on(i) the likelihood that the
corresponding triangle could have arisen from the original surface given theMS curve length,3

and(ii) the consistency of the gap transform in reconstructing a surface given already neighboring
meshed sample points. We discuss each case in turn.

* RankingA3
1 curveswithout local context.

Ranking A3
1 curveswithout local context: Such a ranking can be decided on the basis of the shape

and size of the candidate triangle with respect to the length of theMS curve. Let the sides of the
triangle through three generators bed1, d2 andd3, and the shortest length (among the two sides) of

3Intuitively, the longer anA3
1 curve is, the likelier it can approximate well the local normal field.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: (From [45].) (a) The distribution of theA3
1-2 radii of all shock curves corresponding to

triangles in the original mesh of the Stanford Bunny model (Figure 6.17). (b) The distribution of the
A3

1-2 radii of all shock curves of type I and II in theMS of the point cloud. Observe how the shape
of the distributions resemble each other. The median of theA3

1-2 distribution (dmed) is used to set
dmax in Eq.(6.1). [45]

theA3
1 curve with respect to itsA3

1-2 critical point beR, and define:

d = max(d1, d2, d3)

P = d1 + d2 + d3

m = (d1 + d2 − d3)(d3 + d1 − d2)(d2 + d3 − d1)

A =
√

(P ·m)/16

C = 4
√

3 · A/(d2
1 + d2

2 + d2
3) ,

whereP is the triangle’s perimeter,A is its area (Heron’s formula), andC measures its compactness
(Gueziec’s formula). Then, the cost:

ρ1 =

{

P
R
· 1

C2 , if d < dmax

∞ , if d ≥ dmax

, (6.1)

favors compact triangles rather than elongated ones, and triangles with smaller size (w.r.t.the shortest
lengthR of their associatedA3

1 curve);dmax represents the maximal length of an expected triangle
side and is set in practice as:dmax = η · dmed, wheredmed is the median of the histogram ofA3

1-2
radii of all type I and II shock curves (Figure 6.8).4 Observe that this cost will delay the completion
of triangles which are near corners and ridges in favor of those in flat regions, away from such “close
encounters” (Figure 6.9), a direct influence of the factor1/R in Eq.(6.1).

* RankingA3
1 curveswith local context: triangles sharing an edge.

We now consider the relationship between anA3
1 curve’s putative surface triangle which can either

share anedgeor avertexwith its neighboring already reconstructed surface triangles, Figure 6.10.
First, a candidate triangle is more likely to interpolate the surface if it is oriented similarly to its
neighboring triangles, sharing anedgeas determined by the dihedral angleθ between the two. When
θ is small (<45◦) we expect the observed continuity to offset the costρ1. Whenθ is large (≥45◦)

4dmed is used as the estimate of the expectedunit distance between samples, while5 < η < 15 is a parameter which
experimentally varies according to the sampling uniformity.
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Figure 6.9: (From [45].) Steps in reconstructing a “corner shape” from 800 sample points which
illustrate how our method favors meshing triangles in the region distant to the corner prior to meshing
sharp features, where difficult decisions (due to under-sampling) have to be made. From Left to
Right: the fullMS (in red, with unbounded elements not shown); reconstructing the first 10%,
50%, and 90% of candidate triangles; final surface reconstruction result. [45]

Figure 6.10: (Upper) Typology of mesh triangle topology based on simplicial adjacency at edges.
(Bottom) Typology of mesh vertex topology based on its incident edges and faces. [45]

we expect the lack of continuity to rather augment the costρ1. The functionf(θ) = [expθ−1]2 − 1
captures this notion well: atθ = 0, f(θ) = −1; at θ = 40◦, f(θ) ≃ 0; at θ = 80◦, f(θ) ≃ 8.24,
giving us:

ρ2 =
di

R
· 1

C2
· f(θ) , (6.2)

wheredi is the length of the shared edge. Thus, for a triangle with its three edges part of existing
smooth surface patches, the contributions forρ2 add up to completely cancelρ1 in Eq.(6.1).

* Handling the second form of local context: triangles sharing a vertex.

The second form of local context for a triangle is when it shares avertexwith an existing triangle.
This is a locally ambiguous situation that can potentially lead to (non-manifold) topological errors

Figure 6.11: Schematic steps of meshing and fixing vertex topology dynamically in our meshing
process to retain a “one-ring” around a vertex. [45]
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 6.12: This figure illustrates how the surface interpolants (ofA3
1 shock curves) are sorted

according their suitability in the classified queues for a toy sheep shape. (a-d) The most relevant
10%, 30%-60%, 60%-90%, and last 10% of type I and II shock curves inQ1. (e-g) The most
relevant 5%, 20%-40%, and last 10% of type III shock curves inQ2. (h) The oversize (d > dmax)
surface interpolants, which are not considered in the algorithm.

(Figure 6.10 bottom right) and must thus be delayed, avoided, or undone, to maintain a “one-ring”
vertex topology, as described below in three possible cases.(i) If the shared vertex topology is
already aone-ring, the new triangle should be rejected (Figure 6.10 bottom rightmost), since further
meshing is unlikely to yield a better 2-manifold mesh with lower cost.(ii) If the shared vertex is
a vertex-face incidence, (Figure 6.10 bottom second from right), the triangle should be delayed by
increasing its cost and reinserted into its queue to be considered later.(iii) If the shared vertex is
a non-manifold one-ring(the second last of Figure 6.11), theone-ring topology will be recovered
because the gap transforms will be undone as described earlier.

* Summary of the shock segregation algorithm.

In summary, we mesh surfaces in abest-firstmanner considering the suitability of each candidate
triangle: it’s shape, corresponding shock curve type and length, continuity from neighbors, and the
local mesh topology. Our method is implemented as a multiple-pass greedy iterative scheme. The
first pass builds all confident surface triangles (with costs estimated viaρ1 andρ2) from Q1; the
second pass uses candidates fromQ2 and resolves difficult cases using the local supports built from
the first pass. Figure 6.12 depicts an example ofQ1 andQ2 where the input is a set of 5,728 points
sampling a toy sheep model. The meshing process is depicted in Figure 6.13. Our method can be
viewed as amultiple seeded propagation scheme, where eachA3

1 curve without local context serves
as an initial seed, whose selection is optimal (in a greedy sense) and is integrated with the meshing
and error-recovery process. We note that the ability toretract improper meshing from errors is a
major advantage over other greedy/propagation-based methods. Figure 6.14 shows an example of
error recovery often observed in practice.5

* Extensions: exploit surface normal when available.

5The proposed algorithm isgreedywith error recovery, howevernot optimal in considering candidate triangles in a
best sequence and thus could produce meshes with artifacts such as thetwisted surfacein Figure 6.14, depending on the
sampling condition. One solution is to use the remainingMS to guide the recovery process: the surface artifacts can be
detected and fixed as otherMS transforms are applied [43].
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6.13: (From [45].) Intermediate result of meshing the set of22, 619 points sampling a toy
sheep model at (a)10%, (b) 30%, (c) 50%, (d) 75%, (e)90% completeness of the queueQ1, which
simulates an “inverse sampling” process as described in Section 6.1. Color scheme: in gray are
shown “interior” triangles (Figure 6.10), in blue, triangles with 1 boundary side, and in green those
with 2 boundary sides. (f) In this case, a water-tight surface is obtained after completion of meshing
theA3

1 curves inQ1. [45]

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.14: This figure shows a “local minima” typically observed in greedy meshing algorithms
and a solution to recover from it. (a) After our first greedy iteration we are left with a “twisted
surface” with two holes on both sides. (b) Detailed view of the twisted surface. The introduction
of the half-occluded triangle in the middle prevents the meshing to be 2-manifold and no further
meshing is possible unless a retraction is allowed. (c,d) A retraction and re-meshing of all local
triangles (blue) give a slightly different (but valid) manifold mesh.

Our method can be further fine-tuned when additional information is available. For example, each
A3

1 curve can be shown to robustly estimate a surface normal, a result which can be derived from
Amentaet al.’s analysis ofpoles[5]; thus, when normals are available in conjunction with a point
cloud (as many main-stream methods assume), the candidateA3

1 curve in the normal direction should
be prioritized. When some existing mesh connectivity is already available (i.e., a partial mesh to be
re-meshed), the local structure of theMS sharing such connectivity can be used to correctly select
A3

1 curves with associated surface triangles (detailed below).

* Handle non-manifold surfaces.

A second extension of our method is to reconstruct surfaces with coarse-scale non-manifoldseams
(path of intersecting junctions) [227] typically observed in CAD models and other multi-media ob-
jects, Figure 6.15. This problem is further ill-posed and rarely considered in the literature [209],
since without the manifold constraint, any sample point in the vicinity could potentially be meshed.
We propose to add a third queueQ3 (after Q1 andQ2) to handle the re-meshed surfaces closer
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Figure 6.15: Reconstructing surface with coarse-scale self-intersecting topology: (a) an artificial
non-manifold surface with ‘+’ like cross-sections rotated along an axis. (b) The sample points in the
cross section and possible reconstructions in 2D. (c) The resulting surface where the mesh structure
is depicted in (d) and the correspondingMA in (e). (f) Another example of meshing a seashell
model with non-manifold seam junctions.

to such (coarse-scale) seams and surfaces with (true) boundary and large holes. This extends our
approach to handle all surface topologies in Figure 6.2.6 The coupledMA (Figure 6.15(e)) can be
used to organize the resulting surface: anA3 rib curve corresponds to aridgeor seam on the surface.

6.3 Experimental Results

We have implemented our method and extensively tested it in reconstructing surfaces withvarious
topologies: closed (Figures 6.1(d,g), 6.13, 6.16(a,b,d), 7.14, 6.20, 6.23(e)), with multiple compo-
nents (Figure 6.5, 6.18), non-orientable (Figure 6.1(b)), multiply punctured (Figure 6.1(c)), with
multiple holes (genus) (Figures 6.16(b), 7.14(e), 6.20), closely knotted (Figures 6.1(d), 6.16(a),
6.23(e)), with boundaries (Figures 6.1(a-c,e-f), 6.5, 6.9, 6.15, 6.16(c), 6.17, 6.18, 6.19, 6.24), with
sharp ridges (discontinuous in curvature) (Figures 6.1(e-f), 6.9, 6.20, 6.19, 6.24), non-manifold
surfaces intersecting at seams (Figures 6.1(a), 6.15(c,f)), and with (relatively) low sampling (Fig-
ure 6.1(d), 6.14, 6.16(b-c), 6.19 (in each bucket), 6.23(e)).7

We have also tested our method for inputs made ofnon-uniformsampling as Figure 6.1.(c),
Figure 6.16.(b,c) and Figure 6.23 demonstrate. The performance of our method degrades reasonably
asperturbationincreases, Figure 6.24. In addition, our method is capable to handle complex surfaces
of relatively low (but more uniform) sampling, such as in Figure 6.1(d), 6.16(b), and 6.23(e).

* Three other useful applications of the surface meshing approach.

6Additional heuristics can be useda posteriorito fill remaining (large) holes if needed.
7Color scheme: all surfaces in “gold” are closed (water-tight) by our method; otherwise they are left in gray, with

boundaries in blue.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.16: (From [45].) Results of our reconstructed surfaces and correspondingMS ’s. (a) Uni-
formly sampled knotted figure (28, 653 points,57, 306 faces, data from MPII). (b) Non-uniformly
and low- sampled triple donut shape (1, 996 points,3, 999 faces). (c) Cyberware Mannequin (6, 386
points,12, 727 faces); NB: not a solid, bottom is left open. (d) Cyberware Igea (134, 345 points,
268, 686 faces). The initialMS after the segregation typically contains abundant details about the
shape. Further regularization of theMS into a succinct form such as the ones in Figure 7.14 is
detailed in [43].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.17: (From [45].) Validation: Superimposing our resulting mesh on the Stanford Bunny
shows that most of the original mesh is recovered. (a,b) The minor differences (green) are the result
of different triangulations of geometrically similar surface patches. (c) The narrow strips of holes at
the bottom of the model are filled and the two larger circular holes are left unfilled. (d) Increasingη to
be 30 (and thus increasingdmax) allows larger triangles to close these holes, producing a water-tight
model. [45]
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.18: (From [45].) Surface reconstruction from (a) a single scan of the Bunny (40,256 points)
from the Stanford scanning repository. (b) Two views of our meshing result. [45]

In addition to meshing unorganized points, we point outfour other useful applications below:(1)
re-meshing/repairing a partial mesh,(2) accurate fusing of row scans data,(2) computing a tightly-
coupledMA with the meshed shape, which is useful in further modeling and matching applica-
tions [43], and(4) handling large datasets, which will be elaborated in§ 6.4.

Re-meshing partial meshes:This can be done in two ways, either(i) by keeping all existing
triangles knowna priori to be correct and letting other candidate triangles compete to grow surface
patches from these, or(ii) by assigning high priority to existing triangles (in a“polygon soup”) over
other new candidates and letting the algorithm re-mesh them to a final surface. Figure 6.17 validates
our reconstruction result against the original model.

Application to accurately fuse row scans.In the domain of digital scanning of 3D objects, the
iterative closest point (ICP) [22] is frequently used in registering two or more scans to fuse them
together. The basic idea of ICP is to move toward the closest point of a target model and iterate on
all sample points until they converge to a final position. It is well known that if a meshing between
sample points is available, the point-to-mesh ICP performs better than a point-to-point ICP [166].
Our ability to mesh unorganized points suggests a potential to accurately fuse raw scans by first
meshing individual raw scans into initial meshes and fuse them using a point-to-mesh ICP to better
align them. Figure 6.18 shows an example of meshing a raw scan data. We can further pre-smooth
the initial raw scans using the prior knowledge of the characteristics from the scanners (if available)
to remove outliers, in prior to the meshing/fusing steps to further increase the fusion accuracy.8

Extension to robustMA computation: The proposed method leads to a successfulMA/MS
computation scheme in producing a coupled shape-skeleton representation [43], which is useful in a
range of shape modeling and matching applications. The otherMS transforms (in Chapter 5) are in-
volved to further regularize the remainingMS into a simplified form, while in the process, theMS
is modified together with the tightly-coupled surface mesh [43]. This will be further investigated in
Chapter 7.

6.4 A Bucketing Technique for Handle Large Inputs

* Survey on methods handling large datasets.

Recent needs in handling huge collections of samples,e.g. from laser scanned points, often demand
out-of-core techniques which are scalable to such large datasets. Typically, the computation is first
performed locally and then iteratively refined to produce a globally consistent result. For example,

8Refer to our technical report for more details on this approach.
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Figure 6.19: This figure illustrates the bucketing/stitching approach on the Sapho dataset, where the
bucket size is made small (10K points each) to exaggerate the stitching regions. (a) The buckets
(blue) and the final surface after stitching. (b) Thestitching meshesof the 4 indicated buckets. (c)
The final stitching surface is the union of all confident triangles in the stitching meshes.

the super-coconein [63] uses an octree subdivision and runs thecoconealgorithm multiple times
towards a final surface. Allegreet al.’s (out-of-core) streaming surface reconstruction to handle large
point sets [2, 3]. Notably, a recent multi-level streaming Poisson-based approach [34] handles up
to 400 million oriented points. In our novel method discussed below, we rely on an adaptable and
scalable partition of space function of local sampling densities to also produce a multi-pass version
of our reconstruction scheme, allowing us to handle arbitrarily large datasets.

* Approach: bucketing and stitching to handle large datasets.

An important point not raised thus far is that since we have not imposed any strong restriction on the
surface topology, we can handlevery large datasetsby simply dividing the space into 3D buckets
and meshing surface within each bucket, Figure 6.22, Figures 6.1(g), 6.20, 6.19.9 We can then stitch
the surface pieces together to get a final model using the same algorithmagain. Prior to stitching, we
exclude the un-reliable triangles near bucket boundaries (i.e., those which are built without support
of nearby points from adjacent buckets). Then, the stitching of surfaces in adjacent buckets can be
viewed as completing or repairing a partial mesh (by taking already meshed triangles near bucket
boundaries as an initial solution).

* Details on stitching the surfaces in buckets.

9We make use of an efficient way of constructing 3D buckets in the course of computing theMS as described
by Leymarie & Kimia [125]. The two common ways to create buckets are as follows:(i) grid-cell bucketing: divide
the space intoN × N × N buckets, where the number of sample points in buckets can be different, Figure 6.20.(ii)
adaptive (variable-size) bucketing: each bucket contains roughly the same number of points and can be different in size,
Figures 6.22, 6.1(f) and 6.19.
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

Figure 6.20: (From [45].) Views of the individual reconstructed surface of the Stanford Thai Statue
dataset (≈5× 106 points) inside the7× 7× 7 3D buckets. Observe that the surface is fully meshed
except at the boundary of the buckets. [45]

The stitching algorithm is briefly described as follows.(i) First, after the triangles inside each bucket
are meshed, the un-reliable triangles near bucket boundary are excluded and all remaining triangles
are consideredconfidentand finalized.(ii) Second, the triangles to stitch each bucket near its bound-
ary (in thestitching sausage) are meshed, by finding all finalized triangles in the enlarged vicinity of
nearby buckets as initial triangles and run the meshing algorithm to seamlessly stitch them. Again
the un-reliable triangles are excluded from thisstitching meshof each bucket.(iii) Finally, the union
of all confident triangles (inside all buckets and all stitching meshes) gives the final surface, Fig-
ure 6.19. The operation inside each bucket/stitching sausage islocal, so it is scalable to arbitrary
large datasets. The only assumption is that the sampling density is limited to guaranteedmax, thus
constraints the confident triangles. As an extension, ameta-bucket(multiple layers of buckets) can
be exploited to handle huge datasets containing billions of points. Also, the meshing of surfaces
inside each bucket can be run in parallel,e.g., on multi-core architectures. Figure 6.19 illustrates our
implementation. Figure 6.21 shows an application of our approach in meshing unorganized scanned
points in urban modeling.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.21: (a) Unorganized2, 113, 141 points scanned from Columbia Pupin plaza. (b) Recon-
structed surface: totally950, 710 faces on781, 026 points.

Figure 6.22: The sub-division of the 3D space into splices, rows, and buckets.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6.23: (From [45].) (a) Igea dataset non-uniformly sampled with75, 545 points (from MPII).
(b) Our result made of75, 545 vertices and145, 082 faces. (c) Observe how our method preserve
fine details on the densely sampled surface. (d-e) The meshing of a low-sampling (1, 440 points)
knotting surface (Data come with MeshLab, an open source software); refer to Figure 7.13 for its
MS). Our algorithm recovers the surface by propagating from the (outside) non-ambiguous regions
which helps to solve the ambiguity in the tangled regions. [45]
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Initialization:
1. Compute the full medial scaffold (MS) of the input points.
2. Determinedmed anddmax from theA3

1 shock curve distribution analysis.
3. Insert all type I and II shock curves withd < dmax to Q1.
4. Insert all type III shock curves withd < dmax to Q2.

First greedy iteration:
Repeat

1. Remove the next shock curveγ with least cost fromQ1:
2. If meshing ofγ disallow any local candidateγ2 with similar cost,

delay bothγ andγ2 by increasing their costs and re-insert toQ1.
3. If the meshing of triangleTγ does not violate the 2-manifold topology,

performgap transformonγ, modify the costs of neighboring shock curves{γn}.
Otherwise add all local shock curves violating the 2-manifold topology toQ2.

4. If any non-manifold one-ring surface topology is detected,
undo gap transform(s) to recover an one-ring.

Until Q1 is empty.
Second greedy iteration:

Repeat
1. Remove the next shock curveγ with least cost fromQ2:
2. If the meshing of triangleTγ does not violate the 2-manifold topology,

perform gap transform onγ, modify the costs of neighboring triangles{γn}.
3. If any conflict of mesh topology is detected, undo gap transform(s) to recover an

one-ring.
Until Q2 is empty.

Third greedy iteration:

Table 6.1: Pseudo code of our surface reconstruction algorithm.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.24: (From [45].) This figure shows how our method performs on inputs (5, 701 points)
under perturbationw.r.t. dmed; Max. displacementdn = n × dmed, wheren is a percentage; each
point coordinate,x, y, z, is perturbed by a factorh = rand × dn, whererand is a random number
between[−0.5, 0.5]. Left to Right: original dataset (8, 014 faces);50% of noise (11, 196 faces);
100% (11, 101 faces);150% (11, 018 faces). Topological quality is initially reasonable and then
degrades as the noise extent increases. [45]
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Models # of points Time (sec)
sheep 22,619 6.22

Stanford bunny 35,947 10.97
bunny scan 1 40,256 10.297

igea (non-uniform) 75,545 26.56
sapho 120,965 33.6

alison (whole body) 121,723 40.954
igea 134,345 50.296

ball joint 137,062 52.734
john (whole body) 146,614 50.906

elephant 206,618 72.953
hip 265,081 105.906
boat 291,117 102.844
john 321,239 132.531

Figure 6.25: Computation time plot of the proposed surface meshing implementation on a PC with
a Pentium 4 3G MHz CPU and 2GB RAM.



Chapter 7

Medial Scaffold Regularization

* Overview of chapter: computational aspects inMS regularization.

This chapter describes the computational aspects of how theMS transforms defined in Chapter 5
is performed toregularize theMS in the dual-scale (hypergraph/mesh) representation. A compu-
tational pipeline is developed — starting with unorganized points as input to compute theMS and
regularize it with full automation. The computation continues from theshock segregationprocess
(Chapter 6) and further regularizes the remainingMS. As a next step, the coarse-scale structure of
theMS is built to perform the subsequentMS transforms. This chapter elaborates two aspects of
the computational scheme:(i) the strategy to choose a suitable computational scheme (algorithm)
and representation (data structure) to overcome several computational bottlenecks, and(ii) the main-
taining of a coupled shape boundary with theMS during the regularization process.

* Organization of chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 motivates the computational strategy in applying the
MS transforms for regularization. Section 7.2 elaborates the algorithm in detailed steps. Section 7.3
is on how to associate the boundary (points) with theMS elements in the regularization process.
Finally, Section 7.4 presents experimental results. The applications of the regularizedMS will be
shown in Chapters 10.

7.1 Overview of the Computational Strategy forMS Regular-
ization

* Overview of the computational pipeline.

The proposedMS computational scheme starts withunorganizedpoint samples as input.1 The
goal is to regularize theMS by applying the set of transforms defined in Chapter 5 in a suitable
order, such that the resultingMS approximates the trueMA of the shape. Specifically, the regular-
izedMS must be(i) topologicallycorrect,(ii) geometricallyaccurate (feature preserving), and(iii)
consistently associated with its boundary shape.

We have discussed the first part of the computational pipeline in Chapter 6,i.e., the initial com-
putation of the fullMS and theshock segregationprocess (gap transforms,§ 6.2). The next step
is to further regularize the remainingMS by applying the full set of transforms (splices, contracts,
merges,etc.).

1Refer to§ 2.2.1 and§ 6 for justification on considering theunorganizedpoints as the general form of input for 3D
shapes.
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Figure 7.1: Three computational approaches forMS regularization. (a) A naive approach compute
the (full)MS directly from the input and build a coarse-scale representation to apply allMS trans-
forms, which consumes the most computational resource. (b) A better approach first perform the
segregation (gap transforms) to obtain a surface mesh and then apply allMS transforms. (c) The
proposed approach is more efficient in grouping together gap transforms and splice transforms into
individual steps and perform allMS transforms only on the necessary parts.

* Need of a (coarse-scale) structural representation.

An immediate computational issue in applying theMS transforms is that adual-scalerepresentation
is required to perform theMS hypergraph edits (Chapter 3). To illustrate, a splice transform needs
to ‘splice’ together two sheets, a contract transform needs to combine together two elements, and a
merge transform can split a medial sheet/curve into two. An intuitive idea is to view thesegregated
MS as thefine-scalestructure (since it is an immediate result from input points). The construction
of a higher-level structure is necessary.

* Computational bottlenecks of a brute-force approach.

Ideally all theMS transforms covered in Chapter 5 should be considered and rank-ordered in the
regularization process. A naive approach is to construct the coarse-scale sheets/curves directly from
the fine-scale mesh by grouping together elements with the same topology, Figure 7.1(b).2 While
this approach is capable in considering allMS transforms in a ‘best-first’ fashion (ranked-ordering
by theirdeform costs), the problem in practice is of three-folds:

• Limitation of computer memory: Observe that the immediate segregatedMS is extremely
noisy in containing numerous “spiky” medialtabsdue to sampling artifacts, Figure 7.3(c).
This approach requires to represent allMS sheets, curves, and nodes in both scales, which is
a huge burden in computer memory. (Clearly, this redundancy can be avoided by performing
low-cost simplification in priority, detailed below.)

• Redundant computation: Since theMS is initially noisy, most computation in this approach
will be redundant, in that many low cost transforms are performed and later the resultingMS
elements are removed by subsequent transforms. (Refer to Figures 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 to see how
much this redundancy could be by comparing the number of sheets in the initial and resulting

2A further generalization in computation is to combine the gap transforms (in shocksegregation) as well into an
unified iteration of all transforms in Figure 7.1(a). However, such scheme requires more computational memory and
time, since the fullMS is more complex than the segregatedMS (see Figure 7.3 for an example). To give a practical
sense, if the fullMS of a set of random points is put in this dual-scale structure, we have a serious limitation in capacity
of 5K to 20K points on a modern PC with 2GB of memory.
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Figure 7.2: The proposedMS computation and regularization pipeline. On the right are the snap-
shot of theMS under processing in each step.

MS.) A solution to avoid this redundancy is to perform simplification transforms such as the
splices in prior to the others.

• Difficult in performing transforms: In eachMS transform, a consistent boundary shape must
be maintained in order to estimate the costs of subsequent transforms. At this stage where only
a fine-scaleMS mesh is available, it is difficult to estimate costs and update the boundary,
since only very primal discrete approximation is available.3

The above thoughts motivate the following strategies in our approach:

• Most effective firstto order transforms: The most effective transform (with smaller cost) in
simplifying theMS, such as thesplice transforms, should be performed in prior to others.

• Group similar transforms: The transforms of the same type and with similar costs should be
grouped together and applied in a batch. This suggests a‘multi-pass’ iterations of transforms,
i.e., continuing from Chapter 6 of low-costgap transforms, one should apply low-lostsplice
transforms (§7.2.1).

• Build a coupled boundary surface, in prior to a full treatment of all transforms: Since our
computation starts with points and theMS transforms operate tightly with the boundary, it
is necessary to first produce a surface meshing of the points, to better estimate the transform
cost and subsequent changes. This also motivates the shock segregation in Chapter 6 as a

3For example, a “spiky” shock tab with a singleA2
1 element in Figure?? are associated with only two generators

from the corresponding boundary tetrahedron. (This issue is more involved and will be covered in§ 7.3.)
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Figure 7.3: The regularization of theMS of a bone in low sampling. (a) The fullMS recovered
from QHull (the unbounded sheets to infinity is not shown). (b) TheMS after shock segregation.
Zoom in to see the inside and outsideMS are separated. Many“spiky” tabs (spurious artifacts)
due to sampling. (c)MS inside an enlarged bounding box of the input points. (d) The coarse-scale
MS of (c) is very noisy. (e) After the r-min splice regularization. theMS in (f) contains much less
complex graph structure.

standalone process. However, the resultingMS contains many “spiky” shock tabs (artifacts).
Since acoarse-scaleMS is not available at this stage, we propose to use the following inter-
mediate representation to apply subsequent splice transforms to regularize them.

• Use of areduced representationin the initial stage: The idea is to migrate the (noisy) fine-
scaleMS mesh toward the (regularized) coarse-scaleMS hypergraph by perform thegap
andsplicetransforms on an intermediateminimum(but sufficient) representation, which min-
imizes the computational burden. We propose to use areducedrepresentation (steps marked
‘red’ in Figure 7.1) for such need, where the coarse-scale medial sheets only contain pointers
to theirA2

1 elements (and all other coarse-scale curves and nodes are keptimplicit). The ad-
vantages are two-folds:(i) It avoids to explicitly maintain a coarse-scale hypergraph structure,
which effectively relieves the memory bottleneck,i.e, allow to handle larger dataset.4 (ii) It
ensures no information is lost in recovering thefull (original) dual-scale representation in the
later stage (i.e., all topology and geometry can be completely recovered, detailed in§ 7.2.4).
There is only a few relatively minor penalties in this approach:(i) limitedMS transforms in
support (only the gap and splice transforms are straight-forward to perform),(ii) inaccuracy
in estimating the transform costs,(iii) incapable to modify boundary (at a detailed geometric
level), and(iv) a few extra steps to recover the full representation.

7.2 The Computational Pipeline forMS Regularization

This section elaborates the proposedMS regularization pipeline (Refer to Figure 7.2 for a sum-
mary). A few optional steps are introduced to improve and fine-tune the resultingMS (detailed
below). Refer to Figures 7.3, 7.5, and 7.11 for results of the intermediate steps.

4The current implementation takes up to 300K points as input, see§ 7.4.
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1. Computation of the full (fine-scale)MS from the input point cloud.

2. A segregationstep on the fullMS (surface meshing viagap transforms), which segregates
thesampling artifactscaffold from the remainingMS, which reflects the true symmetry. The
main procedure is a greedy sequence ofA3

1-curve gap transforms on the fine-scaleMS. (§ 6.2)

3. An earlysplice regularizationstep (splicetransforms on low-cost fine-scaleA2
1 sheets), which

prunes out most noisy spike-like shock tabs and greatly simplify theMS topology. The main
procedure is a greedy sequence ofA1A3-I andA2

1A3-II sheet splice transforms on thereduced
representation. (§7.2.1)

4. Theregularization of A3 ribs. TheA3 rib curves are important which corresponds to the
‘boundary’ of theMS hypergraph (i.e., the initialMS boundary formed in the ‘grass-fire’
propagation [87]). It can be noisy due to the sampling effect (of points as input), Figure 7.3(e).
This step regularizes theA3 rib curves by applying the splice transforms element-by-element
to ‘trim’ them in a way that the ribs of salient features are kept. (§7.2.2)

5. An (optional)component selectionstep. Our system works with point clouds thus does not
impose assumptions on the input shape topology. For a well-sampledsimple closedsurface,
theMA is separated into two parts,i.e., theinterior andexterior. Typical applications focus
on the interiorMA, while some others interest in the exteriorMA (see§ 10.3). This step
allows to specify theMS component of interest.5 (§ 7.2.3)

6. The extraction of the (full)dual-scalerepresentation. Construction of the coarse-scaleMS
hypergraph from the fine-scale meshes, which consists of two steps:(i) connected component
labeling ofMS sheets and curves,i.e., grouping the connected elements with the same topol-
ogy into components; and(ii) a second step to recover the topology of medial sheets into the
canonicalforms (as described in Chapter 3, in theenhanced half-edge(EHE) data structure
detailed in Chapter 4). (§7.2.4)

7. An all-transform regularization step, which considers all transforms defined in Chapter 5
to regularize theMS in the (full) dual-scale representation. The main procedure is a greedy
iteration of allMS transforms, rank-ordered by their cost metric reflecting the amount of
corresponding shape changes. (§7.2.5)

8. A (optional)smoothing ofA3 ribs. In comparing to step 4 which regularizes theA3 rib curves
in the (fine-scale)element-wiselevel, this step further smoothes the ribs in asub-element
level. Specifically, curve smoothing techniques such as thediscrete curve shortening(DCS)
or Gaussian smoothing are applied to smooth theA3 rib curves as well as its incidentA2

1

sheet elements. This step effectively removes remaining artifacts of the rib curves due to
low-samplings. (§7.2.6)

The remaining of this section covers the detailed algorithm of each step. In an overview,§ 7.2.1
describes the splice regularization, and§ 7.2.2 regularizes theA3 rib curves by applying element-
wise splice transforms.§ 7.2.4 constructs the coarse-scaleMS from the selected fine-scale compo-
nent in§ 7.2.3.§ 7.2.5 is the main step to rank-order and perform allMS transforms for regulariza-
tion. Finally,§ 7.2.6 further smoothes theA3 rib curves.

5The selection ofMS component can be manual or fully automatic, or simply keeping all components in case the
notion of interior/exterior does not exist.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.4: Regularizing theMS of a prism shape. (a) The immediateMS after theshock segrega-
tion (meshing) process [45] contains numerous noisy “spiky" medial tabs. (b) Grouping the medial
sheets inside a bounding box into components (yellow: a single sheet element, green: component
with 2 elements, gray: sheets connecting to the exteriorMS, other sheets are in random colors). (d)
The splice transforms remove the spiky tabs; the remainingMS hypergraph is shown in wire frame
to depict its structure.

7.2.1 Splice regularization

This step takes the remainingMS from thesegregationprocess (§6.2) and regularize it by removing
the‘spike’-like shocktabs(sheets with no interioranchorcurves in theMS hypergraph), which are
the spurious artifacts created from the sampling process. Figure 7.4 illustrates an example on a prism
shape.

The main procedure is an iteration ofsplicetransforms (A1A3-I andA2
1A3-II sheet splices) per-

formed on thereducedrepresentation, where the update of shape boundary is neglected in the trans-
forms. The candidate shock sheets are rank-ordered by the cost oftotal number of associated gen-
eratorsof each sheetSi, which approximates the amount of shape changes corresponding to pruning
Si. 6 The iteration stops when a pre-set cost thresholdTs is reached. We foundTs = 10 works well
in practice.

The reducedrepresentation suits well here in minimizing the computational burden. Since the
coarse-scaleMS sheets only store the minimum information (i.e., pointers to the set of fine-scale
A2

1 elements), the splice operation only involves deleting and merging of sets of pointers.

7.2.2 RegularizingA3 rib curves

* Motivation: importance of theA3 ribs and its regularization.

The splice regularization removes the spiky tabs (first artifact of sampling) while leaving the zig-zag
A3 rib curves (second artifact of sampling) intact. This step regularize theA3 rib curves by pruning
out noisy sheet elements, Figure 7.3(d-e). Further smoothing of the rib curves involves modification
within the mesh elements is detailed in§ 7.2.6.

Recall from the theory in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2) that theA3 rib curve for a smooth shape surface
should be smooth, while the rib for a sharp corner should be right at the ridge (a degenerate case).

6The assumptions are that(i) the input points are uniformly sampled, and(ii) the shock sheet is small enough to
neglect other cost terms (such as theshock flowand angleφ) in § 5.2.1. While other complex cost definitions are
possible,i.e., by considering the boundary geometry (area, curvature, volume) and the shock attributes (radius, flow,
angle), practical results indicate that this approximation works well.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 7.5: (a) Both the interior and exteriorMS components of an Easter island statue (from MPII,
40k points) aftershock segregationare extremely noisy. The interiorMS (6, 084 sheets) in (b) is
regularized into191 sheets (c), where the boundary region of each sheet is shown in (d) in the same
color. TheMS graph with all sheets implicit better visualizes its internal structure (541curves,354
nodes) in (e).

However, in practice of point-sampled shapes, theA3 curves are highly unstable due to the high
order of singularity ofA3 (instead ofA1 regular tangency contact).7

The main advantage in extracting a (robust) regularizedA3 rib curve is to capture salient features
of the shape. Since the ribs are the boundary of theMS hypergraph, the close it is to the shape, the
more detailed is captured. The rib curves map to theridge curves on the surface (§10.2). On the
other hand, the robustness of the rib curves are closely affected by the sampling densityw.r.t. the
local feature size(§ 2.2.1). Our strategy is to find a balance between the robustness and the accuracy
of the extracted rib curves in computation.8

* Approach to regularizeA3 ribs: a“min-radius” trimming of bordering mesh faces.

We adopt a‘close-to-surface’ (minimum-radius) trimmingof theA2
1 sheets incident to theA3 ribs,

which is essentially an iteration ofsplice transformselement-by-element, which prunes out noisy
A2

1 sheet elements close to the boundary (within a shock radius thresholdRt and with low costs).9

The adopting the radius thresholdRt imposes an important assumption that the object boundary is
smooth to some extent (so the local radius of curvaturer is larger thanRt), an idea is related to
Chazal’sλ-MA [47] reviewed in§ 2.2.1, in that the radius thresholdRt is essentially the parameter
λ.

* Algorithm for theA3 rib curve trimming.

In implementation, we iterate the splice transforms on the fine-scaleA2
1 shock element near the

boundary by ordering candidateA2
1 shock elements by their ‘maximum radius’ (of all vertices of

7We observe that theA3 rib curves for the point-sampled shapes are not smooth in general (sheet polygon are typically
elongated along the radius increasing direction). This instability exists even if the surface is smooth and densely sampled
without noise. An interesting observation is that the denser the sampling, the stronger these artifacts (sharper spikes) are
observed, which requires further study.

8Refer to Figure 7.14 to see how theMS captures the loosely sampled surface features (and how close they are)in
our approach, when compared to other methods reviewed in Chapter 2.

9Theelement-wisesplice transform can be viewed as adegeneratesplice transform, which prunes a sheet element
without the ’splicing’ step: There is only one shock sheet element remaining (instead of two) on the seam curve.
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the polygon), until the radius thresholdRt is reached.10 The parameterRt is related to the input
sampling condition and can be(i) estimated automatically from the average density between samples
(asdmed in § 6.2) or (ii) specified manually. A largerRt results in more details of theMA to be
pruned out, while a smallerRt might result in large zigzags on theA3 ribs.

In additional to the above fix-radius trimming, two ideas can be exploited to further regularize the
A3 rib curves. (I) First, candidateA2

1 sheets can be ordered by their localsaliencyfor removal, which
is reflected by the shock angleφ and speed of formationv (in § 2.3). Specifically, theelongated
A2

1 sheet elements are typically with larger shock angleφ (and lower speedv) and thus should be
removed. This is implemented by ordering candidateA2

1 shock elements by their‘compactness’,
similar to the compactnessC measure of a triangle in§ 6.2. 11 (II) Second, thegeodesicdistance
(shortest path on the shock sheets) can be used to outline a smoothA3 curve for trimming. The
computation of geodesic field on shock sheets has been discussed in Chapter 5. This idea can be
combined with the flow analysis inside the medial sheets (§3.4) and is referred as future works.

7.2.3 (Optional)MS component selection

This optional step selects a specific connected component of theMS hypergraph. In the case of
a closed shape, theMS is often separated into two components, theinterior andexterior. This
step allow to choose the specific component of interest for further processing, or simply retain all
components.

In addition, this step also provides a chance to fix topological error of theMS when aprior
knowledge of the interior/exteriorMS is available. Specifically, the greedy algorithm of the shock
segregation process (§6.2) is not perfect that in some rare case for a close shape, a gap transform
may not performed (which it should), leaving an artifact shock to connect the interior and exterior
MS elements together. If the input shape is knowna priori to be solid, one can force to close
the boundary surface holes and remove all shocks arising from the holes (by locally enforcing gap
transforms).

The system default is to keep thelargest interiorMS component by first cropping theMS ele-
ments inside a enlarged bounding box of the input, Figure 7.3(c). The largest component is typically
theinteriorMS component. Otherwise, the second and third largest components could be manually
selected. A few remarks regarding the practical implementation is detailed in the footnote.12

7.2.4 Construct coarse-scaleMS
* Goal: construct coarseMS nodes, curves, sheets and recover their inter-connectivity.

10In performing the splice transforms, we pass the generators associated with the pruned sheets to the remaining
adjacent shock curves. The issue of maintaining a consistent generator to shock association will be covered in§ 7.3.

11Since theA2
1 sheet element is aconvexpolygon (corresponding to a Voronoi face), its ‘compactness’ can be roughly

estimated by dividing it into triangles and computed from the weighted sum of the compactness of these triangles.
12Remarks: (i) If any portion of theMS is removed in this optional step by a non-standard (transform-like) pro-

cedure, one should repeat the previoussplice regularizationagain to remove all low-cost shock sheets.(ii) (See§ 7.3)
The generators associated with the exteriorMS might be“lost” after its removal. One canre-assignthem to relevant
shocks,e.g., by assigning to:(a) the closest valid neighboring shocks, which can be found by aoctreesearch in the
remainingMS hypergraph.(b) the closest valid shocks, which is found by a search the original (unpruned) fullMS.
(iii) For the case the interior and exteriorMS is separated except a few errors, one can identify the‘weakest’link on the
MS hypergraph which connects them and break the hypergraph. This is an extension of finding thebridgeon a graph
into the hypergraph, which is related to thek-connected (bi-connected, tri-connected, ...) graph connectivity problem
and the ‘maximum flow and minimum cut’ on a hypergraph [52].
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Figure 7.6: Construct the coarse-scaleMS components from the fine-scale mesh and recover their
inter-connectivity into a hypergraph. The sheet components are randomly colored.

This session recovers the coarse-scaleMS hypergraph from the fine-scale polygonal mesh, Fig-
ure 7.6, which can be decomposed into two main steps:(i) construct the coarse-scaleMS nodes
(A1A3, A4

1), curves (A3, A3
1) by grouping together curve elements, and sheets (A2

1) by grouping
together sheet elements, and(ii) recover theinter-connectivity(topological incidence) between the
nodes/curves/sheets toward a hypergraph.

The topology of aMS curve is simple (1Dpoly-line, which can be eitherclosedor open). In
contrast, the topology of aMS sheet is more complex. As discussed in§ 4.4 (Figure 4.1), there
are three cases at a sheet boundary:(i) the interior/exterior boundary curves,(ii) the internalanchor
curves, and(iii) the self-intersections (e.g., ‘triple junction’ near anA5 swallow-tail).

* Algorithm to recover the structuralMS hypergraph.

The algorithm to recover the coarse-scaleMS hypergraph is as follows.

1. Construct coarse-scaleMS nodesfrom the fine-scale shock vertex elements of typesA1A3,
A4

1 and higher-orders.

2. Construct coarse-scaleMS curvesfrom the fine-scale curve elements ofA3, A3
1 and higher-

orders. Specifically, traverse all coarse-scaleMS nodes and construct each incidentMS
curve by tracing along the curve elements one-by-one (as a polyline) until anotherMS node
is reached. As eachMS curve is built, all its fine-scale edge elements are set to be visited, and
the curve-to-node and node-to-curve connectivity is created properly. In case a closed curve
is extracted, it is handled as aloopcurve with identical ending nodes; refer to Figure 4.6(b).

3. Construct coarse-scaleMS sheetsby grouping together sheet elements. A propagation-based
connected component labeling scheme is exploited, by visiting (and labeling) fine-scale sheet
elements and propagate to its neighbors, until the borderingA3

1 orA3 curve of the current sheet
is reached. The sheet-to-curve and curve-to-sheet connectivity is represented by the extended
half-edge (EHE) data structure described in§ 4.4. A last step is to convert the set of half-edges
of each coarse-scale sheet toward acanonical formdetailed in§ 4.4.

7.2.5 IterativeMS regularization using all shock transforms

This is the main step ofMS regularization in considering allMS transforms defined in Chapter 5.
All candidate transforms (gaps, splices, contracts, merges, loops) are detected and rank-ordered in
a priority queueQt according to theircost(saliency reflecting the amount of local shape change)
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Figure 7.7: (a) Result of association of boundary points{Gi} to a medial sheet corresponding to the
bump of the ‘deformed pair-of plane’ shape in Figure 6.5. Color lines between the boundary points
and the fine-scaleMS elements depict such association: blue, green, red lines for assignment with
A2

1 sheet,A3
1 curve, andA4

1 vertex elements, respectively. (b) All other generators (except the bump)
are associated with the other sheet. (c) Zoom in to the bump area to depict how the medial sheet in
(a) occupies a volume and the complemental cavity of the other sheet.

and are performed in a ‘best-first’ greedy iterations.13 After each transform is performed, all locally
modifiedMS sheets, curves and nodes are re-evaluated and new candidate transforms are re-insert
into Qt. The iteration stops when a pre-defined stopping condition (cost thresholdTc) is reached.

7.2.6 (Optional) smoothingA3 rib curves

This step continues from§ 7.2.2 to further smooth theA3 rib curves. In contract to the element-wise
pruning ofA2

1 sheet elements near the ribs, this section smooth the rib curves by modifying the
geometry of each fine-scale element. An immediate consequence is that the “medial” property along
the rib curves islocally invalid, e.g., a rib curve element after modification is no long equal-distant
to its three generators. However, globally the resulting rib curves are smoother and in fact more
close to the true scenario. We discuss two smoothing techniques of different advantages, which can
be used in combination.

(I) Discrete Curve Shortening (DCS). Observe that the geometry of allA2
1 sheet elements are

convexpolygons (Voronoi faces). The idea is to contract the elongated polygon by pulling the rib
vertices inward. Thediscrete curve shortening(DCS) technique can be applied on theA3 rib curve
of each fine-scale face element on the side. The advantage is that(a) the smoothing will not violates
the mesh topology (since the polygons are convex) and(b) the resultingA2

1 sheet elements remain
to be stillplanarpolygons.

(II) Gaussian smoothing. Specifically, convolving a 3D Gaussian kernel to smooth theA3 rib
as a space curve. This approach can violate the local topology and the resultingA2

1 sheet elements
are no longer planar.

7.3 Maintaining a Consistent Boundary andMS Association

This section describes how to maintain a consistent association of the boundary (sample points) with
theMS during the regularization process in§ 7.2. A consistent association between the boundary
shape and skeleton is important in and useful in various aspects:(1) estimating theMS transform

13The priority queueQt is implemented as a C++ multi-map to sort all candidate transforms according to their cost.
Note that the entry of amergetransform requires storing two components (e.g., a node to a curve), while other transforms
(splice, contract, ...) requires only one component (e.g., either a sheet or a curve). Refer to Table 8.1 for a summary of
the main components involved in theMS transforms.
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Figure 7.8: (a-c) The 2D case of maintaining a consistent generator-to-shock association during a
splicetransform (pruning of a shock branch [200]). (d-e) The 3D case near anA3 rib curve.

cost,(2) estimating the corresponding shape portion for matching,(3) detecting salient surface fea-
tures such as the ridge,(4) reconstruct shapes from theMS for morphing and animation.

Observe that initially the input boundary points are perfectlydual to the fullMS (§ 3.3), similar
to the duality of the Delaunay triangles (DT) to the Voronoi diagram (VD). Thus, a boundary mesh
face is intuitively dual to anA3

1 shock curve element, while a boundary mesh edge is dual to anA2
1

shock sheet element. As we start to “transform” this dual structure, the duality is broken and need to
be maintained consistently. For example, as the gap transform is performed in Figure 6.4 in§ 6, the
three generators of the triangle should be assigned to the two endingA4

1 shock vertices. Similarly,
as the splice transform is performed in Figure 7.8, the generators of the pruned shock should be
‘passed’to the relevant neighboring shocks.

* Avoid redundancy in associating the boundary elements to theMS.

In order to couple a boundary shape to itsMS tightly, the boundary mesh elements (faces, edges,
and vertices) should be associated with the fine-scaleMS elements (A21 sheets,A3

1 curves, andA4
1

vertices) consistently throughout the regularization process. However, maintaining such multiple-to-
multiple element association is redundant and should be avoided. The following thoughts motivates
our approach:

1. One way assignment.Instead of maintaining atwo-waymapping between the boundary ele-
ments and shock elements, use aone-way assignmentto assign a boundary element to shock
element(s).

2. Assign only points:We assign the boundary samples (generators) to theMS and explicit
maintain such assignment in each transform. The association of boundary edges and faces to
the shocks can be thus inferred from the point assignments.

3. Avoid redundant assignment: Observe that the association of a generatorG to a shock elements
E0 implies associatingG to E0’s incident higher-order shocksE1, (since the wave fromG
reaches bothE0 andE1 [125]). For example, ifG is assigned to anA2

1 sheetS, it should be
automatically associated withS’s incidentA3

1 curves andA4
1 vertices. We thusexplicitlyassign

each generator to relevantA2
1, A

3
1, andA4

1 elements with thelowestsingularity and without
redundancy. For example, in the case of associatingG to anA3

1 shock curve elementL, if G

is already assigned to any ofL’s incidentA2
1 sheets, we skip the explicit assignment ofG to L,

sinceG can always be accessible fromL’s incident shock sheets.

Table 7.1 summarize the possible boundary to shock associations. We only maintain the as-
signment of the generators (points) to the shocks (A2

1 faces,A3
1 edges, andA4

1 vertices), which is
implemented as follows. Each shocks element stores a set of points (pointing to the assigned gener-
ators). Theassociationof the boundary to any particular shock face/edge/vertex can be obtained by
querying all incident lower-order shocks for their assigned generators.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.9: (a) TheMS computed from127, 200 points sampling the Stanford Dragon head
(254, 291 triangles). (b) The tightly-coupled surface regions (in colors) corresponding to theMS
give an initial segmentation of the shape, which identifies salient features such as theridgesand flat
regions and is suitable for further modeling use.

Figure 7.9 shows a result of our approach in coupling a shape boundary with theMS through-
out the regularization process. Observe how well the fine shape details (ridges and high curvature
regions) are captured with the medial branches. Refer to Figures 7.10, 7.12, 7.14 and others in§ 7.4
for more results.

We address some remarks and future developments in the footnote.14

Table 7.1: Possible type of boundary-shock associations.
type dual possible association

boundary point A2
1 face,A3

1 edge,A4
1 vertex

boundary edge A2
1 face A3

1 edge,A4
1 vertex

boundary face A3
1 edge A4

1 vertex

7.4 Implementation and Experimental Results

This section describes the implementation of the proposedMS computation and regularization
scheme and shows a few results.

* Features of our implementation and its parameters.

The implementation of the proposed system dates back to Leymarie’s initial work [128] and migrates
to reflect the advance of modern computing technology in several fronts. The current implementation
contains two key features:(i) First, we exploit the open-source, cross-platform computer vision
library, theVXL (http://vxl.sourceforge.net/) in the C++ programming language to build our system;

14Remarks:(I) In the splice transforms, we pass the generators toall incident shocks. A better solution is to pass the
generators according to the shockflow on theA2

1 sheets (future work).(II) Instead of passing generators in the trans-
forms, another approach is to ignore all generator passing andrecoverthe generators bybacktracking. This is possible
in 2D (the shock is a directed ‘graph’) but is problematic in 3D with theMS (future work of theSC ‘hypergraph’),
Figures 7.8.(III) Refer to the related work of Shamir and Shaham’spair-mesh[172] reviewed in Chapter 2, where a
different way of associating the boundary mesh to its Voronoi skeleton is proposed.
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Figure 7.10: The association of the boundary mesh (patches) to theMS of a toy sheep object
and the Stanford bunny after thesplice regularizationof theirMS. The surface patches and their
corresponding sheets are randomly-colored. Note that theMS are still noisy at this stage, thus the
colors resemble a ‘camouflage’ coloring of the shapes.)

and we follow the generic programming paradigm,i.e. using the C++ Standard Template Library
(STL) to design each C++ class in coding. We exploit theCoin3D (http://www.coin3d.org/) 3D
graphics library, which is also open-source and cross-platform, for the visualization and handing the
graphical user interface (GUI) of the system.(ii) Second, we completely separate the algorithmic
computation from the visualization, such that the code can be executed in two modes:(a) in an
optimized (command-line) application allowing a batch process, or(b) in a GUI window-based
application allowing a visual interaction or debugging.

Our system takes unorganized point-sampled shapes as input and compute the regularizedMS
automatically, where the default system parameters are pre-determined from field tests and can be
manually adjusted. We list two important parameters, which can be fine-tuned manually to produce
a better resultingMS:

• The ratioη which controls the maximum size of surface interpolants (triangle sides produced
by gaptransforms) described in§ 6.2 (default value 10).

• The thresholdRt of minimum radius which controls how close anA3 rib curve can approach
the shape surface (in applyingsplicetransforms), described in§ 7.2.2 (default value 1).

Both parameters are determined automatically (if not specified), which work fairly well for many
datasets. Since the program has no control on the unorganized input points and do not impose other
assumptions, setting improper values could cause poor surface meshing results and noisy resulting
MS hypergraphs.15

We have extensively tested the proposed computational scheme on a large variety of 3D dataset,
including artificial shapes to simulate all transitions (Figures 5.2 and 7.4), general shapes with salient
structure and local details (bunny (Figure 5.13), dragon (Figure 7.11), dinosaur (Figure 7.14(a-c)),
pot fragments (Figures 10.6 and 10.7)), shapes for industrial applications (fan disk (Figure 4.1) and
rocker arm (Figure 7.14(e-f)) from Cyberware), and medical applications (hand (Figure 1.5), carpal
bones (Figure 9.9)). Our system handles up to300k points of input (the bottleneck is the large initial
full fine-scaleMS limited by 2GB of computer memory). The regularizedMS is computed from
a few seconds to a few minutes.

15General guidelines in settingη andRt: Smallη could cause the reconstructed surface mesh to contain (unwanted)
holes and artifacts and could cause the interior and exterior portions of theMS to connect together. Largeη could
cause (unwanted) large surface interpolants to form. SmallRt could produce (unwanted) noisyMS branches, which
also could cause the interior and exterior portions of theMS to connect together. LargeRt could over-prune theMS,
which could drop salient surface features (ridges, corners) captured with theA3 ribs of theMS.
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* Experiments on degenerate cases and on degrading the sampling condition.

We have also tested our system on a most degenerate case—the perfect sphere, which in theory
should yield a singleA∞ (or A∞

1 ) point as theMA, Figure 7.15, where theMS is regularized to
the ultimate case of a single medial sheet topologically equivalent to a disk. (We can further shrink
this disk into a single point at the center of the sphere.)

On testing our system on low-sampling case, Figure 7.13 shows three examples where the sam-
pling conditions are extremely low (only around 1.5K sample points for a dog, a head, and a twisted
knot shape). Our system successfully extracts the interiorMS in the above cases, demonstrates its
superior capability in processing most practical dataset. For example, see Figure 10.3 for further use
in the medical domain.

Finally, we experiment on the robustness of ourMS computational schemew.r.t. the sampling
condition. Specifically, we reduce the sample points of a well-sampled model (the scan of Michelan-
gelo’s David from Stanford) step-by-step, and observe how itsMS degrades. This experiment also
simulates the reverse process of dynamically adding of sample points. The result in Figure 7.16
shows that theMS degrades slowly as we remove50%, 75%, 87.5% sample points, and it only
starts to break down only until very insufficient3% to less than1% of sample points remain in the
last few tests.

* Comparison of results with other approaches.

In comparing to existing Voronoi refinement results, ours exhibits three advantages:(i) TheMA
is better regularized on both the boundary and the interior topology,(ii) TheMS (rib curves) are
closer to the object surface, indicating that our regularization is better in capturing finer details,
even in the case of sparsely-sampled or ill-sampled inputs (for example see the dinosaur’s hands in
Figure 7.14(a)).(iii) All our results are obtained from the sole assumption of unorganized points
with reasonable sampling (and nothing further). We can handle shapes with boundary where there
is no distinguishing between the interior/exteriorMA.

* Summary of our advantages (contributions) in modeling theMA.

The proposed framework ofMS transforms models generic shape perturbations and deformations
in terms of: (i) ensuring therobustnessin simplifying the hypergraph topology against small pertur-
bations. (ii) ensuringgenerality: theMA is extracted in difficult cases (comparing to other main
stream methods surveyed in§ 2.3).

• Capturing fine shape details.RegularizedA3 ribs close to surface to capture fine shape details,
even in relatively low samplings Specifically, the cases of very low samples and non-solid
surfaces (with boundary) are handles. In addition, both scanned and degenerate (man-made
graphics) objects are handled.

• SimplifiedMA/MS topology.The inter-connectivity between medial sheets is greatly simpli-
fied. Once a medial scaffold has been regularized, and thus greatly simplified by removing the
adverse effects of smaller features and perturbations, we can use it for registration by matching
the scaffold structure as described next.
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Figure 7.11: Regularizing theMS of a complex shape—the Stanford dragon head (127k points).
(a) Both the interior and exteriorMS (74k sheets) aftershock segregationare extremely noisy. The
interiorMS (35k sheets) in (b) is simplified in a first stage,splice regularization, into285 sheets,
and the coarse-scale hypergraph (1, 695 curves,1, 446 nodes) is built as in (c). TheMS hypergraph
is then further regularized by a second stage involving all transforms, ending up with only76 sheets,
262 curves,219 nodesin (d). (e) shows the effect ofsplicetransforms to remove and merge several
sheets. (f-g) shows numerousA5 swallow-tails removed by thecontracttransforms: near the tooth
(f) and the horn (g). (h) shows theMS graph of (d) with sheets implicit to better visualize its
interior structure. (i-j) depicts the effect ofcontractandmergetransforms in simplifying the interior
hypergraph topology: near the neck (i) and tongue (j). [43]
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.12: Regularizing theMS of the Stanford dragon dataset (250K points). (a) shows the
reconstructed surface mesh. (b) is theMS hypergraph. Notice how theA3 rib curves of theMS
approaching the shape to capture salient features at the sharp regions. (c) is the coupled surface
regions of theMS, where corresponding sheets are shown in the same colors. (d) shows theMS
graph to better illustrates its structure.

Figure 7.13:MS of dataset with low sampling. (a) The Bulldog dataset (from ETH Zurich) with
1, 783 points, re-meshed surface with3.526faces; the regularizedMS contains76 sheets. (b) A
head model sampled with1, 368 points, re-meshed surface with2, 695 faces; the regularizedMS
with 35 sheets still captures many features (e.g., eyes, nose, ears, hair protrusions). (c) TheMS of
the low-sampling knot of1, 440 points of Figure 6.23(d).
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Figure 7.14: The regularizedMS of (a-c) a toy dinosaur model (14, 050 points) and (d-f) a rocker
arm (40, 177 points), data from Cyberware. BothMS after regularization appear to be neat in
structure and are close to the object surface to capture fine details. The tightly-coupled surface
regions of theMS in (b,e) are suitable for further shape modeling and segmentation use. [43]

Figure 7.15: Degeneracy test of theMS computation on the perfect spheres. (a) The water-tight
surface mesh (2, 048 faces) built from1, 026 sampling points on a sphere from theshock segrega-
tion process. The remaining4, 656 medial sheets are shown in (b). (c) An ultimate regularization
simplifies theMS to become a single medial sheet. (d) Zoom in to the remaining sheet in (c) in
two views to show its degenerate single ‘loop’ boundaryMS curve enclosing this sheet. (e) Sphere
surface of53, 827 faces reconstructed from26, 927 points sample points. (f) The remaining135, 425
sharp “spike-like” medial tabs are due to the high degeneracy and dense sampling. (g) is theMS of
1, 679 sheets after regularization. In this experiment. Further applying the transforms should yield a
result similar to (d).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 7.16: The Michelangelo’s David dataset (from Stanford) in (a) is repeatedly sub-sampled by
randomly remove sample points to the half,i.e., into (b)50%, (c) 25%, (d) 12.5%, (e) 6.25%, (f)
3.125%, (g) 1.56%, (h) 0.78%, and finally (i)0.39%, and theirMS hypergraphs are computed for
each case. TheMS degrades slowly and starts to break down only until very insufficient sample
points are available in the last few tests.



Chapter 8

On Edit-Distance Matching of the Medial
Scaffolds

* Overview of chapter: on edit-distance matching of theMS to measure 3D shape similarities.

The measuring of similarity between shapes has been a central task toward the ultimate goal of
recognition in computer vision. In this chapter we discuss a theoretical framework extended from
our successful experience in matching 2D shapes [169], to measure 3D shape“dissimilarity” (or
distance) as theoptimaldeformation between shapes represented by the medial scaffold (MS). This
framework is a direct extension of Sebastian and Kimiaet al.’s approach [169] whoedit the 2Dshock
graphs(SG) to match 2D shapes. This is done by exploiting theMA transitionsto characterize the
shape deformation path, a key idea which has been reviewed in§1.1. In 3D, theMS hypergraph
is the analogy and extension of the 2D shock graph (SG). While this optimal similarity is viable in
theory, several difficulties arise from the additional dimensionality in 3D (which will be elaborated
in § 8.1), we thus look for asub-optimalsolution that is computationally practical, which leads to
the development of the graph matching scheme in Chapter 9 in matching theMS hypergraphs.

A second contribution of this chapter is on deriving a theoretical support on a better definition
of the cost (saliency measure) of the set ofMS transforms described in Chapter 5. A key idea is
that while the aforementioned optimal deformation between shapes isglobal (thus is more difficult
to compute), the deformation between pairs of medial sheets or curves islocal thus can be computed
optimally. We derive the optimaldeformation cost to matchthreecorresponding pair of theMS
hypergraph components:(i) matching a pair ofA2

1 sheets (§8.2), (ii) matching a pair ofA3
1 axial

curves (§8.3), and(iii) matching a pair ofA3 rib curves (§8.4). The dissimilarity (distance or cost) in
each case is then defined to reflect theelasticdeformation to measure the optimal similarity between
the corresponding portions of shapes. We finally show that these pairwise similarities can be used to
define the costs of allMS transforms in reflecting the amount of shape change in a more consistent
way.

* Organization of chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.1 discusses the extension of the 2D shock graph
edit-distance matching approach [169] to match theMS hypergraph in 3D and addresses main
difficulties to motivate a sub-optimal solution. Specifically, the sub-optimal matching is to replace
the (global) structural matching of the hypergraph with a graph-matching solution and meanwhile
keep the (local) pairwise curve-to-curve and sheet-to-sheet matching optimal. Sections 8.2, 8.3,
and 8.4 then continue to define the pairwise deformation cost for theA2

1 sheets,A3
1 curves, andA3

curves, respectively, in terms of ajoint boundary-shock elastic deformation. Finally, Section 8.5
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applies the above deformation costs to define theMS transform costs to reflect the corresponding
shape changes consistently.

8.1 Main Difficulties of theMS Hypergraphs Edit-Distance Match-
ing and a Sub-optimal Solution

* Extend the 2D edit-distance matching to measure similarities as optimal deformation.

We first recall the main ideas in using theMA as shape representation to match shapes in§ 1.1 from
Sebastian and Kimiaet al. [169] to relate shapes with the minimum-cost path in the shape space.
The goal is to extend the idea to 3D shapes to measure shapedissimilarity(distance) as theoptimal
deformation between them. Recall that theMS is acompleterepresentation [86, 161] allowing a
complete reconstruction of the shape, thus is qualified to be used as a shape representation here.1

The space of all possible deformations between two arbitrary shapes is huge, therefore several
steps are adopted to make the search (of the optimal path) practical, in mimicking the idea of Se-
bastian and Kimiaet al. [169]: (i) First, theMA instabilities are modeled as transitions, and we
explicitly use the transitions to define an equivalence class (shape cell) for shapes with the same
MS hypergraph topology. The collection of shape cells essentially partitions the shape space (Fig-
ure 1.3(a)). (ii) Second, the deformation path between two shapes could be arbitrary and there
exists infinite many such paths. We define an equivalent class for the deformation paths by grouping
the path passing through the same sequence of shape cells into a “deformation path bundle” (Fig-
ure 1.3(b)).(iii) Third, we avoid complexity increasing deformations by decomposing the optimal
deformation into a pair of simplifying deformation paths (Figure 1.3(c)).

The above steps tremendously reduce the search requirement, in that the deformations are now
discretelycharacterized by theMS topology, and the “edits” between topologies (acrosstransitions)
can be explicitly handled by theMS transformsdescribed in Chapter 5. It is thus possible to explore
all MS hypergraph edits to find the optimal sequence which guides the deformation. Observe in
Figure 8.1 for a schematic edit-distance exploration in matching two 2D shapes: the space to explore
in edit-distance matching of theMS hypergraphs is stillhuge.

* Difficulties of the optimal edit-distance matching of theMS hypergraphs.

While the above optimal scheme is theoretically viable (although complex), several barriers hamper
its practical implementation:

1. Additional dimensionality in matching the hypergraphs.As described in Chapter 4, theMS
hypergraph contains far more complex topology than the 2D case of a shock graph, which

1Review of shape reconstruction from theMA. In [86], Giblin & Kimia show how a 2D shape can be recon-
structed from the shock graph. Letγ(s) denote a first-orderA2

1 shock curve, with arclengths, radiusr (or time of
formation) and instantaneous velocityv. The pair (κ(s), a(s)) and the length of the branchL are sufficient to intrinsi-
cally reconstruct the corresponding pair of boundariesγ±(s) of the shape and their differential properties. Specifically,
the boundary pointsγ±(s) are given byγ±(s) = γ(s) − r

v
~T ± r

v

√
v2 − 1 ~N . where ~T and ~N are the tangent and

normal to the curveγ, respectively, wherev andr are obtained by integratinga, andγ is obtained by integratingκ. This
local intrinsic reconstruction is essential in computing the similarity between two shock segments. The same analogy
expands to 3D, in [161], points on the two sides of 3D shape (boundary) can be reconstructed byγ± = γ − r ~N±,
where ~N± is now the unit normal to the boundary surface, oriented towards the center of the bi-tangent sphere, and
~N± = − cos φ~T ∓ sin φ ~N , and cos φ = − 1

v
. In summary, theMS with a radius field on theA2

1 sheets is sufficient to
reconstruct the 3D shape. Additional consistency condition at other types ofMS points, namelyA3, A3

1, A1A3, A4
1 is

further addressed in [161].
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Figure 8.1: (From [169, Fig.14].) (a) The optimal deformation between two shapes is obtained by
searching all pairs of simplifying deformation paths leading to a common shapeC. (b) A hand-drawn
sketch of how the space of one-parameter family of deformations for each shape can be discretized.
The optimal path goes through the shape in the grey-hashed hexagon. [169]

makes the matching of them difficult. For a 2D closed contour, the shock graph of the interior
is a planaracyclic tree(i.e., with no loops); while in 3D, even for a closed surface boundary,
the reduced form of aMS graph (MSG) is typically non-planar and contains loops (which
are the boundaries of theMA sheets). Furthermore, it is often the case in 3D that no closed
surface boundary is available (Chapter 6), hence without a notion of the interior/exteriorMA.
The matching of acyclic trees in 2D is a crucial assumption in [169] to exploit adynamic
programmingalgorithm to efficiently explore the edit-distance between shapes. The extension
to 3D to match a “tree-like” organization of theMS hypergraphs is non-trivial and remains
unexplored.

2. Additional dimensionality in matching the medial sheet surfaces.Even without the above
issue, the additional dimensionality in matching the medial sheets (2D surfaces) is still chal-
lenging. (However this can be approximated, detailed in§ 8.2).

3. Additional dimensionality in theMA transitions and transforms.In compared to the 2D
approach [169] where onlytwoMA transforms is implemented (splice and contract) on the
shock graph, in 3D there aresevengeneric transitions thus requireselevenMS transforms
plus others (Chapter 5) with a more complex scenario in the case of hypergraphs.

4. The 3D shock flow analysis is incomplete.The generalization of a (directed) shock graph in
3D with a complete radiusflowanalysis of theMA is ashock scaffold(SC), which is a further
refined hypergraph of theMS that needs further investigations (§3.4). Also, the additional
transitionspertinent to theSC flow changes remain to be explored.

With the above difficulties in mind, we thus try to simplify the problem and seek for approximated
solutions.

* Sub-optimal solution by adopting a graph matching approach.

Several ideas motivate our sub-optimal solution in matching theMS hypergraphs:
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Figure 8.2: Recall Figure 1.9 for our shape regularization scheme by simplifying shapes toward
higher-order of symmetry. This Figure is a re-interpretation of it to illustrate our sub-optimal match-
ing scheme that shapes in each shape cells are essentially first simplified toward therepresentative
shapes (yellow) in each category and then matched by a graph matching approach.

1. Since the hierarchicalMS representation allows us to reduce the hypergraph into a graph
structure (theMSH− andMSG in Chapter 3), we can adopt the popular graph-matching
approaches as the main matching scheme (Refer to§ 2.4 for a survey).

2. In the above context of matching theMS by matching their hypergraph components (sheets,
curves, and nodes), one important idea is that such component-wise matching can still be
computed optimally, similar to what has been done in the 2D case [169] with a few extensions.
This will be the main topic to elaborate in§ 8.2,§ 8.3, and§ 8.4.

3. Simplification in the search (of optimal matching).The second idea pertinent to the adop-
tion of a graph matching scheme is that instead of exploring the full edit-space in matching
theMS hypergraphs, we can first regularize (simplify) theMS (as in Chapter 7) in prior
to the graph matching, which effectively reduces theMS instability and complexity. This
essentially decomposes an optimal deformation search into the two paths of sub-optimal de-
formations, namely, thesuboptimal graph matchingand the(greedy) regularization, depicted
in Figure 8.2. Thissub-optimalapproach is essentially a simplified and approximated version
of the more complex optimal approach. Specifically in Figure 8.3, while the optimal edit-
distance explores all possible deformation paths, the sub-optimal approach simply chooses
the lowest-cost deformation at each regularization step, and relies on the graph-matching to
produce the final similarity.

4. Intractability of graph matching—look for a practical solution.With the above approxima-
tion/simplification in mind, the matching of two graph structures is still anNP-hard computa-
tional problem [95], which has lead to the development of several practical solutions (§2.4).
We will elaborate our solution in Chapter 9 to extend a robust graph matching scheme to match
theMS hypergraphs.

Below we relate the sub-optimal (graph matching) approach with the optimal edit-distance ap-
proach in terms of their resulting distance metrics.

* Triangular inequality to bound the sub-optimal distance metric.

In [169], the edit-distance between shapes reflecting their optimal deformation is shown to be a
metric satisfying thetriangular inequality, which can be used to bound the above sub-optimal dis-
tance measure. Specifically, in Figure 8.3, the error between matching original shapes(γ0, γ̄0) and
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Figure 8.3: The error between matching the original shapes(γ0, γ̄0) and the regularized shapes
(γ2, γ̄2) is bounded by Eq.(8.1) and approximated by Eq.(8.2).

regularized shapes(γ2, γ̄2) is bounded by:

d[γ0, γ̄0]− d[γ2, γ̄2] ≤ (ε01 + ε̄01 + ε12 + ε̄12), (8.1)

whereε01, ε̄01, ε12, andε̄12 are the distances between shapes before/after regularization.2

If we assume that(i) the greedy regularization is optimal toward simplification (i.e.,ε01, ε̄01, ε12,
andε̄12 belongs to the optimal deformation path betweenγ0 andγ̄0), and(ii) the matching of(γ2, γ̄2)
is also optimal, the (unknown) distance between the original shapesd[γ0, γ̄0] can be approximated
by

d[γ0, γ̄0] ∼= d[γ2, γ̄2] + (ε01 + ε̄01 + ε12 + ε̄12), (8.2)

* Sub-optimal matching: decomposing the shape deformation path into two types of deformations.

The above sub-optimal matching solution (regularization + graph matching) in Figure 8.3 essen-
tially decomposes the optimal deformation path between two shapes(γ0, γ̄0) into two types of de-
formations, namely:(i) theMS transform edits in the regularization steps (the vertical arrows in
Figure 8.3), and(ii) the fixedMS topology deformation explored by the graph matching step (the
horizontal arrow ofd[γ2, γ̄2] in the last row in Figure 8.3). To ensures the above two types of mea-
sures areconsistentunder the same metric, we adopt a similar approach to [169] to first derive the
deformation costbetween any arbitrary pair of medial sheets or curves, by integrating the elemental
shape changes in an intrinsic manner. Specifically, the pairwise similarity between theA3

1 andA3

curves can be obtained by matching theoptimal elastic deformation similar as done in 2D [169],
while the pairwise similarity between theA2

1 medial sheets is more difficult (due to the additional
dimensionality), detailed below. We then define theMS transform costs as thelimit cases of the
above results in§ 8.5.

2A proof is straight-forward by repeatedly applying the triangular inequality to bound the difference of distances.
d(γ2, γ̄2) + ε12 ≥ d(γ1, γ̄2), d(γ1, γ̄2) + ε̄12 ≥ d(γ1, γ̄1), d(γ1, γ̄1) + ε01 ≥ d(γ0, γ̄1), d(γ0, γ̄1) + ε̄01 ≥ d(γ0, γ̄0).
Putting them together givesd(γ2, γ̄2) + (ε12 + ε̄12 + ε01 + ε̄01) ≥ d(γ0, γ̄0).
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8.2 Deformation Cost to Match a Pair ofA2

1 Medial Sheets

In this section, we define the deformation cost to match the shapes of a pair ofA2
1 sheets by summing

up the elastic deformation between the shapes and theA2
1 sheets in an optimal sense. This can be

viewed as a direct extension of matching a pair of shock branches in matching the shock graph in
[169, Eq.5].

* Theoretical formulation: integration of infinitesimal shape changes to define theA2
1 deformation cost.

The local configuration in matching infinitesimalA2
1 sheetsda ∈ S to dā ∈ S̄ is depicted in Fig-

ure 8.4a, whereS and S̄ are parameterized by(ξ, η) and (ξ̄, η̄) respectively.3 Let the boundary
surfaces ofda to beda+ andda−, parameterized by(ξ+, η+) and(ξ−, η−) respectively; the bound-
aries ofdā are similarly defined. In order to compare the similarity betweenS andS̄, a notion of
“assignment” to match the infinitesimal elementsda anddā is required. We extend the notion of an
alignment curveα in [168] to match two curves in 2D to analignment surfaceαs to specify such
assignment betweenda anddā. The dissimilarity d[S, S̄] is defined as theoptimal deformation
cost betweenS andS̄ in optimizing the alignmentαs(da, dā). We parameterizeαs by infinitesimal
elementsdã and formulated[S, S̄] as an optimization problem of ajoint boundary-shock deforma-
tion and matchingin optimizing the deformation costµ[S, S̄, αs]. Specifically, given an alignment
αs(dã) mapping eachda to dā, ∀da ∈ S, the overalldeformation costµ[S, S̄, αs] is the integra-
tion of the element-wise cost overdã (da, dā). 4 The (optimal) dissimilarityd[S, S̄] is the minimum
deformation cost whenαs is optimal:

d[S, S̄] = min
αs

µ[S, S̄, αs]. (8.3)

The optimization ofαs in the above cost definition is similar to the integral of cost in,e.g. a
simulation of continuum mechanics in [78]. The optimization can be done by an extension of a
dynamic programming technique over the alignment curveα in matching 2D curves in [168] to the
αs with additional dimensionality.

An intuitive way to define the deformation costµ is to compare the chunks of shape between the
triplet (da+, da, da−) to (dā+, dā, dā−) in terms of theirelasticsimilarity. With the intrinsic formu-
lation of theMS, this can be expressed in terms of bending/stretching and relative radius/orientation
of the boundaries. Let the orientation of the boundary to be(θ+

ξ , θ
+
η ) and(θ−ξ , θ

−
η ), and let theA2

1

radius to ber and relative angle to beφ, Figure 8.4(a). Since the deformation is two-dimensional, in
addition to the one-dimensional stretching inξ andη respectively, let the cost ofsheardeformation
(deforming a square toward a parallelogram) to be denoted byu and let thetrapezoidaldeformation
(deforming a square toward a trapezoid) to be denoted byw, respectively. We defineµ in terms of
elastic similarity as:5

3One way to choose(ξ, η) is to use the intrinsic radius fieldr, i.e., letξ to be in the direction of∇r andη to be inr
= const. The detail in parameterizing(ξ+, η+), etc.needs extensive elaboration and is omitted.

4The alignmentαs(dã) is a 2D manifold in a 4D space, which can bemonotonicallyparameterized by(ξ̃, η̃). In
comparison, the analogy of an alignment curveα in [169] is an 1D curve in a 2D space. The exact formulation ofαs in
matching surfaces requires additional elaboration and is left as a future work.

5We only include significant elastic terms and omit the others.R = 10 is a scale-depending parameter of the weight
between measures of angle and length.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.4: (a) Local configuration in matching two infinitesimalA2
1 sheet elementsda anddā by

referring to their coupled boundary elements. (b) In practice the shape is sampled as points, and
eachA2

1 face elementFi is coupled with two boundary points(G+
i ,G

−
i ).
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which can be viewed as an extension of Eq.(5) in [169] in the 3D case, wheredã denotes an in-
finitesimal area in the integration terms.

* Approximation in practice: summing up differences of the pairs ofA2
1 sheet elements.

In practice the shapes are often sampled in points, making the differential terms ofµ (such as stretch-
ing, bending, shear, and trapezoidal deformations) difficult to estimate. Let theA2

1 sheets compose of
elements,S = {Fi | i = 1, ..., n}, S̄ = {F̄i | i = 1, ..., n̄}, where eachA2

1 mesh face elementFi is as-
sociated with twogeneratorpoints(G+

i ,G
−
i ), Figure 8.4(b), and approximateαs by an element-wise

mapping of{Fi} to {F̄i} 6. We approximate the deformation costµ by summing only the essential
volume(radius) and orientation terms:

µ[S, S̄, αs] ≃
N
∑

i=1

|r̄i − ri|+R

N
∑

i=1

∣

∣φ̄i − φi

∣

∣ . (8.5)

6Fi approximatesdã in Eq.(8.4) if the sampling are dense enough.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8.5: (a) MeasuringA3
1 axial curve similarity as a generalized cylinder. (b-c) The sectional

slices corresponding to infinitesimalA2
1 andA3

1 segments in 2D and 3D. (d-e) The radiusr(s) along
theA3

1 curve controls the size of the corresponding shape slice, whereρ1, ρ2, andρ3 control how
the sectional shape resembles a triangular blub or a circle. (f) Shape change corresponding to the
bending and twisting of theA3

1 curve.

whereR is the weighting constant between the angle and length measures depending on the object
scale.

Despite such a great simplification ofµ, determining the discrete alignmentαs(Fi ↔ F̄i) is
still another barrier7. However, this turns out not causing a problem in our sub-optimal matching
approach described in§ 8.1. Specifically, we can avoid an explicit determination ofαs throughout
the matching process, since(i) αs is trivial in estimating the sheet splice/contract transform cost,
whereS̄ shrinks to a point (detailed in§ 8.5) and(ii) the graph-matching ofMS hypergraph in
Chapter 9 does not explicitly involve matching ofMS sheets. We will address this more in§ 8.5
to show that no explicit determination ofαs is necessary in defining theMS transform cost, except
the above trivial cases.

In additional to comparing theA2
1 sheets, the comparing ofA3

1 andA3 curves is explicitly used
in the graph matching algorithm and is discussed as follows.

8.3 Deformation Cost to Match a Pair ofA3
1 Medial Curves

* Theoretical formulation: integration of infinitesimal shape changes to definetheA3
1 deformation cost.

TheA3
1 axial curve is equally-distinct from three boundary points and is also the intersection of three

medial sheets, which captures salient information pertinent to the shape. We define the pairwise
similarity of A3

1 axials as theoptimal deformation cost of joint boundary elastic matchingsimilar
to theA2

1 case. Let theA3
1 curveC be parameterized by arc-lengths; each infinitesimal lengthds

corresponds to a volumetric“sectional slice” of a shape similar to a triangular blob (mimicking a
generalized cylinder), Figure 8.5(c). Note that such slice is two dimensional in shape and may not
be planar (and can be as well like a pyramid), see Figure 8.5(b) for a sectional slice of anA2

1 shock

7Unlike the 2D case in [169], determination of the optimalαs via dynamic programming as an extension is not
trivial, since the shapes of{Fi} and{F̄i} can be irregular and involve an additional dimensionality.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8.6: (a) A sectional slice along theA3
1 curve. Given theA3

1 axial and threeA3 ribs and that
theMS sheets are implicit, the rectangular boundary blockGsG

′
sb

′
sbs (blue shaded region) is to be

reconstructed to approximate the missing boundary region for similarity comparison. (b)A3
1 with

sheets ending in anotherA3
1 instead of a rib. (c) MatchingA3

1 triangular blobs in different shapes,
Eq.(8.6).

curve in 2D.8. Let thesectional sliceof anA3
1 curveC in 3D intersects its three incident sheets

(S1, S2, S3) at threeslicing curves(c1, c2, c3); see Figure 8.6(c) for an illustration. Let (ρ1, ρ2, ρ3) to
be the lengths of (c1, c2, c3) andβ12, β23, β13 to be the angles between(c1, c2), (c2, c3), and(c1, c3),
respectively. By assuming curvecj to be the bisector of angle(Gij-O-Gjk), Figure 8.6(c), we use
(β1 = ∠G12Oe1, β2 = ∠G23Oe2, β3 = ∠G13Oe3) to characterize the sectional angles instead of
(β12, β23, β13). These parameters control how the triangular blob resembles a triangle or a circle9.

Consider theMSH− with geometry of the sheets implicit, the boundary shape pertinent to the
A3

1 curveC is two-fold: (i) the three generators(G12,G23,G13) equally distant at radiusr and(ii)
the three end points(e1, e2, e3) of (c1, c2, c3), which are either on theA3 ribs or on otherA3

1 axials.
Figure 8.6(a,b) depicts two cases of the triangular blob where in Figure 8.6(a) all{ei} are on theA3

ribs and in Figure 8.6(b) the case one of them isA3
1. In either case, the radii(r1, r2, r3) of (e1, e2, e3)

spans three“fans” in some angles which give a significant hint of the overall shape. Essentially,
we are interpolating the missing shape (the shaded blue region) between the three fans and the three

8The sectional slice degenerates to become planar ifφ = π/2, when theA3
1 point is anA3

1-2 source orA3
1-4 sink.

For ease of illustration, the sectional slices in the Figures might look planar, but keep in mind it is no-planar in general.
9The radii(r1, r2, r3) and lengths(ρ1, ρ2, ρ3) are important observe how Figure 8.5(d,e) are similar in the shape

of theMS hypergraphs, while how Figure 8.5(e,a) are similar in the overall boundary shape. In practiceρj can be
approximated by a more robust distance from the rib curve toO(s), i.e.,ρj = r(O)− r(ej), wherer(·) is the radius.
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generators and compare them using elastic deformation.

One important observation in practice is that theA3
1 axials are generally more reliable than the

A3 ribs 10, suggesting an explicit usage of the geometry of theA3
1. We propose to replace(ρ1, ρ2, ρ3)

by the a more robust measure on the boundary:bj = (Ob−
j + Ob+

j )/2. The bending of(c1, c2, c3)
is modeled as the difference of distance of the 6 end points of the fan to the centero in pairs. Let
ψ−

j = ∠(OGjk,Ob−
j ) andψ+

j = ∠(OGjk,Ob+
j ). Define the bending termδ in two cases:(i) for cj

ending in anA3, δj = |ψ−
j − φj| + |ψ+

j − φj|; (ii) for cj ending in anA3
1, δj = |∠(OGjk,Oej)|.

Summing up all three bending terms for curves(c1, c2, c3), δ = δ1 + δ2 + δ3. The deformation cost
to matchA3

1 curves(C, C̄), given an alignment curveα between(C, C̄) is:

µ[C, C̄, α] = 3
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where therj anddj terms reflect the boundary bending and stretching differences; theθ andσ terms
are the shock bending and twisting differences;L̃ is the length of the alignment curveα.

* Approximation in practice: summing up differences of the pairs ofA3
1 curve elements.

In practice theA3
1 curveC is modeled by a poly-line. LetC = {Li | i = 1, ..., n}, C̄ = {L̄i | i =

1, ..., n̄}, where eachli is associated with 3 generators and 3 incidentA2
1 sheet elements. The align-

ment curveα is approximated by an assignment of{Li} ↔ {L̄i}. For the case where the sheet
Sj of C ending in anA3, the slicing curve length termsρj are replaced by thebj terms for better
robustness. The deformation cost is then:
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∣d̄ij − dij

∣

∣+ 3R
N
∑

i=1

∣

∣dθ̄i − dθi

∣

∣ , (8.7)

where the optimal pairing between the three branches(S1, S2, S3) to (S̄1, S̄2, S̄3) can be obtained by
testing all permutations and use the optimal one.

10This is expectable that the high symmetry of theA3
1 makes it robust, and the high ‘order’ of symmetry ofA3 makes

it sensitive to perturbations and unstable/noisy even after regularization).
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.7: The shape of anA3 rib corresponds to a parabolic gutter, where the distance to the ridge
is controlled by theA3 radiusr. (a) Parameters of theA3 rib curve for matching. (b) A sectional
slice along theA3 curve.

The similarityd[C, C̄] between the pairs ofA3
1 curves are computed by finding the optimal align-

mentα similarly as in Eq.(8.3) via dynamic programming [169].

8.4 Deformation Cost to Match a Pair ofA3 Medial Curves

* Theoretical formulation: integration of infinitesimal shape changes to definetheA3 deformation cost.

The A3 rib curve is the formation of theA2
1 sheet in thegrass-firepropagation scheme and its

boundary. The matching betweenA3 ribs are similarly defined as the elastic deformation between
the ridge regions of the parabola-like gutters, Figure 8.7. We again parameterize theA3 curveC by
arc-lengths. At each infinitesimal segmentds, the spanningfanof the rib curve can be characterized
by the following terms:(i) the radiusr0 from the centero to the ridge pointR, (ii) the radiir1, r2 of
the immediateA2

1 point (on the border of a sheet) to its two distinct boundary points(b1, b2), (iii) the
boundary stretching terms(d0, d1, d2), and(iv) the spanning angleν of the fanOb1b2, Figure 8.7.

The deformation cost to matchA3 curves(C, C̄), given an alignmentα between them is:

µ[C, C̄, α] = 3
∣

∣r̄0 − r0
∣

∣+ 3

∫ L̃

0

∣

∣

∣

∣

dr̄

dξ
− dr

dξ

∣

∣

∣

∣

dξ +R
∣

∣ν̄0 − ν0
∣

∣

+R

∫ L̃

0

∣

∣

∣

∣

dν̄

dξ
− dν

dξ

∣

∣

∣

∣

dξ +
2
∑

j=0

∫ L̃

0

∣

∣

∣

∣

d̄j(ξ)

dξ
− dj(ξ)

dξ

∣

∣

∣

∣

dξ

+R

2
∑

j=0

∫ L̃

0

∣

∣

∣

∣

dθ̄j(ξ)

dξ
− dθj(ξ)

dξ

∣

∣

∣

∣

dξ.

(8.8)

where ther terms are theA3 shock radius difference, theν terms are the spanning angle difference,
thedj anddθj terms are the boundary stretching and bending differences, the shock twisting term is
omitted (due to its unreliability).

* Approximation in practice: summing up differences of the pairs ofA3 curve elements.

In practice, theA3 curve is modeled by a poly-line and can be noisy depending on the sampling con-
dition. EachA3 line segmentLi is associated with 3 generators and one incidentA2

1 sheet elements
Fi. Let the alignment curveα is approximated by the assignment of{Fi} ↔ {F̄i}, the radius term is
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estimated on an average fashion, the deformation cost is then:

µ̃[C, C̄, α] ≃
2
∑

j=0

(

N̄
∑

i=1

r̄ij ·
N

N̄
−

N
∑

i=1

rij

)

+R
N
∑

i=1

|ν̄i − νi|+

2
∑

j=0

N
∑

i=1

∣

∣d̄ij − dij

∣

∣+R
2
∑

j=0

N
∑

i=1

∣

∣dθ̄ij − dθij

∣

∣ . (8.9)

The similarityd[C, C̄] between the pairs ofA3 curves are computed by finding the optimal align-
mentα similarly as in Eq.(8.3) via dynamic programming [169].

8.5 Defining Deformation Costs for theMS Transforms

We have described the deformation costs in optimally match arbitrary A2
1 sheet-sheet,A3

1 curve-
curve, andA3 curve-curve pairs in the previous section. In this section we show how to use these
results to define the set ofMS transforms described in Chapter 5 as alimit case, where the second
sheetS̄ or curveC̄ shrinks to a point.

Specifically, the sheet-splice transform is modeled as a deformation sequence where a sheet
shrinks to a point. The contract transform is modeled as either a sheet or a curve shrinks to a point.
The merge transform along a path on some sheet is modeled as a deformation sequence that shrinks
this path (as a virtual curve) to a point. The deformation cost ofMS transforms is summarized in
Table 8.1, whose the implementation is left as a future work.

Table 8.1: Summary of the proposed system ofMS transforms and the deformation (operation) of
them.

MS transform Deformation of theMS
A1A3-I sheet splice a sheet→ a point
A2

1A3-II sheet splice a sheet→ a point
A5 curve contract a curve with 3 sheets→ a point

A2
1A3-I curve contract a curve with a sheet→ a point
A5

1 curve contract a curve with 3 sheets→ a point
A5

1 sheet contract a sheet→ a point
A4

1 sheet contract a sheet→ a point
A1A3-II node-node merge merging a path (curve) with a sheet→ a point
A2

1A3-I node-curve merge merging a path (curve) with a sheet→ a point
A4

1 curve-curve merge merging a path (curve) with a sheet→ a point
A1A3-II curve-curve merge merging a path (curve) with a sheet→ a point

Corner node-curve merge merging a path (curve) with a sheet→ a point
A3

1A3-I node-node merge merging a path (curve) with a sheet→ a point
A3

1 curve gap transform 1 curves with 3 sheets→ 2 points
A2

1 sheet gap transform 1 sheet→ 0
Loop transform ǫ→ 0 ∗

∗ Summing of deformation cost of (all shocks modifications), which should be tiny.



Chapter 9

3D Object Recognition by Graph-Based
Matching of the Medial Scaffolds

* Overview of chapter: adopt a graph-matching scheme to match the regularizedMS hypergraphs.

This chapter describe a graph-based matching approach to match the regularized medial scaffold
(MS). We adopt anrelaxation-basedenergy-minimizationapproach—thegraduated assignment
(GA) graph matching algorithm [95] to match theMS hypergraphs. Our approach in matching the
MS of 3D shapes can be viewed as an extension of an earlier work [44] based on a 2D experience
[175]. It is as well an implementation of thesub-optimalmatching approach discussed in Chapter 8.

* Motivation: why choose thegraduated-assignmentapproach?

Graph matching is a fundamental topic in recognition with extensive studies (Refer to§ 2.4 for
a survey). We choose to extend theGraduated Assignment(GA) graph matching algorithm [95] to
match theMS hypergraphs. Several factors motivate the use of this algorithm: First, it enforcestwo-
way assignment viasoftassign[186, 120] in contrast torelaxation labelingtype algorithms which
enforce one-way assignment. It is possible to further extend the two-way assignment to athree-
way assignment to match the hypergraphs (detailed below), which makes this technique a strong
fit in our case. Second, it avoids poor local minimum by the use ofgraduated convexity[29, 213]
continuation technique. Third, this algorithm is efficient in comparison to current techniques (an
order of magnitude better than relaxation labeling), partly due to an explicit encoding of sparsity.
Fourth, the algorithm handles missing/extra nodes/links, which is important in matching shapes,
and is superior in this regard to other existing techniques [95]. Fifth, the algorithm is stable under
noisy conditions [95]. Finally, the formulation can be adapted to also take into account continuous
variables representing similarity transformations and shape deformations. In addition, theGA was
successfully used in(i) matching 2D shock graphs [175] (where 2D shock graphs are matched to
index a 25-shape database) as well as in(ii) registering 3D shapes [44], both with promising results.
The goal of this chapter is to extend this line of approach to match the node/link/hyperlink attributes
of theMS hypergraph based on their structure and their geometry and shock dynamic features.

* Organization of chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. We first review Rangarajan’s originalGA graph matching ap-
proach (§9.1) and then discusses several issues in adopting theGA into our framework to match the
MS hypergraphs (§9.2). Our main extension to theGA is on designing a set of propercompatibil-
ity measures in matching between theMS nodes, curves, and sheets, which will be elaborated in
§ 9.3. In addition, recall that we first regularize theMS and then match them. The regularization
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Figure 9.1: (a) The matching of two synthetic graphsG andḠ, where the extra node is matched into
the ‘slack’ column. (b) shows the matching matricM.

in Chapter 7 does not remove all transitions (and should not), thus the remainingMS might still
contain unhandledMS transitions which can degrade the graph-matching performance. Section 9.4
describes a way to handle theMS across transitions by addingvirtual links, which improves the
graph matching robustness. Moreover, after the matching is performed (i.e., yielding node assign-
ments), Section 9.5 computes a finalsimilarity measure between the two shapes by summing up the
compatibility between their medial nodes, curves and sheets. Finally, Section 9.6 summarizes the
main steps of the matching algorithm and shows experimental results.

9.1 A Reviews of the Graduated Assignment (GA) Graph Match-
ing Algorithm

* Setting up the basics of thegraduated assignmentalgorithm.

We briefly review Rangarajanet al.’s graduated assignment algorithm [95] as follows. The basic
idea underlying this graph matching approach is to associate nodes in two graphs as represented by
a match matrixM (a permutation matrix if the numbers of nodes in two graphs are equal) where1
represents association of two nodes and0 represents no association, Figure 9.1. Aslack row and
columnare added toM to represent missing/extra nodes. In order to allow for differential move-
ment for one permutation to another,graduated non-convexityis used to turn these discrete (binary)
variables into continuous ones between(0, 1). To avoid poor local minima, a control parameter is
used to slowly move the matrix towards a 0 or 1 discretization. At each stage, the best match matrix
is estimated and normalized to ensure it remains the continuous analogue of a discrete assignment,
using a technique discovered by Sinkhorn [186].

Formally, consider two graphsG andG. Refer to nodes ofG andG byGa andGi, respectively,
and links ofG andG byGab andGij, respectively, wherea, b = 1, . . . , A, andi, j = 1, . . . , I. The
match matrixM associates nodes in two graphs:

Mai =

{

1 if the nodea ∈ G corresponds to nodei ∈ G
0 otherwise.

(9.1)

In graduated assignment [95], an objectiveenergy functionE(M) is defined for each possible
assignmentM. Let the energyE of aquadraticmatching problem be

E(M) =
I
∑

i=1

A
∑

a=1

A
∑

b=1

I
∑

j=1

Mai ·Mbj · Laibj , (9.2)
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which we want to maximize, whereLaibj represents the similarity between linksGab andGij.

* The “gradual” assigning process.

A significant idea in [95] is to extend thediscreteassignment problem to acontinuousone by em-
bedding it into a large space, wheregradient descentcan be performed to iteratively move from
one assignment to another. A continuous analogy to thediscretematching matrix is acontinuous
assignment matrix (also denotedM), which takes values between 0 and 1 with the constraint that
M has to be adoubly stochasticmatrix, i.e.,

∑

a Mai = 1 and
∑

i Mai = 1 [186]. The graduated
assignment thendifferentiallymoves from one assignmentM to another, retaining it to take values
between 0 and 1 as a doubly stochastic matrix (including theslackrows and columns). The moving
relies on agradient descentlike iterations on refining the matching energyE(M), in a graduated
non-convexitysetting. TheTaylor expansionof the energy functionw.r.t. M is:

E(M) = E(M0) +
A
∑

a=1

I
∑

i=1

Qai · (Mai −M0
ai), (9.3)

where the derivative matrixQ is:

Q =
∂E

∂Mai

∣

∣

∣

∣

M=M0

=
A
∑

b=1

I
∑

j=1

M0
bj · Laibj, (9.4)

which turns the maximizingE into maximizing

A
∑

a=1

I
∑

i=1

Qai ·Mai, (9.5)

which is (again) anassignment problem[95]. This assignment can be solved bysoftassign[186],
where an initial matrix is moved toward a solution by decreasing a parameterT (‘temperature’ in an-
nealing) which controls the convexity of the energy landscape (to avoid poor local minima). In each
iteration of graduated assignment, the continuous match matrixM is best estimated and normalized
such that it gradually moves toward a 0 or 1 discretization, which gives its final assignment.

* The iterative assignment algorithm.

TheGA algorithm follows three nested iterations summarized in Table 9.1. Start with an initialM:
(i) For each temperatureT andM, find Q(M) by optimizing the compatibility measures (1 for a
perfect match, 0 for no match) between graph nodes and links using the currentM. (ii) Updating
M through softassign, by repeatedly normalizing rows and columns to make converge into a doubly
stochastic matrix.(iii) Repeat the procedure by decreasingT until M converges or enough iterations
are performed.

* Extend the energyE to match the general attributed relational graphs.

Having outlined the algorithm, it remains to defineE in a meaningful manner. Gold and Rangara-
jan [95] give a generic definition ofE(M) for attributed relational graphs(ARGs) as

E(M) =
A
∑

a=1

I
∑

i=1

A
∑

b=1

I
∑

j=1

Mai ·Mbj · Laibj + α

A
∑

a=1

I
∑

i=1

Mai ·Nai , (9.6)
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Begin A: (Do A until T < Tf or # iters. > IA)

Begin B: (until M converges or #iters. > IB)

Qai ← − ∂E
∂Mai

estimated from graph compatibilities.

M0
ai ← exp(1/T ·Qai)

Begin C: (until M̂ converges or #iters. > IC)

UpdateM̂ by normalizing across all rows:

M̂1
ai ← M̂

0
ai

∑

I+1

i=1
M̂0

ai

UpdateM̂ by normalizing across all columns:

M̂0
ai ← M̂

1
ai

∑

A+1

a=1
M̂1

ai

End C

End B

T ← Tr · T
End A

Parameter Description

T0 = 100 The initial temperature
Tf = 0.01 The termination temperature
Tr = 0.95 Rate in decreasing temperature
IA = 100 Maximum iterations insoftassign
IB = 4 Maximum iterations in loop B
IC = 30 Maximum iterations in loop C

ǫB = 0.005 Criterion of convergence ofM
ǫC = 0.0005 Criterion of convergence of̂M
ǫS = 0.00005 Criterion of convergence insoftassign

Table 9.1: (Left, adapted from [95]) A summary of the graduated assignment algorithm in [95].
(Right) TheGA parameters with our suggested values.

whereLaibj represents the total compatibility between linksGab andGij, andNai represents total
compatibility between nodesGa andGi:

Laibj =

{

1 if links Gab andḠij both exist
0 otherwise

(9.7)

Nai =

{

1 if nodesa andi match
0 otherwise

(9.8)

This leads to,

Qai(M) = 2
A
∑

b=1

I
∑

j=1

MbjLaibj + αNai , (9.9)

which allows to robust match any two arbitrary attributed graphs. In our case of hypergraph match-
ing, we continue to extend the energyE to include compatibility to match hyperlinks (medial sheets),
detailed as follows.

9.2 On Extending theGA to MatchMS Hypergraphs

We have exploited several ideas in extending the originalGA to match theMS hypergraphs.(i)
First, the similarity should reflect the (optimal) deformation cost in matching two shapes (a sub-
optimal approximation of the edit-distance matching described in Chapter 8).(ii) Second, in order
to match the additional dimension of the hypergraphs, athird-order assignment is introduced to
capture the matching of surface segments, in additional to the first-order and second-order energy to
capture the matching of nodes and curves, respectively.(iii) Third, to accurately filter out dissimilar
matches, we match both the (graph) structure and the parametric attributes (along the curves and
sheets) of theMS hypergraphs.(iv) Forth, we use a square-root distance metric, which outperforms
other metrics [175] (detailed below).(v) Finally, we introduce a set of “virtual links” as in [175] to
deal with unhandledMS transforms across transitions to improve the matching robustness (§9.4).
We elaborate each of these ideas below.
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* Similarity via deformation.

We define the similarity between two shapes to be inversely proportional to the minimum amount
of deformation required to bring one shape in matching with another. Recall in Chapter 9 that the
optimal solution of exploring the edit-distance ofMS hypergraph matching is difficult, our goal is
to approximate it via a computationally practical graph matching algorithm.

* Introduce a third-order assignment.

The matching between graph nodes in theGA can be viewed as the first-order assignment and the
matching between curves can be viewed as the second-order assignment. We employ athird-order
energy term to match the sheets (hyperlinks) in theMS hypergraph. While the medial sheets could
have complex topology and thus is difficult to match directly, we indirectly model their matching
by matching individual corners of the sheet (which involves two curves thus is third-order), whose
overall effects accumulate to match the sheets. Note that the introduction of the third-order energy
does not affect the computation time much due to its sparsity.

* Match thestructureof theMS hypergraph.

TheMS can be matchedstructurally, i.e., given any assignment, simply consider whether or not a
link or a hyperlink exists or checking if their shock type is consistent. We discuss the matching of
medial nodes, curves, and sheets case-by-case as follows.(i) For matching medial nodes, recall that
theMS regularization process (Chapter 7) moves theMS toward a high-order degeneracy, which
essentially produces high-orderMS nodes, and we have analyzed such high-orderMS nodes in
§ 5.5. This analysis of high-orderMS nodes is useful in defining their structural compatibility.
(ii) For matching medial curves, in additional to checking their existence and shock type compati-
bility, the orientationand the ending node types are useful in matching.(iii) For matching medial
sheets, we compare the structural information of each sheetcorner (such as shock curve type and
orientation) and let them sum up to match the whole sheet.

* Match theparametricattributes of theMS hypergraph.

In additional to the above structural matching, we can further refine the compatibility definition to
consider more variational aspects of theMS hypergraphs, byparameterizingthe local properties of
theMS nodes, curves, and sheet corners and define a metric to compare them. Consider that a shape
can be deformed to another via a sequence of (canonical) transformations. The dissimilarity between
two shapes is the length of theminimum length pathin the space of transformations (Chapter 9). We
consider the following canonical deformations:(i) stretchingor compressingwhere similarity is
effectively translated into length comparison between link length;(ii) fatteningor thinning, where
similarity is measured by comparing the shock acceleration functions [86];(iii) bendingwhich af-
fects the curvature in comparison. We summarize the parametric matching of nodes/curves/sheets
case-by-case as follows.(i) Node similarity compares the size (shock radiusr), shock velocities
(related to the derivative ofr), and other attributes such as the angle between incident curves.(ii)
Link similarity is the functions of the aforementioned canonical deformations considered as separa-
ble dimensions of deformations.(iii) Corner similarity compares the corner angle, shock radius, and
shock velocity, detailed in§ 9.3.3.

* Use thesquare-rootdistance norm to compare similarity measures.
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Table 9.2: Possible distance metrics. We choose to use the normalized square-root distance metric
between two measurementsm1 andm2 ∈ R, whereM is the maximum value of all measurements
used to normalize their values into[0, 1].

Weighted Pre-normalized

Absolute distance dw
abs(m1,m2) =

|m1 −m2|
max(m1,m2)

dn
abs(m1,m2;M) =

1

|M | |m1 −m2|

Square-root distance dw
sqr(m1,m2) =

√

|m1 −m2|
max(m1,m2)

dn
sqr(m1,m2;M) =

1
√

|M |
√

|m1 −m2|

Square distance dw
sq(m1,m2) =

( |m1 −m2|
max(m1,m2)

)2

dn
sq(m1,m2;M) =

1

M2
(m1 −m2)

2

Table 9.3: Comparing distance norms: Example measurement valuesm1, m2 and their absolute,
square-root, and square distance norms.

m1 m2 M dw
abs dn

abs dw
sqr dn

sqr dw
sq dn

sq

Tiny difference of small values 1.1 1.2 10 0.083 0.01 0.289 0.1 0.0069 0.0001
Tiny difference of middle values 5.5 5.6 10 0.018 0.01 0.134 0.1 0.0003 0.0001
Tiny difference of large values 8.1 8.2 10 0.012 0.01 0.11 0.1 0.0001 0.0001

Small difference 1.0 2.0 10 0.5 0.1 0.707 0.316 0.25 0.01
Mid. difference 3.0 5.0 10 0.4 0.2 0.632 0.447 0.16 0.04
Large difference 1.0 8.0 10 0.875 0.7 0.935 0.837 0.7656 0.49

We use asquare-root distance
√

(m1 −m2) for comparison between two measuresm1 andm2,
motivated by the following reasons [175]:(i) a re-interpretation of Weber’s law,(ii) to maintain sen-
sitivity to variations when two items are close, and(iii) to reduce sensitivity when two items are very
distant. We have found this norm to perform better for our application than others,e.g.the weighted
distance ‖m1−m2‖

max(m1,m2)
1. A second issue of the distance norms is whether the two measurements are

scale-dependent,i.e. a pre-normalization is required or not. We summarize these distance norms in
Table 9.2 and list a few example values to illustrate their characteristics in Table 9.3.2

9.3 Designing theMS Hypergraph Compatibility Measures

This section defines the node-to-node (§9.3.1), curve-to-curve (§9.3.2), and sheet-to-sheet (§9.3.3)
compatibility measures in matching theMS by explicitly combining both thestructuralandpara-
metricmatching described above. Table 9.4 overviews the main terms used in each case.

9.3.1 The first-ordernodecompatibility measure (N)

The compatibility between two shock nodesNa ∈ MS andN̄i ∈ MS is consideredfirst-order
in our hypergraph matching framework and designedintrinsically to compare the two given nodes.
The compatibilityN should take value between 0 and 1, whereN = 1 represents a perfect match

1The problem of the weighted distance‖m1−m2‖
max(m1,m2)

is that if both measuresm1 andm2 are low, the distance is
dominated by the small values and can ‘flip’ the distance measure. For example, observe in Table 9.3, the weighted
square-root distancedw

sqr is 0.707 for the measurements of a small difference but only0.632 for those with a mid.
difference.

2In comparison, Rangarajan [95,§2.2] suggests to use1− 3|m1 −m2| to yield an expected value of zero whenm1

andm2 are randomly selected from a uniform distribution in the interval [0, 1]. However, this norm creates negative
similarity values, thus not suitable here.
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Table 9.4: The compatibility design in matching theMS hypergraphs.
Structural similarity Parametric similarity

1st ordernode node type, radiusr,∇r along incident curves,
compatibility incident curve types angle between curves at sheet corners

2nd ordercurve existence, curve type,
∑

ri (to approximate volume),
compatibility ending node types, edit-distance in matching elastic deformations,

orientation Euclidean-distance between the alignment.
3rd ordersheet existence, corner angle, radiusr,

(corner) compatibility incident curve types, ∇r at the corner,
corner node type

∑

ri (to approximate volume)

andN = 0 represents the least match. We consider both(i) thestructuralcompatibility and(ii) the
parametriccompatibility in computing a final measure between two nodes.

Structural node compatibility (N s)

The structural compatibilityNs compares the shock node types and incident shock curve types for
their similarity. An intuitive idea is to avoid matching an interiorA4

1 node to anA1A3 node near the
boundary.

* Compare high-orderAm
1 A3 andAn

1 MS nodes.

Consider the matching of higher-order shock nodes (Am
1 A3 andAn

1 ) in general (§5.5), we propose
to penalize the shock node type difference by their difference in theirshock contact order, and
normalized it (to be within 0 and 1) by the maximum shock singularity between the two, (e.g.,
mimicking the weighted distancedw

abs in Table 9.2). To illustrate, the unit difference of anA1 is
1, and the difference of anA3 is 3 (three units); so the difference between anA1A3 andA4

1 nodes
cost three units and it is normalized by a total contact order of four, leading to3/4. This analysis
can be generalize to compare all high-orderMS nodesAm

1 A3 andAn
1 discussed in§ 5.5 as follows,

m, m̄ ≥ 1, n, n̄ ≥ 4.

d[Am
1 A3, A

n
1 ] =

max(|n−m|, 3)

max(n,m+ 3)
, (9.10)

d[An
1 , A

n̄
1 ] =

|n− n̄|
max(n, n̄)

, (9.11)

d[Am
1 A3, A

m̄
1 A3] =

|m− m̄|
max(m, m̄) + 3

, (9.12)

whered[·, ·] denotes theshock type differencebetween twoMS nodes. Table 9.5 list its value
between a few high-orderMS nodes frequently observed in practice.

In § 5.5, we have also discussed the special shock nodes such as thecorner shock nodeNcor

(intersection of oneA3
1 axial and threeA3 curves) and thedouble-finnode(A1A3)2 and thetriple-fin

node(A1A3)3. The distance between them is defined similarly as above and elaborated into three
cases as follows.(i) The difference between the special shock nodes {Ncor, (A1A3)2, (A1A3)3} and
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A1A3 A4

1 A2
1A3 A5

1 A3
1A3 A6

1 A4
1A3 A7

1 A5
1A3 A8

1 ... Am
1 A3 An

1

A1A3 0 3/4 1/5 4/5 2/6 5/6 3/7 6/7 4/8 7/8 ... m−1
m+3

n−1
n

A4
1 0 3/5 1/5 3/6 2/6 3/7 3/7 4/8 4/8 ... m−1

m+3
n−4

n

A2
1A3 0 3/5 1/6 4/6 2/7 5/7 3/8 6/8 ... m−2

m+3
n−2

n

A5
1 0 3/6 1/6 3/7 2/7 3/8 3/8 ... m−2

m+3
n−5

n

A3
1A3 0 3/6 1/7 4/7 2/8 5/8 ... m−3

m+3
n−3

n

A6
1 0 3/7 1/7 3/8 2/8 ... m−3

m+3
n−6

n

A4
1A3 0 3/7 1/8 4/8 ... m−4

m+3
n−4

n

A7
1 0 3/8 1/8 ... m−4

m+3
n−7

n

A5
1A3 0 3/8 ... m−5

m+3
n−5

n

A8
1 0 ... m−5

m+3
n−8

n

... 0 ... ...

Am
1 A3 0 max(|n−m|,3)

max(n,m+3)

An
1 0

Table 9.5: Differenced between general shock nodes reflecting the lack of structural (type) compat-
ibility between them.

a generalAm
1 A3 shock nodes is defined as:

d[Ncor, A
m
1 A3] =

m

max(m+ 3, 5)
, (9.13)

d[(A1A3)2, A
m
1 A3] =

3 + |m− 2|
max(m+ 3, 8)

, (9.14)

d[(A1A3)3, A
m
1 A3] =

6 + |m− 3|
max(m+ 3, 12)

. (9.15)

(ii) The case of {Ncor, (A1A3)2, (A1A3)3} to anAn
1 node is special that anAn

1 node has noA3 rib
curve incident to it. To simplify the analysis, their distance is defined to take the maximum value:

d[Ncor, A
n
1 ] = d[(A1A3)2, A

n
1 ] = d[(A1A3)3, A

n
1 ] = 1. (9.16)

(iii) Finally, the distances between the special shock nodes are also simplified as :

d[Ncor, (A1A3)2] = 2/8, d[Ncor, (A1A3)3] = 6/12, d[(A1A3)2, (A1A3)3] = 4/12. (9.17)

Table 9.6 summarizes the above results. Finally, the structural node compatibility(Ns) is defined as
the compliment of the node type differenced, i.e.,

Ns[Na, N̄i] = 1− d[Na, N̄i], (9.18)

such thatNs = 1 if the shock types are identical, andNs = 0 if the shock types are completely
different.

Parametric node compatibility (Np)

We considerthreemain terms between two medial nodesNa ∈MS andN̄i ∈MS in theparamet-
ric node compatibility measure:(i) the shock noderadiusr, (ii) thegradientof radius (∇r) along
the incident shock curves, and(iii) the anglesa of incident sheet corners between incident shock
curves.
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A1A3 A4

1 A2
1A3 A5

1 ... Am
1 A3 An

1 Ncor (A1A3)2 (A1A3)3
A1A3 0 3/4 1/5 4/5 ... m−1

m+3
n−1

n
1/5 4/8 8/12

A4
1 0 3/5 1/5 ... m−1

m+3
n−4

n
5/5 1 1

A2
1A3 0 3/5 ... m−2

m+3
n−2

n
2/5 3/8 7/12

A5
1 0 ... m−3

m+3
n−5

n
5/5 1 1

... 0 ... ... ... ... ...

Am
1 A3 0 max(|n−m|,3)

max(n,m+3)
m

max(m+3,5)
|m−2|+3

max(m+3,8)
|m−3|+6

max(m+3,12)

An
1 0 1 1 1

Ncor 0 2/8 6/12
(A1A3)2 0 4/12
(A1A3)3 0

Table 9.6: Differenced betweenspecialand general shock nodes reflecting the structural (type)
compatibility between them. Portion of Table 9.5 is replicated here for convenience.

1. Radiusdifference betweenNa andN̄i.

2. Gradientof radius along incident shock curves: Compare the radius gradient∇r along each
incident curve ofNa andN̄i. Since there exist numerous incident curves at each medial node
(for example, there are four curves at anA4

1 node), we simply take the maximum and mini-
mum measures(∇rmax,∇rmin). There are two additional reasons motivating this:(i) First,
the measurements in between the maximum and minimum are less salient and less robust to
compare.(ii) Second, theA1A3 node has only two incident curves while other nodes has more
curves; thus we can at most select two distinct curves in a general setup.

3. Anglebetween incident shock curves: For the nodeNa, compute the angle of the sheet corner
Sbac between two incident curvesCb andCc. Similarly for N̄i, compute the angle of sheet
cornerS̄jik betweenC̄j. Since there exists numerous sheet corners at each medial node (for
example, there are six sheets intersecting at anA4

1 node), again we only take the maximum
and minimum measures(amax, amin).

The parametric node compatibility is defined as:

Np[Na, N̄i] = 1− wn
r · dn

sqr[r(Na), r(N̄i)]

− wn
g

2
· dn

sqr[∇rmax(Na),∇rmax(N̄i)]−
wn

g

2
· dn

sqr[∇rmin(Na),∇rmin(N̄i)]

− wn
a

2
· dn

sqr[amax(Na), amax(N̄i)]−
wn

a

2
· dn

sqr[amin(Na), amin(N̄i)]. (9.19)

where the weighting constantswn
r = 0.5 (radius),wn

g = 0.25 (gradient of radii),wn
a = 0.25 (incident

curves) specify the relative importance between different measurements.
Finally, the first-order node compatibility is defined as the multiplication of thestructurecom-

patibility and theparametriccompatibility:

N [Na, N̄i] = Ns · Np. (9.20)

To illustrate the effect of the above compatibility design, we investigate an example in matching
two bone shapes in Figure 9.2 to examine the compatibility values throughout this chapter. A set of
manually selected pairs of matching nodes are used as ground truth. The resulting node compatibility
is shown in Table 9.7. Note that the node compatibility produces many correct matches but also some
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Figure 9.2: The matching of theMS hypergraphs of two carpal bones (female hamate, Data set
from Dr. Crisco, RI Hospital). (a) is the left hand and (b) is the right hand. (c) gives an example
matching. (d) and (e) shows a manual matching, which serves as the ground truth to validate our
approach.

errors, due to its locality (lack of enough information),e.g., the matching ofN52 to n69 has low
compatibility.

9.3.2 The second-orderlink (curve) compatibility measure (L)
The compatibility between two shock curvesCab ∈ MS and C̄ij ∈ MS is consideredsecond
order in our hypergraph matching framework and is designedintrinsically to compare the two given
curves. Again we consider both(i) the structural similarity and(ii) the parametric similarity in
designing the final compatibility between the two curves. Note that theorientationof the curves
should be explicitly compared,i.e., matching(Cab, C̄ij) is different than matching(Cab, C̄ji), to
better filter out unsuitable matches.

Structural link (curve) compatibility (L s)

The structural compatibilityLs checks the followingthree terms in matching two medial curves
Cab ∈ MS andC̄ij ∈ MS: (i) the existence of the shock curve,(ii) the shock curve type, and(iii)
the two shock end node types.

1. Existenceof shock curves: Avoid the matching if any of the shock curvesCab or C̄ij does not
exist.

2. Shock curve type. Avoid the matching of anA3 curve to anA3
1 (or a degenerateAn

1 ) curve.

3. Ending shock node type. This also considers theorientation of the shock curves into the
matching: IfNs[Na, N̄i] orNs[Nb, N̄j] is low,Ls[Cab, C̄ij] should be low.
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Table 9.7: An examplenode compatibilitytable (Nai) to match twoMS nodes of theMS hy-
pergraphs of the two carpal bones in Figure 9.2. Values of the ground truth matching pairs are
highlighted in parentheses (boldface inblue), which should be with high compatibilities. Several
erroneousmatches with compatibility higher than the ground true are underlined (inred).

n51 n59 n69 n76 n80 n83 n89 n90 n91 n92 n94

N00 0.44 0.41 0.41 0.55 0.49 0.53 0.24 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.35
N09 0.57 0.68 0.67 0.68 0.73 0.56 (0.37) 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.22
N13 0.68 0.68 0.77 0.54 (0.72) 0.57 0.40 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.28
N19 0.54 0.62 0.56 (0.69) 0.68 0.49 0.39 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.22
N25 0.59 0.67 0.73 0.45 0.63 0.50 0.34 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.23
N37 0.55 0.58 0.59 0.72 0.66 0.52 0.39 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.23
N46 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.00 0.75 0.69 0.71 0.15
N48 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.00 0.71 (0.86) 0.80 0.16
N51 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22
N52 0.20 0.18 (0.17) 0.22 0.19 0.18 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19
N56 0.19 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.14 0.18 0.00 0.44 0.53 0.55 0.14
N57 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.00 (0.80) 0.73 0.73 0.14

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9.3: (a) Result of optimal alignment of D.P. matching of two shock curves (geometry as 3D
space curves and other attributes). (b) Result of using the D.P. alignment to compute the best (R,
T) to align the two curves and compute the Euclidean distance. In this example,dn

ed[Cab, C̄ij] =
12.76, dn

Eu[Cab, C̄ij] = 17.83. (c) Result stored in the D.P. result table, and the normalization of the
compatibility is against the row (see text).

Specifically, the structural curve compatibility is defined as:

Ls[Cab, C̄ij] =

{

0, if Cab or C̄ij is missing or the types are different,
1− wl

n · d[Na, N̄i]− wl
n · d[Nb, N̄j], otherwise,

(9.21)

where the node type distanced is defined in the structural node compatibility (§9.3.1). The weight-
ing parameterwl

n = 0.2 penalizes the difference between the shock end node types.

Parametric link (curve) compatibility (L p)

We considerthreemain terms in the parametric link (curve) compatibility measure between the two
medial curvesCab and C̄ij: (i) integration of shock radiusalong the curves (to reflect the corre-
sponding shape volumes),(ii) edit distanceded optimizing the elastic matching between the two
curves, and(iii) Euclidean distancedEu between them using the correspondence from the above edit
distance matching result, detailed as follows.
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1. Integration of shock radius(to approximate corresponding shape volume),

V (C) =

∫

s∈C

r · ds ≈
nsample
∑

k=1

r(Ck). (9.22)

The normalization is done by dividing a maximum value inMS andMS, such that:

0 ≤ V n(Cab), V
n(C̄ij) ≤ 1 (9.23)

2. Edit distanceded[Cab, C̄ij] by the elastic matching between the two curvesCab and C̄ij to
get theiroptimal alignment minimizing the following energy terms, computed viadynamic
programming(D.P.) [168, 169], Figure 9.3(a).

• stretchingdifferenceds(Cp, Cp-1, C̄q, C̄q-1), wherep, q are indices of the fine-scale mesh
vertices along the curves,

• bendingdifferencedt(Cp, Cp-1, C̄q, C̄q-1),

• shockradiusdifferencedr(Cp, Cp-1, C̄q, C̄q-1), and

• theangledifferenceda(Cp, Cp-1, C̄q, C̄q-1) between incident sheets of two cases:(i) for
anA3 curve, we match the “side” of sheet,i.e., the angle between the curve normal and
the sheet tangent direction,(ii) for anA3

1 (or the degenerateAn
1 ) curve, we match the

angles between the three or more incident sheets,

Specifically, the two shock curves is matched both as space curves (in their elastic bending and
stretching terms) and as a joined skeleton-boundary matching to approximate their similarity
discussed in Chapter 8.3

min
{

[ds+ dr] + wl
a · [dt+ da]

}

, (9.24)

where the weighting constantwl
a = 0.1 specifies the ratio between thelengthandanglemea-

surements (the value is relative to thescaleof shapes as in [169]).

3. (Optional)Euclidean distancefrom the correspondence (alignment) between the two curves
dEu[Cab, C̄ij] using the alignment from the edit-distance matching. Specifically, we compute
the optimal rotation and translation (R, T) to alignCab to C̄ij, and compute the average distance
between the corresponding pairs, Figure 9.3(b).4 This term enhances the matching ofrigid
objects or shapes with slight deformations. It should be avoided for matchingdeformable
objects or shapes across large variations.

* Storing the curve-matching results: the curve orientation and normalization issues.

We store the above curve matching results intofour tables (two tables forded anddEu, and each in
two orientations) of sizenc × n̄c, wherenc andn̄c are the number of shock curves inMS andMS,
respectively, Figure 9.3(c). In matching, we normalize the values of these tables by normalization

3We use analignment curveα to represent the result of the correspondence betweenCab andC̄ij [169, 168]. We omit
details on computing the differential terms of the shock curves as space curves,i.e., stretching terms and their derivatives
φ, φs, φss, bending terms and their derivativesθ, θs, θss, tangentT , normalN , binomalB, curvatureκ, torsionτ .

4Given an alignment, the optimal (R, T) can be computed in a closed form solution.
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Table 9.8: An examplecurve compatibilitytable (Laibj) to match twoMS curves in their regular
orientation,i.e.,Cab to C̄ij in matching theMS hypergraphs of the two carpal bones in Figure 9.2.
Numbers of the ground truth matching pairs are highlighted in parentheses (boldface inblue), which
should be with high compatibilities. Only fourerroneousmatches with compatibility higher than the
ground true are underlined (inred), which shows that our curve compatibility measure is excellent
in this example.

c00 c25 c47 c72 c74 c84 c93 c94 c95 c99 c100 c101 c102 c103 c105 c107

C01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.27 0.19 0.00 0.78 0.39 0.38 0.40 0.59 0.79 0.52 0.68
C02 0.11 0.68 0.04 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C10 0.81 0.24 0.39 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C14 0.10 0.61 0.03 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C26 0.15 0.80 0.09 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C33 0.66 0.45 0.61 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.23 0.15 0.00 0.75 0.40 0.41 0.42 0.46 0.54 0.50 0.48
C50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (0.91) 0.32 0.19 0.00 0.75 0.44 0.50 0.44 0.69 0.51 0.35 0.43
C59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53 0.24 0.17 0.00 0.68 0.51 0.33 0.50 0.73 0.96 0.58 0.58
C60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.23 0.15 0.00 0.61 0.48 0.31 0.49 0.71 0.92 0.63 0.61
C64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.53 0.65 0.00 0.20 0.57 0.33 0.55 0.35 0.25 0.18 0.13
C65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.39 0.21 0.00 0.51 0.44 0.74 0.42 0.45 0.36 0.24 0.26
C66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.23 0.15 0.00 0.67 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.53 0.73 0.48 0.69
C67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.51 0.23 0.15 0.00 0.67 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.53 0.73 0.48 0.69
C68 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.54 (0.39) 0.23 0.00 0.40 0.38 0.72 0.36 0.35 0.29 0.19 0.20
C69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.37 0.24 0.00 0.32 0.63 0.47 0.58 0.51 0.39 0.18 0.20
C70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.43 0.24 0.00 0.31 0.65 0.48 0.56 0.50 0.39 0.18 0.19
C71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.59 0.72 0.41 0.00 0.41 0.36 (0.69) 0.32 0.34 0.26 0.14 0.18

against the minimum/maximum values of each row (Figure 9.3(c)), denotes asdn (to obtain values
between(0, 1)). 5

The parametric curve compatibility is defined as:

Lp[Cab, C̄ij] = 1− wl
d · dn

ed[Cab, C̄ij]− wl
e · dn

Eu[Cab, C̄ij]− wl
v ·
∣

∣V n(Cab)− V n(C̄ij)
∣

∣ , (9.25)

where the weighting constantswl
d = 0.33 (edit distance),wl

e = 0.33 (Euclidean distance), and
wl

v = 0.34 (integration of radius/volume).
Finally, the second-order link (curve) compatibility is defined as:

L[Cab, C̄ij] = Ls · Lp. (9.26)

Tables 9.8 and 9.9 demonstrates excellent performance of this compatibility design in matching
medial curves. We found the curve compatibilityCL provides strong clue and improve theGA
matching significantly.

9.3.3 The third-order sheet (corner)compatibility measure (C)
The compatibility between two sheet cornersCaibjck[Sabc, S̄ijk] takes two shock sheetS ∈ MS
and S̄ ∈ MS at their cornersSabc and S̄ijk, respectively, and estimate the compatibility between
them by considering thestructural similarity and theparametric compatibilities. Note that the
orientationof the sheet corners should be explicitly compared,i.e., matching(Cabc, C̄ijk) is different
than matching(Cabc, C̄kji) in the (nested)GA iterations, to better filter out unsuitable matches.

5This normalization is to emphasize the difference of measurement. It is better than the normalization against a
global maximum value.
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Table 9.9: An example‘flipped’-curve compatibilitytable (Lajbi) with all the second curves inMS
flipped in orientation during the matching, (i.e., matchingCab to C̄ji in matching theMS hyper-
graphs of the two carpal bones in Figure 9.2. Numbers of the ground truth matching pairs are
highlighted in parentheses (boldface inblue), which should be with high compatibilities. There is
no erroneous match whose compatibility measure is higher than the ground true ones (100%correct).

c00 c25 c47 c72 c74 c84 c93 c94 c95 c99 c100 c101 c102 c103 c105 c107

C01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.19 0.13 0.00 0.51 0.59 0.34 0.59 0.60 0.79 0.68 0.52
C02 0.11 0.59 0.04 0.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C10 (0.81) 0.21 0.52 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C14 0.10 0.57 0.03 0.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C26 0.16 0.69 0.10 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C33 0.63 0.43 0.61 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
C39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.45 0.20 0.13 0.00 0.57 0.50 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.59 0.48 0.50
C50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.20 0.49 0.00 0.47 0.78 0.39 0.93 0.65 0.58 0.43 0.35
C59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.53 0.24 0.17 0.00 0.68 0.51 0.32 0.51 0.74 0.96 0.58 0.58
C60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.23 0.15 0.00 0.66 0.48 0.31 0.49 0.69 0.92 0.61 0.63
C64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.82 (0.92) 0.00 0.32 0.26 0.37 0.23 0.27 0.23 0.13 0.18
C65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.24 0.15 0.00 0.37 0.77 0.54 (0.87) 0.51 0.44 0.26 0.24
C66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.18 0.12 0.00 0.45 0.48 0.31 0.48 0.54 0.73 0.69 0.48
C67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.18 0.12 0.00 0.45 0.48 0.31 0.48 0.54 0.73 0.69 0.48
C68 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.23 0.14 0.00 0.28 0.66 0.52 0.70 0.43 0.34 0.20 0.19
C69 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.47 0.26 0.00 0.36 0.44 0.60 0.41 0.46 0.32 0.20 0.18
C70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.58 0.29 0.00 0.35 0.47 0.61 0.48 0.46 0.36 0.19 0.18
C71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.38 0.22 0.00 0.25 0.65 0.48 0.74 0.40 0.29 0.18 0.14

Structural sheet (corner) compatibility (Cs)

The structural sheet (corner) compatibility estimates(i) theexistenceof the corners,(ii) the boundary
shockcurve type,(iii) the ending shocknode types, detailed as follows.

1. Existenceof sheet corners.

2. Boundary shock curve type: Avoid the cases if either(Cab, C̄ij) or (Cbc, C̄jk) are of different
types, which also help to match the ‘orientation’ (permutation) of the indices at the corner.

3. Ending shock node type: Avoid the cases if either(Na, N̄i), (Nb, N̄j), or (Nc, N̄k) are of
different types, which also help to match the ‘orientation’ (permutation of the indices) at the
corner.

The structural sheet (corner) compatibility is defined as:

Cs(Sabc, S̄ijk) =

{

0, if Sabc or S̄ijk is missing, or(Cab, C̄ij) or (Cbc, C̄jk) are of diff. types,
1− wc

n1 · d[Nb, N̄j]− wc
n2 · d[Na, N̄i]− wc

n2 · d[Nc, N̄k], otherwise,
(9.27)

where the weighting constantswc
n1 = 0.8 (corner angle) andwc

n2 = 0.1 (volume). We makewc
n1 +

2wc
n2 = 1 to completely determine the structural compatibility around a sheet corner, since there is

no structural information from the medial sheets (they are all ofA2
1 type).

Parametric sheet (corner) compatibility (Cp)
Theparametric sheet corner compatibility considers:(i) the shock radiusr of corner vertex,(ii) the
gradient of shock radius (∇r) along the sheet (bisector curve of the corner)(iii) the corner angle,
(iv) the corresponding shape volume of the sheet, detailed below.
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Figure 9.4: Match two prisms before (a) and after (b) applying anA5
1 curve contract transform at

the center. The matching result is in (c). This figures illustrates that adding virtual links could
successfully simulate the transform.

1. Shock radiusof the corner vertices (Nb andN̄j).

2. Radius gradientalong the sheet bisector curves, which can be approximated by the average of
the radius gradients along the two incident curves of each corner,i.e.,(Cba, C̄bc) and(C̄ji, C̄jk),
computed similar as in§ 9.3.1.

3. Corner anglesbetween∠(Sn
abc) and∠(S̄n

ijk).

4. Integration of shock radius(to approximate corresponding shape volume). This can be ap-
proximated by summing up the radius of all sheet elements:

V (S) =

∫∫

s∈S

r · ds ≈
nsample
∑

k=1

r(Sk). (9.28)

The parametric sheet (corner) compatibility is defined as:

Cp(Sabc, S̄ijk) = 1− wc
r · dn

sqr[r(Nb), r(N̄j)]− wc
g · dn

sqr[∇r(Sabc),∇r(S̄ijk)]

− wc
a · dn

sqr[∠
n
abc,∠

n
ijk]− wc

v · dn
sqr[V

n(S), V n(S̄)]. (9.29)

where the weighting parameterswc
r = 0.2 (radius),wc

g = 0.3 (radius gradient),wc
a = 0.3 (angle),

andwc
v = 0.2 (volume).

Finally, the third-order sheet (corner) compatibility is defined as:

C[Sabc, S̄ijk] = Cs · Cp. (9.30)

Table 9.10 examines the performance of the proposed sheet (corner) compatibility design. We
found it provides strong clues in selecting correct matches during the hypergraph matching.

9.4 Virtual Links to Handle Remaining MS Transitions

* Use of “virtual links” to match graph structure changes across transitions.

In the previous section we have improved theGA hypergraph matching significantly by improving its
component-to-component matching. However, there is an important factor not yet addressed in the
graph matching, that is thestructural coherencebetween two graphs. This is precisely the (optimal)
edit-distance matching in Chapter 8 should achieve, to explore the space of the possible edits across
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Table 9.10: An example(sheet) corner compatibilitytable (Caibjck) in matching theMS hypergraphs
of the two carpal bones in Figure 9.2 (values in1/100). Numbers of the ground truth matching pairs
are highlighted in parentheses (boldface inblue), which should be with high compatibilities. Several
erroneousmatches with compatibility higher than the ground true are underlined (inred).

c76 c91 c91 c91 c89 c91 c91 c89 c90 c90 c90 c51 c90 c90 c89 c91 c92 c92 c94 c59 c69 c80 c94 c92 c90 c83
C[00-46-48] 0 48 53 59 0 52 49 0 47 55 53 0 54 56 0 52 45 53 0 0 0 0 15 57 60 0
C[00-46-56] 0 40 47 46 0 37 49 0 39 42 46 0 51 48 0 52 44 56 0 0 0 0 15 41 53 0
C[00-46-57] 0 52 63 67 0 48 53 0 50 63 56 0 59 62 0 61 40 55 0 0 0 0 18 58 70 0
C[00-51-56] 21 0 0 0 13 0 0 17 0 0 0 22 0 0 20 0 0 0 27 16 19 18 0 0 0 0
C[09-52-57] 28 0 0 0 25 0 0 31 0 0 0 20 0 0 34 0 0 0 33 21 23 28 0 0 0 0
C[09-57-19] 0 68 74 63 0 70 63 0 73 66 62 0 62 68 0 62 41 52 0 0 0 0 16 46 46 0
C[09-57-46] 0 54 62 66 0 57 64 0 58 69 67 0 64 64 0 70 38 49 0 0 0 0 22 43 57 0
C[09-57-52] 0 54 62 60 0 59 68 0 60 63 69 0 64 59 0 67 36 49 0 0 0 0 16 43 46 0
C[13-25-52] 41 0 0 0 26 0 0 29 0 0 0 55 0 0 26 0 0 0 21 48 53 43 0 0 0 0
C[13-48-37] 0 68 69 57 0 (74) 58 0 75 61 58 0 55 60 0 58 46 52 0 0 0 0 14 43 41 0
C[13-48-46] 0 53 60 65 0 57 66 0 59 71 69 0 64 63 0 (73) 40 52 0 0 0 0 22 43 60 0
C[13-48-56] 0 56 65 63 0 61 71 0 63 68 71 0 69 65 0 69 44 47 0 0 0 0 20 39 50 0
C[19-51-56] 27 0 0 0 25 0 0 25 0 0 0 26 0 0 29 0 0 0 23 26 25 26 0 0 0 0
C[19-57-46] 0 53 60 64 0 56 73 0 58 68 74 0 (70) 64 0 73 42 49 0 0 0 0 22 41 50 0
C[19-57-52] 0 63 64 55 0 74 55 0 (66) 58 55 0 54 57 0 56 46 53 0 0 0 0 13 46 40 0
C[25-13-48] 50 0 0 0 30 0 0 34 0 0 0 73 0 0 29 0 0 0 28 59 67 52 0 0 0 0
C[25-52-37] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13
C[25-52-57] 0 7 7 10 0 8 12 0 8 12 12 0 11 10 0 13 8 5 0 0 0 0 29 2 5 0
C[37-48-46] 0 54 63 61 0 57 (70) 0 58 62 67 0 67 64 0 71 44 46 0 0 0 0 22 38 47 0
C[37-48-56] 0 (61) 58 57 0 69 55 0 59 58 55 0 56 60 0 56 50 52 0 0 0 0 19 43 41 0
C[37-52-57] 28 0 0 0 30 0 0 34 0 0 0 20 0 0 36 0 0 0 24 21 21 25 0 0 0 0
C[46-00-51] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56
C[46-48-56] 0 43 49 54 0 40 52 0 41 51 56 0 59 52 0 51 36 44 0 0 0 0 14 61 68 0
C[46-56-48] 0 33 37 40 0 35 33 0 32 37 35 0 37 39 0 38 43 41 0 0 0 0 11 57 56 0
C[46-56-51] 0 38 36 30 0 32 31 0 31 28 30 0 33 31 0 34 35 45 0 0 0 0 8 45 42 0
C[46-57-52] 0 43 51 50 0 40 41 0 42 (47) 43 0 45 46 0 46 33 51 0 0 0 0 9 68 63 0
C[48-37-52] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 47
C[48-46-56] 0 42 44 48 0 40 42 0 42 45 42 0 48 51 0 39 42 60 0 0 0 0 11 56 60 0
C[48-46-57] 0 33 39 42 0 32 39 0 31 39 40 0 42 40 0 48 31 38 0 0 0 0 15 49 64 0
C[48-56-51] 0 43 50 44 0 41 47 0 42 41 44 0 48 46 0 49 34 42 0 0 0 0 9 54 59 0
C[51-19-57] (62) 0 0 0 27 0 0 28 0 0 0 47 0 0 30 0 0 0 28 48 45 56 0 0 0 0
C[52-09-57] 58 0 0 0 22 0 0 26 0 0 0 52 0 0 30 0 0 0 36 53 57 75 0 0 0 0
C[56-46-57] 0 52 56 64 0 55 50 0 48 57 53 0 57 60 0 53 49 61 0 0 0 0 15 57 54 0

Figure 9.5: (a) Group the two nodes into a single node. (b) After contract transform. (c) Add two
virtual links to one of the two nodes.

transitions to reach a common topology for matching. In this section, we provide an approximation
to “simulate” such capability (to match across structural changes), under the limitation of the graph-
matching methods such as theGA.

The introducing of the virtual links provides a way to match theMS hypergraph robustly across
transitions,e.g., allow to match a high-order node into a group of generic low-order nodes (such
as the 2 sides across theA5

1 transition, Refer to Figure 9.4 for an example). Since theGA handles
missing and extra nodes (by the slack variables), we can enforce the matching of possible transitions
not yet handled by “simulating” the transition by connecting the nodes that will be brought together
in the transitions (should it perform) using the virtual links. We only add virtual links to the local
configurations that warrant high possibility of transitions,i.e., configurations that are with lowMS
transform costs. In implementation, we can simply use the procedure for thedetectionof trans-
forms detailed in Chapter 5 to look for such candidate positions to add virtual links (by allowing a
larger transform cost threshold). The adding of virtual links essentially complements the one-to-one
assignment nature of the graph-matching approach in handling the graph structural changes.

* Virtual links to simulate the set ofMS transforms in Chapter 5.
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The idea of virtual links is applicable to allMS transforms we defined in Chapter 5.(i) For the
contract type of transforms: Figure 9.5 shows an example of adding virtual links for an contract
type transform in matching 2D shock graphs. The contract type transforms in 3D can be processed
similarly. (ii) For thesplicetransforms, there is no need to handle theA1A3-I splice transform, since
the extra nodes will be matched into the slack during graph matching and not causing a problem.
The case of theA2

1A3-II splice can be handled by adding a virtual link connecting the remaining
A3

1 curve. (iii) For themergetype of transforms: all node-node and node-curve types of merge
transforms can be handled with the virtual links (detailed omitted), while the two curve-curve merge
transforms needs an introducing of avirtual node together with four virtual links to simulate the
change in structure.(iv) Finally, we can safely skip handling the gap and loop transforms, since they
are not significant at this stage.

* Matching the virtual links (curves) in theGA matching.

We now describe how we define the compatibility measure in matching the virtual links (curves).(i)
For the parametric compatibility (such as the bending and stretching cost), we refer to its underlying
(actual) curves,i.e., simply treat the virtual curve as a combination of its underlying curves. For
the third-order corner compatibility, we also refer to the proper underlying actual corner for mea-
surements.(ii) For the structural compatibility, we let the rib type curves dominate over the axial
types, based on an observation that the contract transform near a rib curvealwayskeeps the rib and
removes the axial. In other words, for a virtual curveCv, if any of its underlying (actual) curveC
is anA3 rib, it is treated as a rib; otherwise it is treated as an axial. Thus, all virtual curves can be
treated equally as actualMS curves (and not distinguishable) in theGA matching.

We found the above notion of virtual links/nodes provides noticeable increase in matching rates
in our experiments.

9.5 Computing the (Post-Matching) Similarity Measure

We have described our hypergraph matching algorithm that shall produce an assignment between
graph nodes as an output. This section aim to derive asimilarity measure computed from the output
matching results. The idea is to use the final assignment matrixM together with the compatibility
equations defined in§ 9.3 to compute the final similarity, which indicates how similar the two shapes
are in the resulting assignment.

* Compute thetotal similarity (energyE) of a matching (assignment).

We estimate thetotal similarity energy between two hypergraphsMS,MS (the larger, the similar)
given an assignmentM as follows:

E[MS,MS,M] = wN · EN + wL · EL + wC · EC . (9.31)
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wherewN = 0.3,wL = 0.5, andwC = 0.4 are the weighting constants for the respective hypergraph
components, and the node(EN), curve(EL), and sheet corner(EC) energies are defined as:
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(9.32)

whereNai, Laibj, Caibjck are defined in Equations 9.20, 9.26, and 9.30, respectively.

* Compute thenormalizedsimilarity (energyEn).

Our initial implementation of Eq. (9.31) revealed that the energy defined in this way varies with
the number of nodes and links in each hypergraph, such that the similarity between pairs of shapes
could not be universally compared. This motivates anormalizationof each component of the energy
functional by the maximum possible value for each case, so that0 ≤ En ≤ 1, We define the
normalized similarity energy En as motivated from a similar approach in [175] asnormalization
by the maximal structural similarity energy:

En[MS,MS,M] = wN · En
N + wL · En

L + wC · En
C

= wN · EN

Emax
N

+ wL · EL

Emax
L

+ wC · EC

Emax
C

. (9.33)

where themaximal node/curve/sheet energies (Emax
N /Emax

L /Emax
C ) respectively are defined as:
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(9.34)

and where themaximal structural similarity terms between nodes/curves/corners are defined as:






















Nmax
ai (Na, N̄i) = 1.

Lmax
aibj (Cab, C̄ij) =

{

0, if Cab or C̄ij is missing,
1, otherwise.

Cmax
aibjck(Sabc, S̄ijk) =

{

0, if Cab, Cbc, C̄ij, C̄jk, Sabc, S̄ijk is missing,
1, otherwise.

(9.35)
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In summary, we use the following energy to measure thenormalized similarity between shapes:
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, (9.36)

to ensure that0 ≤ En
N , E

n
L, E

n
C , E

n ≤ 1.
While the above normalized energyEn is suitable for a final similarity measure, there are two

technical issues to solve:(i) First, the derivative matrixQ in theGA becomes complex as we use
En. (ii) Second, the missing match in theslackrows and columns is not counted in estimating the
final similarity. We describe both issues below and discuss a suitable solution for each case.

* Estimate the derivative matrixQ of the energyE.

TheGA derivative matrixQ of the energyE in Eq. (9.31) is derived as:
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(9.37)
For the normalized energyEn, the derivative matrixQ is more complicated (as follows):
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, (9.38)

which is difficult to compute in practice. Our solution is to useE in theGA matching algorithm
(iterations), and after obtaining the matching result, useEn to compute the final similarity.

* Penalize non-matches in the slack rows and columns.

Note that the above energy definition is based on an assumption that al nodes inMS andMS match,
i.e., theslackrow and column areempty. However, this is not the case in practice, in particular when
matching a large graph to a small one, resulting in many mismatches in the slacks. We propose to
penalize the slack row and column with compatibilityzero. As a result, for the perfect case where
both the slack row/column are empty, the final similarity is unaltered; and for the worst case if both
the slack row/column are with value 1, the final similarity is 0 (a full mismatch).

9.6 Summary and Experimental Results

* The graduated assignmentMS hypergraph matching algorithm.

The main steps of the the proposedMS matching approach, thegraduated assignment hyper-
graph matching (GAHM) algorithm, is summarized as follows.
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Table 9.11: Suggested weighting constants in matching theMS hypergraphs.

Category Def. value Description

GA wN = 0.3 weight ofNai in Qai andE(M)
parameters wL = 0.5 weight ofLaibj in Qai andE(M)

wC = 0.4 weight ofCaibjck in Qai andE(M)
Node wn

r = 0.5 shock radiusr
compatibility wn

g = 0.25 gradient of shock radius
parameters wn

a =0.25 sheet corner angle
wl

d = 0.33 edit distance
Curve wl

e = 0.33 Euclidean distance
compatibility wl

v = 0.34
∑

r to approx. volume
parameters wl

n = 0.2 ending node of the curve
wl

a = 0.1 anglev.s. length measurement
wc

v = 0.2
∑

r to approx. volume
Sheet wc

a = 0.3 sheet corner angle
compatibility wc

r = 0.3 shock radiusr
parameters wc

g = 0.2 gradient of shock radius
wc

n1 = 0.8 main corner vertex type
wc

n2 = 0.1 other corner vertex type

1. Compute the dynamic programming (D.P.) cost for thefour tables of sizen×m, namely, two
tables for the edit-distanceded, Euclidean distancedEu in matching all pairs of medial curves
ofMS andMS, and the additional two tables for the same combination of curve pairs with
the second curve flipped in orientation,i.e.,df

ed for the edit-distance anddf
Eu for the Euclidean

distance.

2. Perform theGA matching as described in the pseudo code in Table 9.1 using the energyE,
derivativeQ in Eq. (9.37), the compatibility defined in§ 9.3 and the weighting parameters
summarized in Table 9.11.

3. Compute the final similarityEn in Eq. (9.36).

In handling the scale difference between shapes, we scale all shapes properly (to be with the
same variance) in the pre-processing step prior to the matching.6 After the matching, a Euclidean
transform is performed to align the two objects together.7 To provide a visual result of the matching,
we color the matching nodes and curves and draw the unmatched ones in gray.

* Discussion of results.

We perform an initial experiment of this matching approach on a human wrist bone dataset (data
is courtesy of Dr. Crisco, RI Hospital [140]) to see if theMS of the carpal bones match well
to capture slight shape variations between the bones across ten patients. Figure 9.10 shows the
matching result, where the carpal bonehamateof the left hand of the ten female patients are matched

6We can adopt the scaling factor into the compatibility design to make our method scale invariant. However, we note
that the ‘scale’ matters in comparing shapes thus should be taken into account in general.

7The optimal rigid alignment between corresponding points can be computed by a closed form solution usingsingu-
lar value decomposition(SVD) detailed in [44].
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Figure 9.6: This figure shows an example of the asymmetric (but similar) matching results. Matching
two different meshingA andB of the fandisk model (Data from xx), in matchingA toB andB to
A. Pairs of corresponding medial curves are shown in random colors.

against each other. Figure 9.9 shows five examples of the extractedMS hypergraph of the above
hamate bones, showing that the regularizedMS does extract the qualitative structure of the bones,
which are similar across several patients. But note that even so, the matching of the bone’s graph
structure is still challenging. We note that theMS hypergraph topology from bone to bone still
varies in large ranges: Refer to Figure 9.10, some bone contains only 8 node/10 curves/3 sheets in
theMS, while another contains 80 nodes/105 curves/26 sheets (an order in difference), making the
hypergraph matching challenging. TheGA works well here that the mismatches shall go into the
slacks. Observe the result Figure 9.10 is promising that many of the matchings are correct, while the
failed cases are mainly due to large unrecoverable structure variations.

We have also further test our matching approach on a 3D shape database (Table 9.11) of 19
shapes in 5 categories in our database, where the shapes are collected online (Cyberware, Polhemus,
Stanford scanning repository,etc.). We aim to enlarge our database by adding shapes from the
standard 3D shape databases such as the “aim@shape” repository, Princeton shape benchmark,etc.8

The similarity measures of category shapes are much higher than non-category shapes, indicating
the potential in applications such as in shape retrieval in registration and recognition. Note that
we observeasymmetrymatching results in the table, due to the asymmetry the way assignment is
represented in theGA (see also Figure 9.6).9

* Two sources of matching errors.

We discuss two sources of errors in our matching approach. Since the method is based on a graph-
based matching of regularizedMS, two types of errors can occur.(i) First, the match itself can
be erroneous as shown in Figure 9.7, but given a sufficient number of correct correspondences,
the overall matching is not typically affected much.(ii) Second, in the process of regularizing the
scaffold, differences can still remain to degrade the matching result. If a sufficient number of correct
correspondences exist, the overall registration is not affected, Figure 9.8.

8We use a centralize database and a system of a network of multi-core computers (VOX) to automate theMS
computation and matching process.

9After the finalM is converged (rememberM is a doubly stochastic matrix), a clean up step is need to extract the
discreteassignment matrix as the result of the matching [95]. We simply pick up the maximum in each row. This
guarantees that eachGa will match to someḠi. This is related to an assumption that we should makeG a larger graph
(with more nodes) and̄G the smaller one, so that more correspondence is available as a result in general.
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Figure 9.7: This figure illustrates an incorrect assignment as a result of erroneous matching of the
MS for an application in registration. The assignment between corresponding nodes inMS and
MS are depicted by straight lines. Two of such lines (in gray) connects nodes of the head to the
rear portion of the toy sheet model, indicating an error of matching, which creates a shift in the final
alignment. Typically this does not affect the overall registration if a sufficient number of nodes are
correctly assigned.

Figure 9.8:Effect of unhandled transitions:One pot sherd (50,473 points) is matched against its sub-
sampled version (10,000 points). Both scaffolds contain relatively few (only 8) vertices, and even
worse, some transitions are not fully handled. However, the proposed method gives an alignment
that is sufficient close for an ICP type algorithm to obtain the optimal matching.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 9.9: The regularizedMS of the carpal bones (hamates) from several patients are similar
in the structure, suggesting the application in shape matching and shape-based diagnosis (data is
courtesy of Dr. Crisco, RI Hospital [140]).
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N: 18, C: 37, S: 20

N: 80, C: 105, S: 26

N: 40, C: 56, S: 17

N: 35, C: 54, S: 20

N: 8, C: 10, S: 3

N: 11, C: 15, S: 5

N: 12, C: 18, S: 7

N: 73, C: 99, S: 27

N: 19, C: 26, S: 8

N: 15, C: 22, S: 8

Figure 9.10: Result in matching theMS hypergraphs of the (hamate) carpal bones across 10 patients
(data is courtesy of Dr. Crisco, RI Hospital [140]). The number of medial nodes (N), curves (C),
and sheets (S) of the regularizedMS are labelled below each bone on the left.
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Figure 9.11: The similarity metric for the database. Correct matches are highlighted in boldface in
blue, while erroneous ones are inred. Observe that most of the shapes are categorized well.



Chapter 10

Applications of the RegularizedMS Medial
Scaffolds

* Overview of chapter: applications in shape modeling and matching.

This chapter investigates the practical applications of the medial scaffold (MS) as a shape represen-
tation. We first list the key features of our method and discuss its potential in several fields including
shape feature extraction, manipulation, and matching. We then provide a comprehensive survey of
applications (related to 3DMA) in § 10.1 and point out our potential in these perspectives. Fi-
nally, we investigate a few applications and present experimental results in ridge detection (§10.2),
analysis of mathematical shapes (§10.3), and shape registration (§10.4).

* Key features of our approach in practical applications.

We list threekey features of our method in representing shapes using the regularizedMS to unlocks
a wide range of shape modeling and matching applications:

• Handle general datasets.Our system takes the primitive form of unorganized point-sampled
shapes as input and deals with generic shape topology (Chapter 6) without imposing strict
restrictions on the shape topology or the sampling condition. This allows our approach to
handle “all” practical forms of shape datasets.

• Extract qualitative structures of shapesin retaining two key features. First, the regularized
MS addresses the main bottleneck of theMA instabilities, thus enables to exploit many
desirable properties of theMA (Chapter 1) such as its hierarchical organization of shape and
the completeness of such information. Second, the shape is tightly coupled with theMS
during the regularization, such that corresponding surface regions are maintained consistently
in capturing the whole volume of the shape (Chapter 7), such that salient shape features such
as high curvature regions andpartsof the shape are made explicit and organized together with
theMS.

• Match the shape structure in a general framework.The shape structure is organized into a
graph-like form to facilitate their comparison using a graph matching framework (Chapter 9).

10.1 A Survey of Shape Modeling and Matching Applications

In this section we survey theMA-based shape modeling applications which we expect to investigate
using the proposedMS framework. Recently, Leymarie and Kimia have presented a detailed survey
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Figure 10.1: (Adapted from [127].)MA related applications. (a) (Adapted from [150]) The 3D
MA is useful in computing acurve skeleton(centerline) for virtual colonoscopy. Left: colon and
virtual camera pose along the computed path. Right: one shot of the virtual colonoscopy sequence
produced for the colon. (b) Production of a biomimetic sculpting using the 3DMA (from Brower
Hatcher and Karl Aspelund of Mid-Ocean Studio, Providence, RI, USA). (c) (Adapted from [135,
Fig. 4]) Cortical folds are represented by computing a 3DMA using an erosion process acting
on the deep crevasses. (d) (Adapted from [1, Fig. 4]) TheMA of the electron-density map of a
chemical compound (left) resembles its atomic structure and after some thinning and regularization
(right), it can be used for identification via graph matching.

on many of these applications [127], where a few of them is highlighted in Figure 10.1. We organize
the vast amount of applications into three categories:(i) shape feature detection and analysis (for a
static shape),(ii) shape manipulation (modification of shapes), and(iii) matching (of two or more
shapes).

(I) In shape feature detection and analysis, theMS and its tightly coupled shape boundary
make explicitly several salient shape features as well as the structure of the shape, which is useful
in:

1. Ridge and corner detection.The boundaries of theMS (at theA3 rib curves) correspond to
the ridge curves of the shape, which is an important surface feature where the surface bends
sharply along them — a topic to be further explored in§ 10.2. Thecorner is also a salient
feature where several ridges meet and terminates. We will show initial results in studying the
local form of theMA around a corner in§ 10.3.1.

2. Neck and limb detection. Necksand limbsare important features useful in defining a hierar-
chicalpartsof a shape [181]. A neck is a narrowing part with local minimum in the distance
between two boundaries of the shape, while a limb identifies a part of the shape from a pair
of negative curvature minimum with co-circular tangents. In [181] the shock graph (SG) is
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used to detect these features in 2D, while we expect the same approach is extensible in 3D to
access the radius fields of the medial sheets of theMS (see Figure 3.12 for an example). We
further expect the shock scaffold (SC) with a complete shock flow analysis (§3.4) to enhance
this approach better.

3. Detecting tubular and flat regions of shape.In [96], Goswami and Deyet al. use the“unstable
manifold” of theflow complex(FC, surveyed in§ 2.3) to identify the flat and tubular regions
of a 3D shape. As discussed in§ 2.3 that theFC and ourMS/SC share similar ideas in
exploiting the distance field of the shape and obtaining the skeleton by filtering the Voronoi
structure, we expect our approach to perform similar task in identifying such shape regions.

4. Segmentation of shape(partition or surface regions). In our approach, the boundary surface
patches of the medial sheets are explicitly partitioned by the topological structure of theMS
(see Figures 7.9, 7.12 and 7.14 for examples). This initial segmentation of shape identifies
salientpartsand can be further refined (by splitting and merging regions).

5. Skeletonizationof theMS toward acurve skeleton(CS). In our approach, theA3
1 axial curves

correspond to the cylindrical part of the shape (recall in Figure 8.5). As reviewed in§ 2.3.2
that Dey and Sun [66] have related theMA and theCS by using a geodesic function on the
medial sheets to shrink the sheets into an (1D) skeleton. We expect our approach to produce
similar result, by using the geodesic distance computation developed for the contract and
merge transforms in Chapter 5. We look forward to further exploit the shock flow field of the
SC (instead of the geodesic field) to extract a better localization of the (1D) skeleton, since the
shocks are directed related to the shape while the geodesic of the medial sheets is not.

6. Analysis of mathematical shapes.In addition to the problems in imaging and vision, theMA
is also useful in exploring the properties of mathematical shapes, which often help to under-
stand the fundamentals of the shape (such as the aforementioned ridges, corners, generalized
cylinders,etc.). We will present several examples in§ 10.3.

7. Symmetry detection. Recall that theMA is a subset of the symmetry set (SS) in § 3.1.
The regularizedMS can be used to detect the symmetry of the shape [139], in finding the
symmetric axis for planar-reflective symmetry [160] or their structural regularity [154].

(II) In shape manipulation(modification of shapes):

1. Surface meshing from point clouds.We have shown in Chapter 6 that theMS is useful in
reconstructing surface meshes of various topologies from unorganized points with loose as-
sumptions, including meshing large datasets (§6.4) and fusing raw scans (§6.3). In addition,
the remainingMS after regularization is also useful in repairing remaining topological arti-
facts of the surface mesh [226].1

2. Smoothingandsimplificationof shapes. In 2D, the shock graph (SG) have been used to smooth
a shape while preserving significant corners, by applying the splice transforms considering the
local scale of the shape [200], as shown in Figure 10.2. In 3D, Tam and Heidrich have applied
a related idea in pruning medial branches and update the 3D models (using the correspond-
ing Delaunay tetrahedra) [194]. Our approach achieves a similar effect by applying the splice
transforms (§5.2.1) and update the boundary mesh in a different way (see Figure 5.7 for an ex-
ample). We expect to extend ourMS regularization scheme to further simplify shapes, which

1The couple boundary-MSstructure is useful to localize these surface artifacts, and the gap transforms can then be
applied to close remaining surface holes. This also allows to enforcing a filling of ‘true’ surface holes larger than the
scale of the sampling density (see Figure 6.17 for an example).
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Figure 10.2: (From [200, Fig.1].)MA for smoothing shapes: The original square wave is perturbed
at numerous places. Traditional smoothing methods smooth away both the noise and corners. In-
stead, the iterative removal of branches of theMA graph smoothes the shape while preserving its
corner (only a subset of the discrete space is shown).

will provide an approach that is distinct to the traditional (surface) mesh-based smoothing and
simplification approaches [199, 18, 72].

3. Compressionof shapes. TheMS/SC hierarchies (Chapter 3) explicitly distinguish the qual-
itative shape structure from the local details, which suggests a way to compress shapes by
reducing storage needs. It is also promising to transmit shapes in a“progressive” manner
according to the order of the hierarchy: At first, the coarse-scale structure of the shape is ob-
tained, which is gradually enriched with more details toward a complete reconstruction of the
shape. We note that the future work of theSC hierarchy should provide a better qualitative
abstraction of the shape, in that all shock sheets are further classified into monotonic flow
districts and thus their detailed geometry can be safely discarded and are reconstructible from
interpolating thereduced shock scaffold hypergraph(SCH−) described in Figure 3.4.

4. Animation / morphingof shapes [191]. In [219, 222], Yoshizawaet al. have demonstrated a
descent approach to animate 3D shapes by a skeleton-driven mesh deformation. As reviewed
in § 2.3.1 that theirMA is a two-way water-tight mesh allowing an easier parametrization
and smoothing. In comparison, our explicit representation of the (dual-scale)MS hyper-
graph/mesh provides a richer structure, thus provides a better way to specify (automatically or
interactively) any part of theMS to deform. We expect to explore more in the future.

(III) In shapematching (of two or more shapes), we have discussed in Chapter 9 for the matching
of theMS in the application of shape recognition and retrieval [84] based on comparing shape
similarities. We will discuss the registration of shapes in finding correspondence between shapes
and compute an average shape using such correspondence in§ 10.4.

* Example applications in several areas.
We further elaborate the above potentials of our approach in the following domain-specific applica-
tions:

• In theCAD/CAM industry, theMS can be used in three aspects:(i) the modeling mechanical
parts/objects in prototyping (refer to the CAD shape modeler in [127, Fig.10]),(ii) the retrieval
of models/parts from a database [24, 107, 157], and(iii) thehapticapplications modeling the
virtual “touching” of surfaces (in grabbing objects,etc.).

• In digital archaeology(heritage preservation), theMS can be used to identify break curves
(ridges) of fragments, which is useful in re-assemble archaeological fragments [11, 137], see
Figure 10.7 for an example.2

2Refer to related projects in the S.H.A.P.E. Laboratory at Brown University (http://www.lems.brown.edu/shape/).
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Figure 10.3: TheMS extracted from a few medical datasets demonstrating potential applications
(Data from Celina Imielinska, Columbia University). (a-b) the vertebra (red line segments indicate
the detectedridges). (c-d) the jaw, and (e-h) the air tree. Observe how close the medial sheets
approaching the object boundary to capture shape details in (g) and (h).

• In medical imaging, first, the aforementioned registration of shapes are useful ine.g., studying
the anatomical variability of the organs or bones, which will be explored more in§ 10.4.
Second, in virtual colonoscopy, the simplifiedMS into a centerline shall provide a centered
path to “fly through” a virtual camera. Refer to Figures 1.5(a) and 10.3(e-h) for examples. We
have shown theMS of many medical shapes in this thesis,e.g., the brain (Figure 10.1(a)), the
colon (Figure 10.1(a)), carpal bones (Figures 9.2, 9.9, 9.10), and the vetebral, the jaw, and the
air tree (Figure 10.3)3.

• In anthropomorphic[93, 94] orbiomimeticapplications, the extractingMS structure is also
useful inart and sculpting, in that theMS features both the regularized ridges and regular-
ized axes, which “spans” the shape interior as a scaffold (see Figure 10.1(b) for an example).
We have shown theMS of many examples of anthropomorphic shapese.g., the human body
(Figure 7.16), the face (Figure 10.8(a)), the head (Figures 10.12, 6.16, 7.13), and the hand (Fig-
ure 1.5) as well as many animal shapes such as the sheep (Figure 7.6), dog (Figure 7.13(a)),
dinosaur (Figure 7.14(a-c)), and dragon (Figures 7.9, 7.11, 7.12 in this thesis.

• In computational molecular chemistry, the regularizedMS is useful in modeling protein
structures [133, 21] for their classification and retrieval, Figure 1.5(d).

3The author gratefully thinks Celina Imielinska Ph.D. and VesaliusTM Project at Columbia as well as Frederic F.
Leymarie for helpful discussions.
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In the rest of this chapter, we describe the ridge detection (§10.2) and analyzing mathematical

shapes (§10.3) in details and show further results in shape registration (§10.4).

10.2 Ridge Detection

* Background onMA-based ridge detection.

Ridges are important surface features where the surface bends sharply. Mathematically, a ridge curve
is the surface points wherethe magnitude of the largest principal curvature attains a maximum along
its corresponding lines of curvature. TheMA provides an explicit approach to detect ridges, in that
the medial sheet boundary (A3 ribs) directly corresponds to the ridges, Figure 10.4, which has been
investigated in several works,e.g., [100, 101, 144]. TheMA-based approach can be refined to
combine with other ridge detection methods,e.g., recent works in [221, 220, 218].

Figure 10.4: (a-b) TheMS sheet boundary at theA3 rib curves map to the ridge curves on the object
surface. (c) Theradius of focusof the parabolic gutter should correspond to theMA pruning radius
r in the “min-radius” trimming process in§7.2.2. (d) Mapping theA3 rib curves to the surface yields
theridgepoints (in red).

* Proposed approach: mappingA3 rib curves to the ridge curves on the surface.

We detect ridges by explicitlyproject theA3 ribs of the (regularized)MS to the corresponding
surface to identify the ridge curves. Specifically, observe that the extension of anA3 rib curve
along the direction from the medial sheet perpendicular to the rib indicates the position of a ridge,
Figure 10.4(b). We explicitly implement this idea by computing a vector pointing from eachA3 rib
curve element and it’s incidentA2

1 sheet element to their corresponding boundary point, which is
essentially the ridge point. The details are as follows.

First, eachA2
1 sheet elementS along theA3 rib is associated with two boundary sample points,

i.e., its generators(Ga,Gb), Figure 10.5, which spans a fan-like region in Figure 10.4(c). The col-
lection of this fan-like regions corresponds to the high curvature regions on the surface, where the
ridges map to the curvature extrema along this region. We name it theridge region, which is defined
by eachA3 rib curve of theMS. We can traverse eachA3 rib curve and use the traversing direction
of theA3 rib and the normal of theA2

1 sheet element to orient the two boundary curves of the ridge
region, Figure 10.5(a). For each sheet elementS, its centroidC and the two boundary pointsGa and
Gb define a plane, thesectional planeπ (yellow in Figure 10.5(a)), which is perpendicular to the
ridge as well as perpendicular to the sheet§ (red arrow in Figure 10.5)(a)). Theridge vector V is
then defined to be in the direction of the intersection of the section planeπ with S, which points to a
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Figure 10.5: (a) The local configuration on using the “ridge vector”Vi defined on eachA2
1 sheet

elementSi to detect a ridge point inside a (fan-like) surface region delineated by two boundary
curves. (b) Two views of the ridge vectors (red lines) computed from theMS of a prism shape.

ridge point on the surface. Figure 10.5(b) shows two views of the ridge vectors (red lines) computed
from theMS of a prims shape. The section planesπ are also shown in yellowish triangles. Observe
that the ridge vector is determined locally and can be noisy in pointing to the ridge points. We leave
the accurate localization of the ridge points as a future work.

Our ridge detection approach then looks for allA3 ribs and compute the ridge vectors and in-
tersect them with the surface to obtain the ridge points. In computing the intersection point of each
ridge vector on the surface, the searching space of candidate surface triangles can be narrowed down
using the fact that each shock is associated with some particular surface region. Specifically, for
eachA3 rib element, we only need to intersectV with L’s associated boundary faces.

* Experimental results: detecting “coarse-scale” ridges and applications.
Figure 10.6 shows an example of our ridge detection on a broken pot fragments, where the ridges
corresponds to thebreak curveswith high curvatures. The detected ridge regions are depicted be-
tween blue points in Figure 10.7(b) and between the cyan and yellow curves in Figure 10.7(c). The
detected ridge vectors are shown in red lines in Figure 10.7(c).

Figure 10.7 shows a potential application to re-assemble archaeological pot sherds by detecting
the break curves and match them to find possible pairs of fragments to re-assemble them together.
The structural information of theMS graph/hypergraph (i.e.,A3

1 axial curves) is also useful in
matching the break curves in assembling the pot sherds [11, 137, 212].

We have also applied the propose method to detect ridges on the human face model in Fig-
ure 10.8(a-b). Many salient face features such as the nose, chin, eyebrows, cheeks, and lips are
successfully detected.

In comparing our results to other methods, we found that our approach responses to more
“coarse-scale” ridges in Figure 10.8(c-d) that while to the refined ridge detection results from
Yoshizawaet al. [218] in (d) detects two ridge curves (blue) on the nose, our method detects a
single rib curve on the nose, indicating that our method can be used to highlight coarse-scale ridges
in compensating the traditional local ridge detection methods.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10.6: (a) TheA3 ribs and corresponding boundary (connecting via blue lines) of a pot sherd.
(b) The two contact points of theA2

1 sheet element along anA3 rib curve are depicted in blue, while
the three contact points along anA3

1 axial curve is in red. (c) The detectedridge region(between the
cyan and yellow curves) and theridge vectors(spike-like, in red) which intersect the surface at the
estimated ridge points.

10.3 Analysis of Mathematical Shapes

This section describes some results in analyzing a fewMA of mathematical shapes. Specifically,
theMS of three synthetic shapes are investigated to study the trueMA of them:4

1. MA around a smooth corner with slight perturbation (Co-work with Peter J. Giblin).

2. The exteriorMA of the “torus knots” (Co-work with Peter J. Giblin).

3. MA of theGomboc, the world’s first self-righting object (Data from Peter Varkonyi [205]).

10.3.1 MA around a smooth corner

The corner is an important shape feature in computer vision and in 3D scene reconstruction [206,
211]. The 3DMA around a smoothcorner is an interesting problem not fully understood. Recall
for thenon-genericMA transitions around an corner in§ 5.4 as well as the degenerate corner-merge
transform of theMS in § 5.4.1. In order to understand the generic case of 3DMA around a corner,
we perturb a ‘perfect’ (symmetric) smooth corner shape and see how theMS deforms, which gives
a reasonable approximation to understand the behavior of the trueMA around the corner. First, we
generate a corner shape by stacking up 2D triangular blobs (similar to the Reuleaux triangles) with
decreasing size as follows. Specifically, we exploit thecurve by support function[49, 163, 19] to
generate a closed convex curve in Figure 10.9(a) as follows, which is used to generate the smooth
corner:















h =
a

2
cos(3t) +

a

2
+ b + c sin(3t) + c sin(4t),

x = h cos(t)− ∂h

∂t
sin(t),

y = h sin(t)− ∂h

∂t
cos(t),

(10.1)

where thec sin(3t)+c sin(4t) are additional terms to ‘break the symmetry’,i.e., changing the sharp-
ness around the three vertices of the triangular blob, to produce threeridgecurves of different sharp-
ness approaching the corner. The smooth corner shape in Figure 10.9(b) is produced by scaling the

4The author gratefully acknowledges helpful conversations with Prof. Peter J. Giblin, Dept. of Math. Science, Univ.
of Liverpool, UK.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 10.7: Application of ridge detection in identifying the “break curves” of sherds in digital
archaeology. A pot in (a) is broken into pieces where three of them is shown in (b). Observe in (c)
that the break curves are strong clues for re-assembly — they match tightly and seamlessly for the
correct pairs. (d) shows theMS for the three sherds in (b). (e-f) shows tow views of the detected
ridges, which are used to re-assemble the sherds perfectly in (g).

triangular blob by a factork = [0, 1] as increasing a heightz = d · k2 with parametersa = 2,
b = 10.5, c = 0.3, d = 15, andt = [0, 2π). 5

We observe in Figure 10.9(e) that the perturbed corner has theMA decomposed into anA3

rib and anA2
1 sheet (tab) with anA1A3 fin point, which is exactly the configuration in reversing

the corner-merge transform we described in§ 5.4.1. We observe theMA at the tip of the corner
shrinks a bit, due to the local smoothness and the vanishing of the sharp ridges. We leave the formal
investigation of the generic local form of theMA around a corner as a future work.

10.3.2 ExteriorMA of a “torus knot”

TheMA is useful in the mathematical study of the topology of shapes. In [58], the topology is used
to limit possible properties of theMA. Here we show an interesting example of theexteriorMA
of a “torus knot”.6

We generate atorus knotshape in Figure 10.10 by wrapping a tube (with radiusρ) around a torus
parameterized by:







x = (R + r cos(φ)) cos(θ),
y = (R + r cos(φ)) sin(θ),
z = r sin(φ),

(10.2)

whereθ = [0, 2π) andφ = [0, 2π) give a torus, and space curve of the tube is given by parameteriz-
ing t = [0, 2π):

{

θ = m · t,
φ = n · t. (10.3)

5Letting z = d · k generates a ‘sharp’ corner (similar to the tip of a cone), whoseMA shall start right at the tip.
Refer to Figure 5.20(a) for a similar case.

6Acknowledgements also forward to helpful conversations with Prof. James Damon, Dept. of Math., Univ. of North
Carolina, USA.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10.8: This figure illustrates that our method detects“coarse-scale” ridges. (a) The regular-
izedMS of 11, 748 scan points of a human face (Data from MPII). (b) Our ridge detection result,
where the ridge points are in red and the two ridge region curves are in cyan and yellow, respectively.
Observe that many high curvature regions are detected as ridges such as the nose, while fine-scale
sharp features such as the eyes are suppressed. (c) shows the regularizedMS of the Moai dataset
from MPII. (d) is the ridge detection result from Yoshizawaet al. [218]. Note that we identify a
single ridge curve at the nose in (c), while in (d) there are two (fine-scale) ridge curves detected in
[218].

Figure 10.9:MA of a perturbed smooth corner. (Co-work with Peter Giblin). (a) A 2D triangular
blob generated using Equation 10.1 to produce a corner shape in (b) with threeridgesof different
sharpness. (c,d) Two views of theMS which contains three medial sheet branches intersecting at
the center (A31 curve pointing to the corner), where the smaller sheet (on the left) corresponds to the
more rounded ridge. (e) Zoom in to the tip of the corner in (d) to show theMA.

wherem andn must be co-prime integers to produce a closed knot. We useR = 3, r = 1, ρ = 0.4
for the example in Figure 10.10(a). One interesting fact about this family of torus knots is that their
exteriorMA of the tube intersects at a singlestraight line at the center of the torus [58]. OurMS
validates this result as shown in Figure 10.10.

10.3.3 MA of the “Gomboc”

A “Gomboc” [205] (Figure 10.11) is the first found self-ridge object as a result of a long mathe-
matical quest. To answer Vladimir Arnold’s question on finding a“mono-monostatic”object [205],
the Gomboc is discovered by Gabor Domokos and Peter Varkonyi:7 it is a mathematical shape with
one stable and one unstable point of equilibrium, enabling it to mimic the “self-righting” abilities of
shelled animals such as turtles and beetles.8

7The author gratefully thank Peter Varkonyi to provide the Gomboc model and helpful discussions.
8Refer to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gomboc for more info.
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Figure 10.10:MA of the“torus knot” (Co-work with Peter J. Giblin). (a) The trefoil knot generated
in Maple by constantly rotating a tube around a torus (m= 2, n = 3) in Equation 10.3. (b) The
exteriorMA outside the tube wraps around it and intersects at the center at astraight line (red),
which is confirmed in a top view in (c). (d) Another knot with 5 loops generated with(m = 2, n = 5)
has 5MA sheets intersects at the center as a straight line.

We compute theMA of the Gomboc as shown in Figure 10.11. TheA3
1 axials andA3 ribs of the

MS provide a way to analyze the interior structure of the Gomboc shape (future work).

10.4 Global Registration by Matching theMS
* Problem setup: global and local registration of 3D shapes.

Registration (i.e., finding correspondence in matching) plays an important role in 3D data processing,
which can be classified into two major types:global (crude) registration andlocal (fine) registra-
tion [217]. There are good methods available forlocal registration which often require that the initial
pose is close to the optimal solution, such as the popular iterative closest point (ICP) [22]. On the
other hand,global registration is considered to be more difficult. Although it can be done manually,
this becomes a tedious job when the number of candidates to be matched is large, or the features
are not perceptually obvious. In this section, we consider the global registration of surface datasets
represented by unorganized point clouds.

* Register scans of objects with different scanning parameters.

We narrow the problem to derive a global alignment for registering scanned datasets obtained from
the same object at different times, using different operators, settings, or equipments, using theMS
matching framework described in Chapter 9. We first verify the accuracy of the results by aligning
two distinct random sub-samples of a high resolution shape which is itself used as ground truth,
Figure 10.12. We then test the real scan data as Figure 10.13(a-d) illustrates. We further “cut off”
the a large portion of the model and show that our method is robust enough to tolerate missing chunk
of data, Figure 10.13(e-f). Furthermore, the global alignment does not require closed surfaces.
Figure 10.14 shows two scans of a pot’s outer surface and the successful alignment of the two
surfaces.
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Figure 10.11: (a) The“Gomboc” (data from Varkonyi [205]) is a 3D shape that will stand upright
which ever side it falls upon. (b) Two views of the re-meshed surface. (c) Three views of theMA
of (b).

10.4.1 On computing an average shape (atlas)

* Future work: compute averaging shapes from the correspondence of the matching.

The abovenon-rigid registration framework can be extended naturally to compute an average shape
out of a category of similar shapes toward a computationalatlas. The matching correspondence be-
tween the regularizedMS hypergraphs can be used to determine the point-to-point correspondence
between shapes (frome.g., surface patches of corresponding shock branches) and then to compute
an average shape from such correspondence. This particularly useful in medial applications such as
computing an atlas of the carpal bones shown in Chapter 9 to study their shape variations.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10.12: The ground truth validation on matching theMS of two simulatedscans of David’s
head (42, 350 points, from [124] shown in (a)), where 20K and 30K points are randomly selected
from the ground truth file to test the global registration. (b) The matchingMS curves are shown in
identical colors; one dataset is shown with red dots, and the other with blue dots. Validation against
the ground truth shows that the average square distance is 3.129372 (where the object bounding box
is 69 × 69 × 76). (c) shows the final registration result after 20 iterations of ICP, where the refined
square distancew.r.t. to ground truth is only 0.000005.

Figure 10.13: This figure illustrates the registration of two scans of a toy sheet model. (a) shows
the two scans in different resolutions, parameters, and orientations. (b) is theMS of one of the
scan (20K points). (c) depicts theMS matching results, and (d) zooms in to show the matching
components colored in pairs. Although there are a few mismatches, globally the result is very close
to the optimal solution. (e-f) illustrates the registration under chunks of missing data. In (e), the rear
portion of one scan is cut, where theMS hypergraph topology is drastically changed. (f) shows that
theMS still matches well in this case.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10.14: Our approach is capable to match both inside and outside medial structures. (a)
An archaeological pot under two scans, which both contain un-scanned portions (“holes”,e.g., the
interior of the handle is not reachable under scanning). (b) TheMS of one of the scan, where the
interior and exterior component connect together through the holes on the scanned surface. (c) The
proposed method works well on matching the whole scaffold. This result is further fined by a few
iterations of ICP to make converge perfectly (not shown).



Chapter 11

Conclusions

* A summary of main achievements of this thesis.

We have developed a general framework to represent 3D shapes by a hierarchical graph-like medial
axis (MA), theMedial Scaffold(MS) [125, 87], a hypergraph containing 2D medial sheets, 1D
medial curves, and medial vertices. We handle theMA instabilities as scaffoldtransitions[88],
(i.e., topological changes in the graph structure of this scaffold), which are regularized by a set of
transforms[43], (i.e., graph deformations towards higher symmetries and simplification) [45, 126].
We have also adopted a graph matching approach, the graduated assignment (GA) algorithm to
match theMS hypergraphs. The regularizedMS as a shape representation tool has demonstrated
its successfulness in shape recognition and other modeling applications.

* What is special about the medial scaffold?

We point out three significance of the proposed shape representation framework using theMS:

1. A qualitativeMA structure with a consistent coupled shape.The major difference of our
approach when comparing to other existing 3D shape skeleton extraction methods is that we
focus on regularizing medial structures while retaining its approximation to the trueMA. In
comparison, other methods focus onpruningnoisy branches and do not simplify their inter-
connectivity between medial sheets (§2.3), and on the other hand, thecurve skeleton(CS)
based methods (§2.3.2) over-simplify the medial sheets. Our approach not only regularizes
the medial structure but also maintain a consistent shape boundary which is tightly coupled
with theMS (§ 7.3).

2. An embedded theory ofMA transitions allowing to effectively regularize theMS and match
them with a shape similarity metric.The structure of theMS (hypergraph topology, Chap-
ter 4) can be effectively regularized by applying a system ofMS transforms(Chapter 5)
which essentially moves theMS toward nearbyMA transitionpoints. This approach is in
fact embedded under a larger abstract framework to partition theshape spaceby (i) grouping
similar shapes into ashape celland discretize theoptimaldeformation path to match shapes
(Chapter 8).

3. Computationally practical.Our approach takes the primitive form of unorganized sample
points and re-mesh the surfaces (while additional information such as partial meshes or sur-
face normals are also useful). An initialMS is obtained during this meshing process and
continue to be regularized in our automatic computational pipeline. The regularizedMS hy-
pergraphs are then matched for their similarity using a graph matching scheme (Chapter 9).
Our implementation of theMS are promising in various practical applications (Chapter 10).

167
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* A overview of this thesisw.r.t. related line of works of Kimiaet al.

This thesis continues the approach of Kimia and Leymarieet al. by applying theshock transforms
based on a line of 2D and 3D works:(i) the hierarchical organization of the 3DMA sheets, curves,
and isolated points into ahypergraphform [87] as well as in a reducedgraphform [125] toward the
notion of themedial scaffold(MS), which serves as our representation of the 3DMA; (ii) a theo-
retical study of thetransitions(sudden topological changes) of theMA under shape deformations
in 2D [89, 200] and in 3D [88];(iii) a practical computational scheme to compute the (full)MS
from unorganized points [125] and produce an initial surface mesh of the shape [45], and further
regularize the remainingMS in an automatic computational system [43, 126];(iv) a shock graph
matching framework to match 2D shapes by estimating their optimal deformation guided by the
transition of the shock graph (SG) [169], and an approximated graph matching approach using the
graduated assignment (GA) to match theSG [175].

Table 11.1 overviews this thesis with respect to the related works of our group lead by Prof.
Kimia et al. at LEMS, Brown University, USA.

Table 11.1: A overview of recentMA and “shock” related works Kimiaet al. in 2D, theshock
graph (SG), and in 3D, themedial scaffold(MS), in terms of theoretical investigations, practical
implementations, and related applications.

2DMA/shocks 3DMA/shocks

Theoretical MA local form and transitions [89]. MA local form [87].
investigations Shape reconstruction fromMA [86]. MA transitions [88].

MA consistency conditions [161].
Implementations SG computation [195, 202]. MS formulation/computation [125]∗.

in practice SG transition and MS regularization [126, 43]∗.
regularization [169, 200].

Boundary smoothing [200]. Survey of applications [127, 90].
Matching/recognition [169, 175, 148]. Surface meshing [45]∗.

Applications Shape generation [203]. Registration [44]∗.
Appearance (visual fragments) [196, 149].Feature detection & modeling [43]∗.

Segmentation [170]. Matching/recognition∗.
∗ works accomplished/addressed in this thesis.

11.1 Conclusive Remarks on Main Topics Covered in this Thesis

* A summary of theMA andMS, future work of theSC.
The medial axis(MA) is the closure of the loci of centers of maximal balls tangent to the object
surface at two or more points. A classification of the local form of contact of the ball of tangency
leads tofiveprincipal types ofMA points:A2

1, A
3
1, A3, A4

1 andA1A3 (Figure 3.2) [87]. Themedial
scaffold(MS) [125] is a hierarchical structure based on this classification of theMA: medial sheets
are viewed as “hanging off” a scaffold made from medial curvesA3

1 andA3 and medial pointsA1A3

andA4
1). TheMS is a hypergraph of isolated medial points as nodes, medial curves as links, and
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medial sheets as hyperlinks. The coarse-scale structure of theMS is represented as a topological
hypergraph, and its fine-scale metric is represented as a polygonal mesh.

Future works include a complete shock flow analysis ofMS toward the coarse-scale shock scaf-
fold (SC). As described in§ 3.4, this requires to study a topologicalsurface networkto partition the
medial sheets into districts ofmonotonicflows. We believe the proposed dual-scaleMS representa-
tion, i.e., the notion of separating topology and fine-scale geometry/dynamics are directly extensible
to construct a coarse-scaleSC, once a formal understanding of the shock flow on the medial sheets
is accomplished.

* Remarks on theMS transitions and transforms.
Based on a formal study of allgeneric3DMA transitions [88], we define the set ofMS transforms
covering all cases of the transitions, including the(i) generic transitions of simple closed shapes,
(ii) transitions of non-closed shapes, and(iii) non-generic transitions observed in practice. This
framework ofMS transforms operates on thedual-scaleMS representation (Chapter 4) and effec-
tively regularizes theMS hypergraph in simplifying its topology and geometry while maintaining
a consistent boundary shape. We have also analyzed the high-order degenerate medial nodes of the
resultingMS (Chapter 5).

Future works include to derive more accurate transform cost estimations (§8.5) and develop a
consistent way to update shape changes for theinterior contract and merge transforms. We also
expect to investigate theMA transition around the corner shape (§5.4.1). In addition, we expect to
study theSC transitions and transforms, which involve additional transitions pertinent to the shock
flow change, while the topology of theMS is keeping intact.

* Remarks on meshing unorganized sample points into surfaces.
We handle unorganized sampled shapes by developing a surface meshing method (Chapter 6) ca-
pable of dealing with generic surface topologies: whether they are closed or not, orientable or not,
smooth or not, uniformly sampled or not, with non-manifold intersections or not. The input data
consists of only 3D positions of (sample) points — no assumptions (on sampling density, normals)
are needed to process a raw dataset, although additional knowledge, such as on the sampling density
and the local connectivity as a partial mesh, can be used to refine our results. The current imple-
mentation is roughly as fast (and with pseudo-linear complexity in the number of samples) as other
recent popular methods (see Figure 6.25) and the potential to handle vary large datasets is also very
promising. This surface meshing process is also part of the framework of an automatic computation
and regularization of theMS (Chapter 7).

* Remarks on theMS regularization.
We have developed an approach to stably regularize theMS by applying the set of transforms
to simplify theMS towards close-byMA transitions. Our transform-basedMA regularization
is drastically different from the traditional approaches which focus onpruning medial sheets (see
§ 2.3). Our approach not only advocates a holistic component-based transformation in pruning
spurious medial sheets, but also deal with many additional cases on simplifying the structural inter-
connectivity between medial sheets, so that thequalitative structure of theMA emerges. Our
implementation composes of multiple stages of processes (Chapter 7) to best extract the details of
the “tips” of theMA (A3 ribs) in different cases such as low-sampling and non-solid surfaces.
Our system is fully automatic and handles both real-life (scanned) objects, medical models, and
degenerate man-made objects.

Future works include the further simplification of theMS toward an one-dimensionalcurve
skeleton(CS). We expect it to provide a solution to relate theMA to such reduced one-dimensional
qualitative structure of the shape.
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* Remarks on matching theMS for 3D shape recognition.

We have developed a 3D shape matching approach to measure 3D shape similarity by matching on
theirMS structures (Chapter 9). It is based on thegraduated assignmentalgorithm to robustly
matching theMS hypergraphs, while matching the hypergraph nodes/curves/sheets by a matching
a set of compatibility functions to reflect both the graph structure and parametric variations of the
components. Furthermore, this graph matching scheme can be viewed as an approximated solution
embedded under a larger theoretical framework (Chapter 8), that is to view shape deformations as
MA acrosstransitionsand exploit an optimal“edit-distance” algorithm to solve for the “minimal”
deformation between two shapes (and thus build a metric in comparing them).

Future works include to exploring the above optimal hypergraph edit-distance matching to match
theMS and theSC, toward solving the general 3D shape recognition problem.
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